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• the comparative trampling impact of differently sized people, monitor-

ing vegetation change, and applying experimental trampling results, 

visitor observations, plant species composition) and other factors, to 

the derivation of the ecological carrying capacity of backcolU1try camp 

areas. 
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Chapter 1 

• INTRODUCTION 

Recreational use of backcountry camp areas in Yosemite National 

Park has had damaging effects upon the vegetation. This destruction 

must be limited if the wilderness is to remain in or improve from its 

present condition; this can be achieved by the control of the activ-

ities and numbers of visitors. The relationship between numbers of 

visitors and permissible amounts of destruction forms the basis for 

deriving the ecological carrying capacity for backcountry areas (Burden 

and Randerson, 1972: 440). In this paper we present an analysis of the 

effects of human trampling and urine upon the low-growing vegetation in 

the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine zones of the park and relate the 

information to carrying capacity. Discussions of the natural environ-

ment, history, and visitor.use of the backcountry area are also included. 

Wilderness in the National Parks and National Forests is managed 

with the purpose of allowing human use while preserving the natural 

environment (Wilderness Act, 1964). Substantial degradation of the 

natural environment occurs with improper visitor behavior and/or 

excessive numbers of visitors. Degradation of the natural environ-

ment refers to any human-caused disruption of the ecosystem, and 

includes changing the composition of the ecosystem, altering the vigor 

of ecosystem components either negatively or positively, and causing a 

redistribution of ecosystem components. Such disruptions may vary 

from introducing alien components, such as exotic grass seeds, to 

fertilizing the soil with human waste. 

There exists an amount of use in the Yosemite backcountry which, 

with the appropriate user behavior, is commensurate with any chosen 
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level of preservation. Contemporary concepts of appropriate user 

behavior are described by the ~ational Park Service, the U.S. Forest 

Service, and the Sierra Club in publications entitled respectively, 

"Welcome to the Yosemite Eackcountry, 11 11 Tbe Wilderness Traveler, 11 and 

11 Camping ~-ianners for Wilderness," Appendix 1. 

The wilderness manager is confronted with the difficult aemini-

strative problem of determining the amount of degradation to be allowed 

(Wagar, 1964). In acco:rdance with National Park Service administrative 

policies, several criteria must be met in this determination: (1) 

permanent, cumulative, or potentially hannful effects on the ecosystem 

should be avoided; (2) the health of the users must be protected; {3) 

environmental change should not be so great as to seriously detract 

from the wilderness experience (Department of Interior, 1970: 43, 

n-78, i23) . 

While the administrator defines the desired levels of preserva_,. 
tion, it is the researcher 1 s task to determine the amount of use co1men-

surate with these levels. It is a complex situation; as shown scher.;at-

ically by van Wagtendonk (1976: Figure 6) in Figure 1. 

In this study we attempted to isolate the effects of human urine 

and trampling upon the vegetation. The plants used in the experiments 

were species commonly found in the meadows and open sandy flats at the 

upper elevations of Yosemite National Park. Observations of visitor 

activities were also made. Results were used in the analysis of the 

carrying capacity of backcountry carr1p areas. 

Ten chapters are included in this report. Chapter 2 describes the 

natural environment in Yosemite, including historical descriptions of 

life zones and contemporary classifications of plant communities. 

Climatic, geomorphic, zoological, · and other types of natural processes 
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are described when they have a particular bearing upon the low-growing f. I 

1 
t 

vegetation or upon the behavior of backcountry users. Chapter 3.des-

cribes the history of backcountry use. Chapter 4 evaluates the effects 

of historical and contemporary cultural activities upon the'meadows. 

In Chapter 5 the recreational use of the backcountry is presented. 

Chapter 6 describes t he study site. In Chapter 7 there is a presenta-

tion and discussion of our field observations of visitor activities. 

Chapters 8 and 9 describe the procedures and results of our experi-

ments on the effects of human urine and trampling. Chapter 10 concludes 

the report by presenting methodologies for applying our experimental 

results to the determination of the ecological carrying capacity of 

backcountry camp areas and to monitoring vegetation change in the 

backcountry . 
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Chapter 2 

NATURAL ENVIRONME~:T 

Yosemite National Park ranges in altitude from about 600 m (2,000 

ft), near El Portal on the western boundary of the park, to 4,000 m 

(13,114 ft) at the top of Mt. Lyell.* Elevation increases as one tra-

verses the park from west to east and culminates at the eastern boundary 

with the Great Divide of the Sierra Nevada. There are two major rivers 

in the park: the Tuolumne River drains the northern and eastern parts 

and the Merced River drains the southwestern portion. Approximately 

85 percent of the park 1 s 308,000 ha (761,000 ac) is expected to become 

designated wilderness in the near future (Department of Interior, 1973: 

1). Several efforts have been made to systematically classify this 

large and topographically diverse part of the central Sierra Nevada 

into life zones and plant communities . 
~ 

Based upon field work from 1914 through 1920, Grinnell and Storer 

(1924! 1-2, Plate 62) studied the animal and plant life of a transect, 

145 km (90 mi) long and 27 km (17 mi) wide, extending from Snelling 

in the Great Valley, through Yosemite, and down the east slope of the 

Sierra to Mono Lake. Over a third of this transect is within Yosemite. 

Extensive trapping of animals, collecting of plants, and mapping 

from promontories were combined to form a detailed map of much of 

Yosemite's life zones, using criteria outlined earlier by Hall and 

Grinnell (1919). The life zone terminology was based on Life Zones and 

Crop Zones of the United States (Merriam, 1898). Life zones are 

defined by indicator tree species. 

*Place names in Yosem.ite that are used in this paper may be located on 
the u.s.G.S. 1:125,000 Yosemite National Park and Vicinity sheet, 
1958 . 

6 
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Beginning in the lower elevations of the western part of the park, 

tbe Transition Zone dominates to an elevation of approximately 1,900 m 

(6,200 ft). The major components of this mixed conifer forest include 

white fir (Abies concolor Lindl. & Gord.), sugar pine (Pinus Lamber

tiana Dougl. ) , ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ) , Douglas .fir 

[Pseudotsuga Menziesii (Mirb.) Franco], incense-cedar (Libocedrus 

decurrens Torr.), gianttsequoia [Sequoiadendron gigantwn (Lindl.) 

Buchh.], and the California black oak (Quercus Kelloggii Uewb.). The 

Canadian Zone ranges from about 1,900 m (6,200 ft) to 2,750 m (9,000 

ft), and is typified by red fir (Abies magnifica A. Murr.), Jeffrey 

pine {Pinus Jeffreyi Grev. & Balf.), western white pine (Pinus monti-

co la Dougl. ) , and lod.gepo:)..e pine (Pinus Murrayana Grev. & Balf. ) . The 

P.udsonian Zone extends from the upper reaches of the Canadian Zone to 

treeline, which is at approximately 3,350 m (11,000 ft), where the .. 
Alpine-Arctic Zone begins. The Hudsonian Zone indicator trees include 

whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis Engelm.), mountain hemlock [Tsuga 

mertensiana (Bong.) Carr.], and lodgepole pine (Pinus Murrayana Grev. 

& Balf.). Hall and Grinnell (1919: 57-66) listed dozens of indicators 

for each life zone including herbs, shrubs, amphibians, birds, and 

mammals, as well as trees. It should be noted that many of the indi-

cators were not exclusive to a single life zone; Hall and Grinnell 

(1919) described the range of distribution for each species. 

Grinnell's Revised Life Zone Uap (1935: Plate 3} of California's 
~ 

vegetation and animal life zones was prepared in accordance with the 

criteria outlined earlier by Hall and Grinnell (1919). For the Sierra, 

the map merely combined the Canadian, Hudsonian, and Alpine-Arctic 

zones into a single Boreal Zone. A dearth of detailed, statewide 

7 
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records of flora and fauna made the small scale (1:4,750,000) of· the 

map a necessity. 

Smiley (1921: 44-60) independently developed a very d~tailed list 

of the indicator species of the Sierra Nevada life zones, and presented 

a flora of the mountain range; he made no attempt to map vegetation or 

life zones. 

Jepson (1960: 8) described four mountain zones: Transition, Can-

adian, Hudsonian, and Boreal (or Alpine). He stated that treeline at 

the Hudsonian-Boreal boundary marks the only fairly distinct division 

between any of these zones. Elsewhere, life zone ecotones tend to be 

broad or irregular. 

Merriam (1898: 54) described temperature as the principal factor 

affecting the distribution of terrestrial plants and animals. Hall 

and Grinnell (:l9l9: 38-41), Jepson·(l960: 9-10), and Munz (1968: 4-5, 

15-16) also considered temperature to be paramount in determining 

localized plant distribution. Through the years, successive authors 

have provided. more information about temperature characteristics in 

the different life zones. Temperature variance within short distances 

accounts for most of the life zonest irregularity of boundaries. 

Precipitation, wind, and edaphic conditions were also mentioned. 

Hall and Grinnell (1919), and Jepson (1960) specified numerous local 

influences which directly affect temperature and moisture, including 

insolation, exposure, air currents, ground surface type, and the 

influence of man and fire. 

On a small scale, the element of rugged topography, which has 

been partially sculptured by glacial action, has influenced the dis-

tribution of animal and plant life. Matthes (1930: Plate 39) shows 

·· - -- -- --~-~---· J 
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the broad extent of glaciation in central Yosemite during the Wisconsin 
present 

glacial period. 'l'heA terrain, consisting· of long, deep, and. narrow 

valleys interspersed with meadows and rolling forested ridges or 

jagged peaks, provides wide temperature variations capable of support-

ing a diversity of life within short distances. A detailed transect 

in Critchfield's ProfiLes of CaLifornia Vegetation (1971: Profile 77), 

covered 56 km (35 mi) south to north in Yosemite. From 1,200 m (4,000 

ft) in Yosemite Valley, the transect climbs to over 2,750 m (9,000 ft) 

and plunges to 1,400 m (4,500 ft) in the Grand Canyon of the Tuolumne 

River. The vegetational composition, as well as the topography, was 

seen to frequently change within a few hundred meters. 

The relation between altitude and life zones is determined princi-

pally by temperature. Increasing altitude reduces.the air temperature 

due to adiabatic cooling; the lower air density c~uses the radiation of 
Ao 

heat from the ground surface to increase. The air is, conse~uently, 

comparatively cool a meter or two above the ground, in spite of the 

greater amount of solar energy reaching this surface (Daubenmire, 1943: 

344; Weaver and Clements, 1929: 281). The net effect of these and 

related phenomena is to shorten the freeze-free period at higher eleva-

tions. This not only reduces the annual period suitable for plant 

growth, but also the rate at which the snowpack melts in the spring 

(Curry, 1969: 36-37). In Yosemite, at the start of June, this melt 

rate, according to Curry 1 s observations and snow survey records (1969: 

36-37), decreased from 175 cm (69 in) of snow per month at 2,450 m 

(8,000 ft), to 75 cm (30 in) at 3,050 m (10,000 ft); this correlated 

with the retention of· 50 additional cm (20 in) of snow per month for 

each-300 m (1,000 ft} of elevation gained. Even when the air 

9 
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temperatures are above freezing in the daytime, t he low-growing ·plants 

cannot be productive until the snowpack 'is gone. Preliminary sate1 .. 

lite data illustrating the elevations at snowlines in Yose~ite at 

different dates for the past two years are shown in Figure 2. Hannaford 

· (1976: 1), who analyzed the data, stated, "Unfortunately·, these hro 

years do not represent a very wide range in snowlines ... occasional 

variations of six weeks or more may occur in the date when the snow-

line rises above a given elevation during years of extremely light or 

heavy snowpack. 11 

April May 

1 • • • ~ · · • L .. ·-:'.: :: r:: :: : ::;:1 : :_::_;___~___, 

··j: ..•..... ):.:.; : 
+--+-~·~·~+--·:_.~.____. ::~~ 

::i· . 
: . . •::1 :::.1 :<;: •· -

Feet 

10,000 

9,000 

8,000 

7,000 

6,000 

5,000 
10 20 30 

June 

Meters 

- 3,000 

- 2,500 

- 2,000 

- 1,500 

Figure 2. Snowline Elevations in Merced River Basin from 
Satellite Imagery, 1974 and 1975. (Preliminary, Subject to Revision).· 
Source: Jack F. Hannaford, Sierra Hydrotech, Placerville. 

In the "Climate of California", Elford { 1970: Plate 1) mappedc the 

mean length of the total freeze-free period in the Sierra Nevada. 

From over 250 days in the Great Valley, the period shrinks to less 

than 50 days in the highest elevations of the Sierra. Drawn from 

Elford 1 s map (along latitude 47°50'), Figure 3 illustrates this 

10 
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reduction as a function of elevation. 

Figure 3. Comparison of Elevation, Precipitation, and Freeze-free 
Period on Latitude 37°50• in the Sierra Nevada. (Sources in text.) 

Annual precipitation plays a less important role than temperature 

in determining plant distribution, especially at the higher elevations, 

where the shallow, sandy, and gravelly soils have little ability to 

retain water.· The initial charge of the water table from snowmelt is 

subject to plant transpiration demands and evaporation due to the high 

soil surface temperatures (Weaver and Clements, 1929: 281). The water 

supply is more limited on slopes than in swales, and the plants on the 

11 
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slopes respond by restricting their midday transpiration rates . 

(Tranquillini, 1964: 350). After the snow has melted, the plants become 

increasingly dependent upon summer thunderstorms and rains". The 

periodicity and intensity of these storms varies greatly at individ-

ual localities. High mountain meadows are usually situated in 

depressions and their water tables are partially recharged following 

the daytime demands of evapotranspiration (Wood, 1975a: 24-28). Even 

in these situations, however, the water table usually drops in August 

below the range of the plant roots, and desiccation commences. 

Figure 3 includes the mean annual precipitation at different eleva-

tions in Yosemite (California Region Framework Study Committee, 1971: 

Map 31). Peak precipitati?n occurs at near 2,150 m (7,000 ft); summer 

precipitation, especially from thundershowers, is often greater in 

the upper ele~tions. 

Munz (1968: 11-16), in the most recent listing of plant zones, has 

divided the upper elevation Coniferous Forests and the Alpine Fell-

fields into ten plant communities. Each plant community is floristi-

cally determined, characterized by the presence of certain dominant or 

indicator species. These plant species are easily distinguished and 

are more or less restricted to one community. Munz cautions that the 

plant communities, while reflecting ecological differences, are not 

necessarily exclusive or particularly well defined ecological linits. 

Trees are emphasized in the listing because of their influence upon 
I> 

ambient envir·onmental conditions and their role as habitat creators 

for other plants. 

The indicator species and approximate elevation ranges for Munz's 

plant communities of importance in Yosemite are listed below: 

.,_ . .... ...,_ ...... ,.,....,,.. ~-- -- ·--::---~----..,·- --. --.-,-·• ·---~-~- •··"!""··~·-..,.•.-····-,,...,,.·~,..,.. --,.~· . ........ r,..........,._..r!:'".'11" -.......:.-~"'.i"C"'!- ,...._, . 



Yellow Pine Forest: Pinus ponderosa, P. Lambertiana, Libocedrus 

decurrens, Abies concolor, Pseudotsuga Menziesii, Quercus Kelloggii, 

Ribes nevadense, R. Roezlii, Rubus parviflorus, Chcaneabatia foliolosa, 

Arctostaphylos patula, A. Mariposa, Ceanothus integerrimus; 600 m to 

2,000 m or 2,150 m (2,000 ft to 6,500 ft or 7,000 ft). 

Red Fir Forest: Abies magnifica, Pinus Murrayana, P. monticola, P. 

Jeffreyi, Castanopsis sempervirens, Ceanothus cordulatus, Ipomopsis 

aggregata, PopuZus tremuZoides; 1,850 m to 2,750 m (6,000 ft to 9,000 

ft). 

Lodgepole Forest: Pinus Murrayana, Tsuga Mertensiana, Artemisia 

Rothrockii, Potentilla Breweri, Castilleja Culbertsonii, Pedicularis 

attolens, Haplopappus apa~gioides, Senecio lugens; 2,550 m to 2,900 m 

(8,300 ft to 9,500 ft). 

Subalpine Forest: Pinus albicaulis, P. Balfouriana, P. fl.exilis, P . ... 
llfurrayana, Tsuga Mertensiana, Salix petrophila, Eriogonum incanum, 

Ribes cereum, R. montigenwn, Aquilegia pubescens, Sedu:rn obtusatum, 

Potenti Ua frutiscosa, Cassiope Mertensiana, Phy Uodoce Breweri, 

Penstemon heterodoxus; 2,900 m to 3,350 m (9,500 ft to 11,000 ft). 

Alpine Fell-fields: Carex Helleri, C. Breweri, Festuca brachyphylla, 

Poa rupicoZa, P. Suksd,arfii, Luzula spicata, Eriogonum ovalifolium, 

Oxyria digyna, Draba densifolia, D. Breweri, D. Lemmonii, D. oligo-

sperma, Phoenicaulis eurycarpa, Ivesia Shockleyi, PotentiZla divePsi

folia, Astragalus tegetarius, Epilobium obcordatum, Podistera nevaden-

sis, Polemoniwn eximium, Cryptantha nubigena, Castilleja nana, Penste-

man Davidsonii, Haplopappus Macronema, Hulsea algida; mostly above 

3,200 m (10,500 ft). 

On the basis of the above descriptions, it is quite reasonable to 
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consider Munz' s pla.nt communities to be approximate equivalents . to the 

life zones described earlier. There is a good correspondence of indi-

cator species, as well as elevations. The only map of the' vegetation 

of the entire park, to our knowledge, was prepared by the National Park 

Service. It was based upon zones, comparable to those of Munz, which 

are called "management ecosystems 11 (Department of Interior, 1975d). 

Ttle different designations are compared in Table 1. 

Jepson ( 1960), Smiley 
(1921)' Grinnell and 

Department of Storer ( 1924) , Hall 
Interior MlUlZ (1968) and Grinnell (1919) 

Management Ecosystems Plant Communities Life Zones 

Mixed Conifer Yellow Pine Forest Transition 

Red Fir Red Fir Forest .Canadian 

Lodgepole-Suba~ine 
Lodgepole Forest 

Hudsonian Subalpine lore st 

Alpine Alpine Fell-fields Alpine-Arctic or 
Bore al 

Table 1. Comparison of Yosemite National Park Vegetation Zones as 
designated by different authors. 

Working from the original 1:125,000 Management Eeosystems map, 

Figure 4 was prepared, showing the relative proportions of each eco-

system in the park. 

Map 1 was duplicated from Yosemite master plan documents (Depart-

ment of Interior, 1975b: Sheet 2), and shows the parkwide distribution 
~ 

of the different ecosystems. Although field checking has shown the map 

not to be entirely correct, it is adequate. Host noteworthy is the 

distribution of the alpine ecosystem; the highest elev.ations in the 

park are scattered over the entire eastern half, creating a broken and 

14 
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especially scenic landscape. 
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Lodgepole
Subalpine 

39.6% 

Alpine 

Red Fir 

22.8% 

Conifer 

18.7% 

Yosemi te Valley, 2.6% 
(Mixed Conifer) 

Chaparral, 2 .4% 

Sequoia, Q.01% 

Figure 4. Proportions of Yosemite National-Park Occupied by 
Different .Management Ecosystems. 

For the purposes of this study, we are primarily concerned with 

the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine ecosystems; four features will be 

discussed: lakes, meadows, fire, and animals. 

There are over 200 lakes in the park, ranging in surface area 

from 1 ha to 60 ha (2 ac to 150 ac). They are al.most all f ound at 

higher elevations and many are inhabited by trout (Johnston, 1969: 3, 

16-18 ). Most ·or the lake basins were scooped out by glac i ers and 

water has collected behind the terminal moraines; others are rock 

basins, from which the looser and more heavily jointed granite was 

removed by ice (Muir, 1879: 412-413). The active development of these 



lakes into meadows can be observed in some areas, e.g. Starr King Lake 

and Matthes Lake. 

Muir (1961: 100-111), in his splendid description of the high 

mountain meadows of the Sierra, particularly emphasized those within 

Yosemite. They range in length from a few meters to several kilometers. 

They are located where snowbanks, drainages, or springs provide a good 

supply of moisture, on ridgetops as •rell as in canyon bottoms. Meadows 

are usually adjacent to lakes and streams. Above timberline, the envi-

ronmental factors controlling the distribution of meadows are "topo-

graphic exposure and distribution of snow and meltwater superi mposed 

upon geographical substratum patterns 11 (Billings and Mooney, 1968: 

489). 

Park. 

An estimate of the meadow area was made for about 15% of Yosemite 

Included is 30% of the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine manage,-
ment ecosystems, which combine to make up 53% of the park, or 165,000 

ha (407,000 ac). The area covered in these measurements extends south 

from the Tioga Road to the Park boundary, and is bordered on the east 

by Kuna Crest and on the west by the crest of the Clark Range, Bunnell 

Point, Clouds Rest, and Olmstead Point. Meadow areas were drawn on an 

acetate overlay placed on color infrared, 1:130,000 aerial photographs 

which reveal meadows as bright red (NASA, 1972: frames 1925, 1926, 

1934). Using a half-inch grid equivalent to one mile intervals, the 

percentage of grid intercept ion by meadow areas was estimated to be 

5.6 percent. - The total land area in the sample was derived from the 

U.S. Geological Survey map Yosemite Pa~k and Vicinity (1958), using a 

Leitz Planimeter No. l32, which measures to the nearest lOOth of a 

square inch. Extrapolating these measurements to the entire lodgepole-
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subalpine and alpine ecosystems in Yosemite, the total meaO.ow area is 

9,200 ha (22,700 ac). 

Lightning fires are a natural part of the coniferous forest in 

the Sierra Nevada (Kilgore , 1973: 1~96-513) . The ecologic al importance 

of fire in the higher elevations, including the extensive lodgepole 

forest, is very unclear. Because of the presence of more valuable 

timber trees (Mason, 1915: 1), and of the lodgepolers irregular mor-

phology and comparatively inaccessible location at higher elevations, 

the mountain lodgepole forest in California bas not had enough economic 

significance to warrant much investigation (Peattie, 1953: 108). The 

effects of fire need attention. 

11While the impact of fire,on successional stages of lodgepole 
pine forests in Yellowstone in str.ong, the size of individual 
trees and age structure of lodgepole stands of the Sierra are 
considerably different; hence, careful work in the Sierra 
lodgepole type is needed before findings from Rocky Mountain 
lodgepole ~orests can be appliC!d to Sierra lodgepole standsn 
(Kilgore, 1973: 504-505). 

Morphological criteria which differentiate the Sierra Pim{,S !1urI'aya:11a 

from that of the Rocky Mountains Pinus contorta var. latifolia are 

cited by Sudwortb (1908: 49) and Critchfield (1956: 48). 

Presently, 63 percent of the land area of Yosemite is officially 

designated as Natural Fire Management Units, in which naturally ignited 

fires are allowed to burn. Except for developed areas, this includes 

all of the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine ecosystems. In the higher 

elevations, the discontinuous nature of the forest, low accumulation 

of fuel, cool temperature, low tree density, and the topographic prom-

inence of relatively barren, granite ridges tend to discourage the 

occurrence of extensive conflagrations. The Park Service's 11let-burn 11 

po~icy provides an approximate restoration of the forests to their 
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Grasses. The sheep 1 s shyness and a very early reduction in its nwnbers, 

due first to hunting and later to scabies, have combined to make this a 

poorly understood species in terms of its past effects upon the low-

growing vegetation of the northern Sierra high country (Grinnell and 

Storer, 1924: 243; Ingles, 1965: 443). 

The abundant mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus Rafinesque, is a 

brbwser; it prefers the leaves, young shoots, and buds of certain 

shrubs (e.g. SaUx spp.) and trees, as well as grasses and. other plants 

{Grinnell and Storer, 1924: 234; SlllIII1er and Dixon, 1953: 450-452). 

The Sierra Nevada golden-mantled ground squirrel, CaZ-"lospermo-

phiLus lateralis Say, and the belding ground squirrel, Citellus beldingi 

Merriam, are easily observed, since they are diurnal (Ingles, 1965: 

174). While the golden-mantled ground squirrel is usually in the 

forest, the belding ground squirrel inhabits the open meadow. The 

"' 
burrows of the l atter are usually below the upper level of matted roots. 

Being the most abundant of the larger meadow rodents, its harvest of 

grass, seeds, nuts, and roots is substantial. Its tunnel system is 

generally located in the slightly drier meadows, especially early in the 

season when the water table is high. Despite its extensive tunnel 

system [one system was 16 m (52 ft) long with a volume of exyavated 

earth totaling 32,000 cm3 (2,000 in 3)], it is rare that there are 

mounds of earth at the tunnel entrances (Grinnell and Storer, 1924: 

168-173). 

Another important rodent is the mountain pocket gopher, Thomomys 

monticoZa J. A. Allen, a very active digger (Grinnell, 1923: 140). It 

is a solitary animal which remains active throughout the year. It 

burrows and feeds at meadow margins and in open forests with soft soil. 
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Solid earth cores are packed into the snow during the winter and often 

remain lying on top of the meadow plants for most of the following 

summer (Ingles, 1965: 206; Grinnell and Storer, 1924: 135-139). 

Storer and Usinger (1963: 329, 338) illustrated the soil-surface 

effects of the mountain pocket gopher, as well as those of the broad-

handed mole. The mountain pocket gopher has been described as a signi-

ficant contributor to the improvement of the high altitude soil struc-

ture; the animal's activities loosen and mix the soil, providing a 

means of entry for water, air, and organic matter (Grinnell, 1923: 140-

149; Grinnell, 1933: 294-298; Ingles, 1952: 94-95). 

The yellow-bellied marmot, Marmota flaviventris Audubon and Bachman, 

inhabits meadows, especially where they are adjoined by rock slides or 

large boulders. Its burrows are 13 cm diameter holes (Grinnell and 

Storer, 1942: 159). Ranging to 3,650 m (12,000 ft) in elevation, and 
Ao 

hibernating in winter, they feed primarily upon green vegetation, 

including grasses, vetch, clovers, and stonecrops (Ingles, 1965: 166-

167). 

The badger, Taxidea taxus Schreber, is a solitary but fairly 

common inhabitant of flat, open country (Grinnell and Storer, 1924: 

92). It is a carnivore with exceptionally good facilities for digging. 

It feeds upon the inhabitants of the nests of pocket gophers and 

ground sQuirrels, after unearthing them by digging a 20 cm to 30 cm 

diameter hole (Ingles, 1965: 378-379). 

Several small rodents have a very limited effect upon meadow vege-

tation when compared with the ground SQuirrels and gophers. The 

chipmunks, Eutamias alpinus Merrian and E. speciosus Merriam, inhabit 

the forest and sometimes forage into the open meadow to collect seeds 
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particularly those of Calyptridiwnv.mbellatwn (Torr.) Greene (Grinnell 

and Storer, 1924: 124). The activities of the western jumping mouse, 

Zapus princeps J. A. Allen, the montane meadow mouse, Mic~otus longi

caudus Merriam, the heather vole, Phenac011i'::JS inteY'l71edius Merriam, and 

the long-tailed meadow mouse, Microtus longicaudus Merriam, have rela-

tively little impact. The montane meadow mouse leaves the most distinct 

sign- of these species: trails cut through the meadow, where, incidently, 

it feeds principally upon succulent stems and leaves of forbs (Ingles, 

1965: 289}. 

The broad-handed mole, Scapanus latimanus Bachman, is a carnivore 

which, in the lower elevations, eats earthworms and, in the higher 

mountains, probably feeds upon the larvae of certain insects since 

earthworms are virtually absent. The linear mounds of earth formed by 

the mole's burrowing, only distrubs vegetation and soil near the sur
,1.. 

face (Storer and Grinnell, 1924: 46; Storer and Usinger, 1963: 325, 

329, 338). 

The mountain beaver, Aplodontia rufa Rafinesque, resembles a 

large, over-grown pocket gopher, and its appearance and its habits are 

~uite unlike those of the true beaver, Castor oanadensis Kuhl. The 

mountain beaver population in Yosemite has fairly insignificant 

effects on the low-growing plants and has been mentioned here mainly 

to prevent the reader from confusing it with the true beaver whose 

range in central California does not extend above the lowlands of the 

Great Valley (Ingles, 1965: 154-157, 241-244). 
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Chapter 3 

HISTORY 

The phrase, rrHigh Sierra, n has brought :forth thoughts a f flower-

carpeted meadows, wildlife, rushing str~runs, and other attractive 

images to Californians for over a century. 

The High Sierra is a term which was first applied by the 
California Geological Survey to that portion of the great 
range lying above the level of continuous forest and extend
ing from the Central Pacific Railroad on the north to a 
point about ten miles south of Mt. W'nitney. The width of 
this belt is extremely variable, and its boundaries irregular, 
but it may be taken roughly at from ten to twenty miles in 
width {Leconte, 1907: 5). 

In Yosemite, the High Sierra comprises the lodgepole-subalpine and 

alpine ecosystems. Today, this portion of Yosemite is more heavily 

used by recreationists than ever before. A brie:f look at the history 

of human activities in the park's high country will help to put in 

perspective today's recreational use and the problems to which this 

research paper is directed. 

Yosemite 1 s history has received considerable attention from many 

authors, including Farquhar ( 1925, 1966), Gyer ( 1965), Hubbard ( 1958), 

Jones (1965), Kuykendall (1921), Loughman (1967), Russell (1957), 

Sargent (1971), and Vernon (1951). 

Since 1855, public interest in Yosemite has been focused primarily 

on the scenic wonders of Yosemite Valley and not on the remote areas. 

Road access to the Valley from both the northwest and the southwe~t has 

befn available since the mid-1870's (Russell, 1957: 183). Access to 

the High Sierra in Yosemite has been largely restricted to travel on 

trails. Until shortly before Yosemite National Park was created in 



1890, the high country received very few recreational visits (Jones, 

1965: 24-45). In the 19th century, summer sheep pasture was the prin

cipal use of this area. Its mysteries were also explored by a few 

miners and hunters. Only two government surveys, the Whitney Survey 

in 1863 and the Wheeler Survey in 1878, carried out any official 

exploration (Farquhar, 1966: 129-142, 191-192; Russell, 1957: 181, 184). 

Ecological damage caused by the sheep and sheepmen incited John 

Muir's first article in 1876 (Farquhar, 1925: 30). Muir enlisted the 

support of leading academicians, artists, and national publishers to 

preserve the high country. Through that alliance and eventually also 

with the help of the Sierra Club, he succeeded in getting the park 

designated, in having the state of California cede Yosemite Valley to 

the federal government, and in fostering public interest in the preser

vation issues;I- Major moves to reduce the park size were defeated and 

lengthy efforts to have the park properly managed were maintained. 

From the preservationists' point-of-view, the~e was only one substan

tial failure, the loss of Hetch Hetchy Valley to a reservoir (Farquhar, 

1966; Jones, 1965). 

Sheep and Sheepmen 

The value of the Sierra Nevada for sheep pasturage was recognized 

by the agricultural community as early as 1863 (Perkins, 1863: 9). 

Prior to that time, sheep grazing had been confined to other areas 

(Menzel, 1944: 7-8). 

The initial catalyst for the movement into the mountains by the 

sheepmen was probably the drought of 1864-1865 (Acting Superintendent, 

1892: 661 and 1894: 3; Cain_, 1961: 28; King, 1886: 46; Loughman, 1967: 

57). Moving up from the lowlands where grass production during droughts 
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was poor, the sheepmen found the mountain meadows to be abundant and 

good providers (Bridgeport Chronicle Union, 1887: May 28). It came to 

be believed that a sununer on the mountain pastures added l~ pounds of 

wool to a sheep's fleece (Wentworth, 191~8: 193). A tradition of t:rans

humance developed; sheep were moved into the high meadows just follov

ing the retreat of the snowline and departed prior to the fall storms 

which began anytime from mid-September to mid-October (Acting 

Superintendent, 1891: 4 ; Benson, 1924b: 2; Martin, 1904: l; McClure, 

1894: 169-171; San Francisco Chronicle, 1908: October 17). 

The numbers of sheep in the Sierra grew rapidly from the 1860 1 s in 

parallel with a boom in the California sheep industry. In 1859, the 

statets sheep industry pr9duced 2.3 million pounds of wool; by 1871, 

production reached 22.l million pounds (Anonymous, 1872). The increase 

continued untll the 1880's when statewide production began to decline 

rapidly, partially due.to competition from South American and Australian 

wool. This overall decline was not apparent in t he Sierra Nevada region, 

however, where the industry gradually became more concentrated.. After 

1900, which was the low point of the sheep industry in California, the 

production of lambs became important (Martin, 1905; Menzel, 1944). 

The sheep herders divided the mountains among themselves and 

zealously guarded their own ranges (Benson, 1924b: 1-2). The sheepmen 

were known to be ambitious in building trails and bridges, and it is 

quite likely that for many years they were visiting virtually e¥ery 

meadow in the.high country with their flocks (Davis, unknown; McClure, 

1894). Muir described an example of their ambition: 

-· .-~ · ---· - ·• ::. · · ·- ·• • .. ... ~ -,A _, .,,.,._.-
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Shadow Lake ... is everywhere so securely cliff-bound 
that without artificial trails, only the wild animals ca~ get 
down to its rocky shores from any direction ... Year after year 
I walked its shores without discovering any other trace of 
huJnanity than the remains of an Indian campfire ... On my last 
visit ... I was startled by a human track, which I at once saw 
belonged to some shepherd ... ~Returning from the glaciers 
shortly afterward, my worst fears were realized. A trail 
had been cut down the mountain-side from the north and all 
the gardens and meadows were destroyed as if swept by a fire. 
The money changers were in the temple (Muir, 1879: 416). 

The United States Army was put in charge of Yosemite National 

Park when it was first established. However, there was a five year 

delay before effective action was taken against the sheep grazing. 

Troop "K 11 of the 4th Cavalry, under the co:mmand of Captain Rodgers, 

cracked down on the grazing in 1895 and 1896, removing tens of 

thousands of sheep and largely freeing the park of sheep trespassing 

by 1897 (Benson, 1924b: 1-2; Farquhar, 1922: 30). The Spanish-American 

War interrupted efficient operation of the park in 1898 and for the 

ensuing period of>six years, until 1904, the park was left in 

untrained hands, Plate 1. In some of those intervening years no 

sheep were removed, while in others up to 190,000 (including repeats) 

were forced out. In 1904, the Acting Superintendent noted, on the 

basis of· field checking, that there was a probable population of 

100,000 sheep in the park. At first~ enforcement against grazing was 

compounded because the park boundaries did not conform to the easily 

recognized ones of watersheds. In 1905, the boundaries of the park 

were aligned with the Sierra crest and, for the first time, the upper 

reaches of many canyons in the northern portion of the park became • 

closed to sheep (Acting Superintendent, 1905: 6). 

The return of Troop 11K" of the 4th Cavalry in 1905, restored 

effective protection, and since then sheep trespassing has been 
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(Courtesy~ The Bancroft Library) 
Plate la. "Some of Lieutenant Benson's Men [After Having Driven Out 
TreSPassing Sr~ep], 1894 or 1895. 1' 

Plate lb • --and their 

(Co~::.rtesy, The Bancroft Lit:ra.ry) 
11 Trespasa:l.ng in Yosemite National Park, 1898, Sheepherders 

Flocks in Tuolumne Meadows. 11 Photo by Charles E. Townsend. 



virtually nonexistent (Acting Superintendent, 1905: 6 and 1906 : 8; 

benson, 1924b: 2; Martin, 1905). 

In summary, Yosemite sheep grazing began in the mid-l860 1 s. In 

the 1880's the overall decline of the California wool market was over

come by a continuing, more gradual infl~x of sheep into the Sierra 

Nevada region. The Army's concerted effort to eliminate sheep did not 

begin until five years after the creation of the park. From 1895 

through 1897 sheep were almost eliminated, only to return with the 

departure of competent personnel in 1897. Sheep were abundant, par

ticularly in the northern part of the park, until their final removal 

in 1904 and 1905. The numbers of sheep were in the thousands and 

probably over one hundred thousand for many summers. They affected 

an area consisting of many tens of thousands of acres of prime 

recreational la~d (Bradley, 1911; Sumner, 1947). 

Access and Published Information 

The development of trails, roads, maps, and guidebooks has been 

important in encouraging public · recreational use of the Yosemite High 

Sierra and in providing the government with a means by which to 

properly administer the park (Loughman, 1967: 62-96). 

When the park began, there were only a couple of marked or 

defined trails, consisting of two east-west routes which intersected 

at Tuolumne Meadows {Benson, 1924b: 1-2; Jones, 1965: 45, inside 

cover). Between 1895 and 1929, there was an expansion of the trail 

network throughout the high country (Acting Superintendent, 1903: 8-9; 

1905: 16-17; 1906: 12-13; 1912: 8; 1913: 22-24; 1914: 14-15: Sovulewski, 

1928: 25-28). The network evolved from sheep paths and routes blazed 
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on trees, to carefully constructed trails. Since 1929, there has been 

little change in the overall layout of the trail system (U.S. Geolog

ical Survey, 1932: 1958). Even the John Muir Trail and Pacific Crest 

Trail, where they are in the park, had been completed by 1929. 

In terms of road access, the Tioga Road, linking the Great Valley 

with Mono Lake and Highway 395, is the major present-day means for 

reaching the high country. First constructed in 1884, the road was 

alternately in repair and disrepair, depending upon the initiative of 

local people, travelers, and the park administration. Its connection 

with the Mono Basin, through Lee Vining Canyon, was finished in 1909 

(Turlock Journal, 1909: October 15). Stephen T, Mather purchased t he 

road in 1915 and donated it to-the Nati.anal Park. Washouts and fallen 

trees hrunpered the use of the road and the Park Service was hard 

pressed to maintain it in a passable condition in the summer. It was 
.,;. 

closed by snow all winter, as it is today. The road was first opened 

to automobiles in 1915 and its use has gro•m continuously. Improve-

ment of the roadbed and realignment went on for years until, in 1961, 

the present two-lane road with a top legal speed of 45 mph (72 kmph) 

was opened to the public (Trexler, 1961). 

Maps, pamphlets, general interest stories, and natural history 

guidebooks have accompanied the public interest in Yosemite and have 

also helped to make the backcountry more accessible. The most notable 

of the early publications were articles appearing in the Sierra Club 

Bulletin which deal with all aspects of the Sierra. In 1914, the 

National Park Service issued the National Pw0 k Bibliographies, which 

inc l uded a listing of 259 books and articles specifically about 

Yosemite (Department of Interior, 1914; 14-26) . 
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Mapping, of course, was the first big step; Lieutenant Nathaniel 

F. McClure scouted and mapped the north country of Yosemite in 1894 

and 1895 (Farq_uhar, 1925: 45; Acting Superintendent, 1895: 5). He 

published reports of two of his trips in the Bulletin (189i1: 168-186; 

1896: 330-335). In May 1896, McClure's map was published (Benson, 

1924a: l; Farquahr, 1925: 45); in the same year, the Sierra Club 

published Joseph N. LeConte's map of the Yosemite region. During this 

period, the U.S. Geological Survey was preparing a topographic map of 

the park; it was published in the 1910 Report of the Acting Supe"r>in

tendent of the Yosemite National Park. Replacing the earlier sketch 

maps of Leconte and McClure, the U.S. Geological Survey maps have 

offered accurate information f6r the Yo.semite backcountry traveler. 

Presently, the park is covered on 15 minute quadrangle maps, and the 

U.S. Geologicaj.,Survey is considering the preparation of 7~ minute 

quadrangles within the next decade (Collier, 1973). 

Among guidebooks, the best known is Starrts Guide to the John 

/.1uir Trail and the High Sierra Region (l970), first published in 

1934. A set of three guides covering the entire Yosemite region was 

issued in 1953 and 1954 by Lewis Clark, under the auspices of the 

Yosemite Natural History Association. Clark 1 s detailed trail pro

files, maps, and descriptions are similar to the contents of the 

recent quadrangie guidebooks of Thomas Winnett (19/0, 1973, 1915). 
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Chapter 4 

CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON MEADOWS 

Five human-related activities have affected the high meadows in 

Yosemite: burning, hunting, grazing, hiking, and horseback riding. 

Their effects on plant cove_r species composition, and the relation-

ship of these activities to the invasion of meadows by lodgepole pines 

has been of concern to many mountain travelers and scientists (Boche, 

1974; Bradley, 1911; Russell, 1927; Sharsmith, 1961; Sumner, 1947). A 

brief review of some oftheecological characteristics of these meadows 

precedes the discussion of the activity effects. 

Three excellent articles explain much of what is known about Sierra 

alpine plant physiology and ecology; these have been written by 

Tranquillini (1964), Billings and Mooney (1968), and Chabot and 
,;. 

Billings (1972). The ranges of most of the low-growing plants in the 

lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem extend into the alpine zone. 

The meadow plants are almost exclusively perennials; according to 

Chabot and Billings (1972: 194), "Perennial species have two principal 

advantages over annuals: (1) they can store larger amounts of food 

reserves toward rapid growth in the early spring; and (2) they can 

occupy a habitat without the nec~ssity of producing seed each year as 

a generative mechanism." Growth of the meadow plants begins rapidly 

as the snow melts off the ground, and the meadows usually stay entirely 

green into August. Although the peak blooming period is in July, it 

varies widely with microclimate and altitude (Dobson, 1975). 

Natural succession in meadows becomes slower with increasing alti-

tude in the Sierra. Analyses of succession must therefore extend over 
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many years. In addition, Sharsmith (1959: 8) stated. that "owing to 

the rather progressive dim:Lnution in the number of species with 

increasing altitude, the stages of succession tend to become corre-

spondingly fewer and more simplified. 11 Ratliff (1973) hypothesized 

on the succession of one particular Sierra meadow type, but emphasized 

that more research was needed. 

References to the productivity of Sierra meadows were reviewed by 

Wood (197 5a: 19-21). Low productivity and exposure to wind result in a 

very low accumulation of dead plant material. This is one factor that 

makes natural fire unlikely in the upper meadows. Reynolds (1959: 59-

91) also attributed the rarity of natural fires in the high mountain 

meadows to topographical and other ecol.ogical factors. In addition, 

the lodgepole forests, which border most of the meadows, do not usually 

produce enough fUel to sustain a surface fire which could then spread .-
into a meadow (Reynolds, 1959: 117). Meadow fires are even more diffi-

cult to envision, considering that the dry meadows are typified by 

sparse tussocky herbage and that the wet meadows generally remain 

damp into the fall. 

Wood(l975a) investigated the origin of the upper meadows of the 

Sierra. He showed that many meadow sites were previously occupied by 

forests and that the ages of the meadows may coincide with neoglaciation 

in the Sierra at2,500B.P. and 1,200 ILP. (Wood,1915a: 101 ). The rate 

of accumulation of meadow topsoil has equaled 2.3 cm per century 

(Wood,1975a: 103). Therefore, the topsoil in many meadows is a veneer 

only 50 cm or less in depth. 

Disturbance of meadows can occur rapidly and in certain sites 

extremely heavy grazing can eliminate possibilities for recovery in 
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the foreseeable future (Giffen et al.~ 1970: 17; Sharsmith, 1961), 

Sharsmith (1959: 116) stated that above 2,750 m (9,000 ft) in 'SeQuoia 

and Kine;s Canyon National Parks, and above a somewhat lower altitude 

in Yosemite, non-native plants, which are typical indicators of dis-

turbed conditions, are rare or absent because they are climatically 

unsuited to the higher altitude. He stated that nAt higher altitudes ... 

the only indicators available are the usual appearances of an over-

grazed area as shown by the thinning of ground cover, bare spots, 

incipient gullying, and evidence of increased erosion ... The mere 

presence or even abundance of various non-palatable native species ... 

may or may not be indicators of overgrazing, notwithstanding the fact 

that they often increase in ablindance when overgrazing occurs 11 

(Sharsmith, 1959: 116-117). Wood(l975a: 7-9) showed that there is a 

relationship between drainage-basin area and valley gradient, which 
,/. 

differentiates stable from unstable meadows vulnerable to gully ero-

sion. He emphasized that grazing should be carefully controlled in 

gully-prone meadows (Wood, 1975b). 

Concern over the loss of highly valued meadows to lodgepole pine 

invasion has lead to manual removal of tens of thousands of small 

trees from some meadows, including Tuolumne Meadows, by the Park 

Service (Department of Interior, 1933: 17). Action has probably pre-

empted natural phenomena capable of eliminating most of the small 

trees, such as the lodgepole needle miner which tends to be more 

effective in killing small trees than in killing large ones (Koerber, 

1975). 

Leonard et al. (1969) and Giffen et al. (1970: 18) felt that the 

distribution of lodGepole pines depends upon the establishment of the 
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seedling lodgepoles, and not upon the environment after initial estab-

lisbment. The reasons for the establishment of the small lodgepoles are 

very unclear and the trees 1 presence was very poorly explained in 

Boche 1 s thesis (1974). With the lodgepole-invasion issue in mind, we 

have reviewed thousands of Yosemite photographs and examined much of 

the park from both the air and the ground; it appears that lodgepole 

invasions have been erratic in meadows within Yosemite, and that the 

invasion should be considered on an individual meadow basis. Vigorous 

tree establishment freq_uently occurred in the wettest parts of meado,-rs, 

such as in Rafferty Meadow and on the south shore of Nelson Lake. In 

other locations small lodgepoles were found at the drier meadow margins. 

Burning in the high country, as a c~ltural activity, has been attri-

buted to both the Miwok Indians and the sheep herders. While Indian 

occupation of higher elevations in the summer and fall is well docu
> 

mented and supported by an abundance of archaeological sites, complete 

documentation of their specific activities is lacking. Reynolds (1959: 

120-l23, l40} proposed that the Yosemite Miwoks burned the high meadows 

to drive game (Bennyhoff, 1956: 16-17, 19); Gibbens and Heady, 1962: 2}. 

Pointing to the abundance of invading lodgepole pines and their alleged 

absence prior to sheep grazing, Reynolds (1959: 121-123) suggested that 

burning by the Indians must have accounted for the early absence of 

lodgepole pines. Reynolds' (1959: 12i) unfortunate reliance upon what 

is possibly a misdated photograph in documenting the absence of small 

invading trees prior to sheep grazing, raises a question as to the 

validity of his basic assumption. The photograph may not predate the 

sheep grazing. 

If aboriginal burning did occur, it must have been quite labor 
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intensive. Reynolds (1959: 57) gave evidence from several authors that 

the meadows, in aboriginal times, were wetter and r~mained so longer 

into the season than they do today. If that were the case, burning 

would have been more difficult than it is today. It seems unlikely that 

the Miwoks would have oeen interested in undertaking a major effort to 

burn the high meadows in the dry fall when hunting is good (Reynolds, 

1959: 120, 123) and when their staple food, acorns, particularly those 

of the California black oak, Quercus Kelloggii Newb., ripen in the 

lower elevations (Thompson, 1972: 36; Barrett and Gifford, 1933: 142). 

Dudley (1896: 264-265) and Loughman (1967: 25, 38) described the habit 

of Sierra sheepmen of setting fire to forests after their flock's 

departure in the fall, in an effort to increase the forage and ease 

the passage for their sheep. In lower elevations the sheep herders' 

practice destroyed timber and watersheds (Bade, 1905). For the reasons 
~ 

mentioned above, however, it is unlikely that the sheep herders succeeded 

in burning much of the lodgepole forest or upper elevation meadows. 

Deer hunting was pursued by the Miwoks in the meadows (Bennyhoff, 

1956: 16-li, 19). Being primarily browsers, the deer probably did not 

have a significant effect upon the herbaceous vegetation. Some harvest-

ing of the rodents may have occurred, but due to their high fecundity, 

the effect of the harvest was probably slight. The local disappearance 

of the bighorn can be attributed to sheep herders and recreational 

hunters, but it is douotful that the numbers of these animals were ever 

large enough to have more than a slight influence upon the meadows. 

Sheep grazing is historically the most pervasive of the human-

related activities in the meadows. Despite their lengthly presence.and 

la~ge numbers, there exists substantial evidence that their impact vas 
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minimal. Talbot and Sampson (19lr8: 557) pointed out two assets which 

these meadows had for grazing: green grass and abundant water supply 

during the late season. Access to the upper meadows was delayed by 

snow on the passes and, as a result, plants could achieve some gromh in 

the spring prior to grazing. Burcham (1957: 204) explained the impor

tance of this delay, "grazing too early in the spring is particularly 

detrimental to perennial plants, where leafage, needed for the manu

factlll'e of food, is removed before the plants have had time to replen

ish root reserves or to produce seed. 11 

According to a Department of Agriculture report (1933: 26), the 

common practice in high mountain regions has been for the sheep herder 

to 11direct, rather than herd, his sheep in an effort to utilize the 

feed more fully." This lessens the likelihood of destroying the 

grazing resource_)y concentrated grazing and tram.pling. The mountain 

meadows have a high grazing capacity per unit of meadow area (Stoddart 

and Smith, 1943: 110). Overall, the higher mountain areas are classi

fied in the "open forestn range type by the U.S. Forest Service, with 

a grazing capacity of about one sheep per acre per month (U.S. Forest 

Service, 1936: 101, 107). Estimating that the lodgepole-subalpine and 

alpine ecosystems make up 406,500 acres in Yosemite, the area should be 

capable of withstanding about 400,000 sheep in the grazing season. The 

estimate of one or two hundred thousand sheep during its peak use (in 

Chapter 3) thus represents a fraction of the range's capacity. 

Other evidence of the time-limited impact of sheep grazing came 

from many sources. The higher regions of the Sierra Nevada are placed 

by the U.S. Forest Service (1936: 109) in the lowest classification.for 

range depletion (0-25%), a category into which only 13% of the entire 
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for 29 years before the park was formed, tends to indicate that the 

sheep herders had some concept of grazing capacity. 

Sheep browse on small conifers (Bradley, 1911: !+O). Reynolds 

( 1959: 38) has cited an example of sheep keeping down the young lodge-

pole growth in Little Yosemite Valley. With the slow growth of small 

lodgepoles, very little browsing over the years would be adequate to 

prevent lodgepole invasion of meadows. Apparently sheep grazing did 

keep the meadows free of small lodgepoles in Yosemite, since after 

grazing ceased the numbers of small trees has reached great propor-

tions (Bradley, 1911: Vankat, 1970). 

Grazing by packstock has existed since the earliest visits by 

non-Indians. Sharsmith (1961: 49) and. Bennett (1965: 62) point€!d out 

that allowing pack animals to graze freely without being tethered or 

corraled is conducive to meadow survival. Concentrated grazing 
. .# 

occurred near the High Sierra Camps and in a few other areas (Ernst, 

1949; Sharsmith, 1961). Sharsmith (1961), in his review of the Yose-

mite grazing situation, suggested that packstock grazing has had little 

effect on most of the backcountry. At the present time, packstock use 

is very low, except on the trails between the High Sierra Camps. 

Hiking and the riding of horses have established trails and 

defoliated areas throughout the backcountry. Trails have developed 

both parkwide and in the vicinity of most campsites. Zonation of 

vegetation adjacent to trails was noted by Bates (1935: 470) and Dale 

and Weaver (1974: 767-772). This may be caused by the trail having 

influenced the light, soil moisture, and temperature in the adjacent 
and/or 

areas A by the fact that people frequently walk beside established· 

trails, thereby trampling and destroying plants • 
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Trail width was found by Dale and Weaver ( 197 4: 768, 771) to be 

generally greater in the forests than in meadows. At a high level of 

use this trend reversed. Bayfield (197la) devised a technique for com-

paring the tendencies of hikers to spread out laterally across the 

trail corridor. Bayfield (1973: 635-644) found that increased wet-

ness and roughness of the path surface, or increased slope of the path 

tended to result in wider trails. However, the rougher the ground 

adjacent to the trails, the less people tended to move off them. 

Hikers were observed by Bayfield to take the most convenient route 

in terms of surface or direction, thus affecting the subsequent develop-

ment of the path. He observed evidence of a continuing increase in 

widths of paths on curves, but a relatively stable lateral distribu-

tion of users on straight sections. He also stated that there was a 

greater tendency for walkers to leave the path when coming downhill • ... 
We have had opportunities to observe hikers over hundreds of miles 

of trails in the Sierra Nevada and have listed the factors which moti-

vate the hikers to leave the trail treadway in three categories: (1) 

avoidance of undesirable features, (2) achievement of particularly 

desirable features, (3) fulfillment of a psychological need. These 

different factors can individually or collectively influence a person's 

behavior. Itemization of the different factors under each category 
hints at 

clearly shows the complications in proper trail design andAthe diffi-

culties of correcting earlier design flaws, Table 2. 

Tliese factors can and frequently do lead to the creation of 

parallel or very wide trails. In camp areas, there are special details 

to be added. Activities of campers center around their campsite and 

are oriented toward locations offering a good toilet spot, a view, 
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firewood, fish, water, sun, shade, or otber objectives. It is impor-

tant to note that the factors listed in Table 2 affect the pattern of 

trail making whether or not there is a preexisting path, especially 

in camp areas. 

Table 2. Reasons for Which Hikers deviate from the Trail Surface 
or Treadway. 

1. Avoidance of: 

a. Traction loss: sand, gravel, steep slope, and snow banks; 
b. Roughness: pebbles or rocks, and snow banks; 
c. Wetness: muddiness and standing water; 
d. Obstacles: fallen trees, large rocks, and water gates; 
e. High steps: large rocks on slopes; 
f. Elevation change; 
g. Entrenched trail where ankles hit; 
h. Another hiker. 

2. Achievement of: 

a. 
b • 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 

Better traction; 
Smoother .surface; 
Drier s~face; 
Short~:i; route; 
Coolness: shade; 
Warm.th: sunlight; 
Very rapid elevation changes; 
Destination for view, drink, and rest; 
Side-by-side companionship with other hikers; 

3. Fulfillment of: 

a. The need to be an individual; the 'pathfinder phenomenon 1
; 

b. The need to easily conduct a conversation 

Bates (1938: 453) pointed out that compared with humans, "a much 

greater weight is carried per unit area by the feet of animals .
11 

As a 

result, they can compact soil much more than hikers. Our observations 

of the devastating effects of the passage of a few dozen pack animals 

across a narrow corridor in a moist meadow to the east of Elizabeth 

Lake, totally convinced us of their capability to strip an area of 
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vegetation cover many times faster than hikers.· The depth to which 

pack animals sink in wet meadows is far greater than that to which 

people sink. Furthermore, a meadow has to be very wet before a pack 

animal will balk at crossing, whereas a person will generally avoid 

such an area if conveniently possible. Finally, the pack animal fre-. 

quently will drag its feet, especially if being led in a closely tied 

pack string, thus loosening the soil. The advantage that the pack 

animal has over the person in terms of mitigating its impact is that 

it tends to stay on a trail more readily than does a hiker. This 

latter observation concurs with the findings of Dale and Weaver 

{1974: 768) in the Rocky Mountains, where trails used by both horses 

and hikers are deeper and similar in width, or slightly narrower, 

than those only used by comparable numbers of hikers. 

Beyond the;i.reas adjacent to trails in which people or horses 

walked, we could find ve~y little evidence of the trails affecting 

vegetation. The borders of plant communities in Rafferty Meadows, 

when viewed.from the air, showed no indication of having been dis-

rupted by the deep trail that bisects the meadow. Viewed from the 

ground, vegetational composition seemed undisturbed, except within a 

few centimeters of the trail. On abandoned treadways one may frequently 

find plants that are not members of the immediate surrounding community. 

Extensive examination of meadow trails has convinced us that they very 

rarely influence the likelihood of the meadows being invaded by lodge-
• 

poles, with the exception of along the strips where the trail resides. 

Lodgepole invasions do not consistently occur in meadows with trails 

and frequently are found in meadows without trails. 

Although the soils of the higher elevations probably do not contain 
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substantial nllillbers of small subterranean fauna; what faunaAis may be 

substantially limited in their movements by the compaction and other 

alterations that occur beneath trails. To our knowledge no research 

on this topic has been done in the High Sierra, but there have been 

studies of this nature in Britain (Chappell et al.~ 1971; Duffey, 1975), 

where a general reduction in soil fauna vas noted. Since rodents 

often, go below the upper levels of roots, it is unlikely that their 

movement would be substantially affected by the presence of trails 

(Grinnell and Storer, 1924: 168-173). On the other hand, where an 

absence of roots has allowed the soil to be solidly compacted, it 

seems that a concommitant reduction in micro-fauna and vegetation 

would discourage rodents from digging through the hard soil. Rodents 

may also be discouraged by the depth of the trail where it has extended 

centimeters 
many A below the soil surface and close to the watertable. 

~ 
In conclu~ton, it can be reasonably stated that, with the excep-

tion of specific locations that have been heavily grazed by packstock 

or trampled.by people and packstock, the cultural activities discussed 

in this chapter seem to have had no lasting effect on the meadow 

vegetation. 
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Chapter 5 

PRESENT RECREATIONAL USE 

Vis~tors to Yosemite's backcountry have a particular distribution 

and have certain characteristics which are important to their ecologi-

cal impact. In this chapter, we analyze a number of aspects of visita-

tion in order to provide a basic context for the application of our 

experimental results. 

The Yosemite wilderness or backcountry makes up over 85% of the 

park (Department of Interior, 1973: 1). It is easily reached by 

private or public transporation from several highways, Map 2. The 

backcountry area is bise~ted. by the Tioga Road, and is contiguous 

with three National Forest wilderness areas. Considering Yosemite 

and the adjacent areas together, there are 82 officially recognized 

"' entry/exit po~~ts, most of which are roadheads (National Park Service, 

1975). Of the people using the backcountry, 48% enter through the 

entry points of either Tuolumne Meadows or Happy Isles (in Yosemite 

Valley) (Department of Interior, 1975c). 

Forty-one and four tenths percent of the backc:ountry visitors cone 

from the San Francisco Bay Area, 15.4% from the Los Angeles area, 22.9% 

from other areas of California, and 20.6% from outside of California. 

In 1974, about 21,000 backpacker and 300 packstoc:k parties used the 

backcountry. The average group size in Yosemite's backcountry was 
, 

3.1 people and their average stay was two nights. Figure 5 compares 

the relative numbers of different sized groups of visitors (Department 

of Interior, 1975c). 



• 

Map 2. Access to Yosemite National Park and Locations of Nearby 
Parks and Wilderness Areas. 
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Figure 5. The Sizes of Groups Using the Yosemite National Park 
Backcountry, 1974. -

Lee (1975: 23-24, 41) studied the age distribution of backcountry 
J 

users, Table 3. He found that the sex composition cf the ba.ckcountry 

visitors was 66.4% males and 33.6% females, contrasted with that of 

all the park visitors) whose composition was 54.9% male and 45.1% 

female. 



Table 3. Age Distribution of Yosemite Backcountry Users, 1913. 

Category 

Infant 
Child 
Juvenile 
Youth / 
Adult 
Old Adult 

Approximate 

<2 
3 to 10 

11 to 15 
16 to 26 
27 to 55 

>55 

Age Percent of Total Users 

0.1 
5.3 

10.1 
52.0 
29.9 
2.6 

The most heavily used backcou.ntry area, the lodgepole-subalpine 

ecosystem, has a summer daily, mean maximum dry bulb temperature of 

15° to 24°c (60° to 75°F) (Munz, 1968: 15-16). On Terjung's "Comfort 

Index" (1968: 174) this is in the mild (comfortable) to cool tempera-

ture range. Such a temperature is ideal for any moderate physical 

exercise, such as is done by wilderness travelers (Terjung, 1968: 

174-175). 

Visitors frequently feel uncomfortable effects that are directly 
~ 

related to the altitude, including acute mountain sickness and sun-.. 
burn. Other medical problems related to the altitude include serious 

ones, such as unusual cases of high altitude pulmonary edema, the 

seasonal ones, for example, mosquito bites, ru:id the erratic ones, like 

hypothermia. Additional disorders are usually related to the visitors'· 

often rather sudden participation in physical exercise (Wilkerson, 

1975: 140-141, 166). Most of the visitors, however, particularly in 

the peak use period of July and August, undergo little more than slight 

discomfort. 

The typical Yosemite backcountry camper carries a backpack, a 

warm sleeping bag, a lightweight tent or tarp, food, and cooking gear. 

Many carry small backpacking stoves. 

The Wilderness Permit program is the means by which backcountry use 
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is controlled and limited in Yosemite. Over the past four years it has 

gradually improved in its ability to provide accurate data on visitor 

distribution. In 1972, the pennit program was entirely unreliable and 

confused; in 1973, permits were regularly issued for only two months, 

July and August; in 1974, issuing was consistently good throughout the 

summer,. but there were not adequate signs to inform the public that 

permits were required; in 1975, signs and staffing were almost adequate 

for informing the public and issuing the permits. In 1973, 1974, and 

1975, visitor compliance with the requirement for a permit was sampled 

in the backcountry. In those three years, group compliance climbed 

from 72.0% to 76.5% to 87.0%; individual compliance went from 84.0% 

to 83.4% to 89.8% (van Wagtend0nk, 1975.: 2). Van Wagtendonk (1975: 2) 

also reported that there were about 21,000 permits issued annually in 

1974 and 1975. Several difficulties with the Wilderness Permit data 

remain to be resolved. Two of the problems involve (1) adjusting the 

permit data for people who cut short their trips due to health, mos-

q_uitoes, or weather, and (2) adjusting for people whoi:change their. 

itineraries. 

Pennits are issued in accordance with the pamphlet, 11 Instructions 

for Issuing Wilderness Permits" (National Park Service, 1975). Although 

computer analysis of the permits has consistently taken several months 

and required interim hand tallying of use data, the computer is 

necessary for complicated analyses. 
~ 

Yosemite's backcountry has been divided into 49 11travel zones" to 

which permits are issued upon the request of the visitor, provided the 

zones are not considered by the Park Service to be "fUll". Each party 

receives a permit which can cover several days of travel through 
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several zones. The maximum group size is 25. 

Wood fires are only allowed at designated firesites. In the bact- · 

country, except at the High Sierra Camps operated by the concessionaire, 

tbere are no legal developed facilities such as tables, toilets, tele

phones, shelters, or cemented fireplaces. Rock rings (firerings) for 

confining a campfire are allowed only in designated firesites and new 

ones may not be legally constructed (although visitors oi'ten build 

them). There are other restrictions, most of which are outlined in 

Appendix 1, "Welcome to the Yosemite Backcountry." 'I'he Code of Federal 

Regulations, Title 36, PaPks, Forests, and Memorials (General Services 

Administration, 1973) and the Yosemite National Park Backaountry 

Management Plan(National ~ark Service, 1974) describe the backcountry 

regulations and situation in great detail. 

Visitor use is not evenly spread through the year, primarily due 
A.. 

to snow and c~ld weather; over 85% of the backcountry use occurs dur-

ing the summer months (Lee, 1975: 3). Figure 6 s~ows backcountry use 

on a day-by-day basis throughout the peak period from May through 

October (Department of Interior, 1975c). This curve stays generally 

the same from sUlnmer to sunnner. In addition, peak usage occurs regu-

larly on weekends. 

Yosemite 1 s backcountry use varies by both location and season. 

The seasonal distribution is largely a function of (1) the Tioga Road 

being open, which occurs roughly from mid-May to early November, (2) 

the intensity of mosquitoes, which are usually very annoying for 

three weeks after the passing of the snowline, (3) the availability 

of water, which is a problem beginning in July in some of the lower 

elevation zones, ( 4) controls or limits to use that are imposed vi a 
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the Wilderness Pennit, and {5) the fact that most people take their 

vacations in July and August. Additional irregularities are caused 

by bad weather, bears, and gasoline shortages. Two examples of typi-

cal disturbances caused by mosquitoes are given in our field notes: 

(1) July 21, 1975. Two people stayed in their tent most of the 

a~ernoon and left the next morning, cutting their planned visit 

short by two days. 

(2) July 23, 1975. Both groups spent most of their evening free 

time hovering around the flames and swatting their faces; all wore 

long p~ts, long-sleeved shirts, and many had hats or wind parkas 

with hoods raised for protection. 

During the summer of ;t.972, Holmes et al. (1973) undertook an 

extensive inventory of the locations and sizes of most of the fire-

rings in the Yosemite backcountry. Since most backcountry visitors 

""' use trails, an~ all visitors require water, the survey sought out the 

areas where these two came together. Off-trail lakes and streams 

attract cross-country travelers, and were therefore also examined for 

evidence of impact. The firerings were sought out in all elevations 

with comparable diligence, and overall, 4,712 firerings were described 

and mapped. Prior to the 1972 firering inventory, Yosemite National 

Park did not have an established program for the removal of firerings, 

nor did it seriously restrict the building of them in the backcountry. 

Therefore, it is felt that the 1972 firering survey clearly demon-

strated the visitors' unimpaired choices of where firerings should be 

located and that the firering distribution accurately depicts the 

exact locations where visitors' non-trail impact is concentrated. 

As can be seen from the backcountry trail map, Map 3, the distribution 
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of established trails is quite pervasive in Yosemite, thus providing 

trail access to a large portion of the park. There'is a trail or road 

within l1 miles of any spot in the park. Designated 1974 firesites, 

which are the most popular camp areas, are also marked on Map 3. 

An analysis was made of the relatiqnship between the number of 

firerings and the distance from the nearest roadhead, Figure 7. The 

large numbers of firerings found up to 8 miles from the road.head reflect 

the ease by which most of Yosemite rs backcountry is reached from 

roads. It would be useful to also analyze the numbers of firerings 

in terms of the loss and gain in elevation~ and of the proportion of 

the route which is cross-country. 
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Figure 7. Number of Backcountry Firerings at Different Distances 
from the Nearest Roadhead, 1972 . 

. 
The numbers of firerings at each elevation has been plotted in 

Figure 8. It is very clear from the diagram that the peak is between 

9,000 and 10,000 feet, an elevation range with a relatively short, 

9 week freeze-free period. 
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Figure 8. Number of" Backcountry Firerings at Each Elevation in Yosemite National Po.rk, 1972. 
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Each individual firering was classified as one of four general 

types. The description and percent occurrence of each type are des-

cribed below: 

11Type A. Small charcoal deposit, occasionally with a small 
rock firering, barely used." 27% 

rrType B. Medium charcoal deposit, usually with rock firering, 
used many times, sleeping area for .from 1 to 12.

11 55% 

11 Type C. Medium-large charcoal deposit, always with large 
firering, used several times, sleeping area from 1 to 25." 16% 

11Type D. Large charcoal deposit, built-up rock or iron stove 
and/or benches, tables, etc. 11 2% (Holmes et al., 1973: 11). 

The percent of each type remained constant through the different ele-

vat ions. 

The 1973 survey (Holmes et al. ) comparatively described the 

abundance of firewood at each camp area. It was evaluated as being 
,# 

abundant, ad~quate, scarce, very scarce, or none. At scarce and lower 

levels the occurrence of vandalism to standing trees could be expected 

to ensue, due to insufficient down firewood in the vicinity of the 

campsites. An analysis has been made comparing the abundance of 

firewood to the camp area size and altitude in the lodgepole, sub-

alpine, and alpine plant communities of each of the 1973 designated 

firesites, Figure 9. These communities are the ambient environment 

of the camp areas, and not necessarily of the general vicinity; 

therefore, the elevation range on the figure extends far below the 

general range of the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem. Amounts of avail-

able firewood decreased with increased altitude and with increased 

concentrations of firerings in single camp areas. 
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In response to this trend, the National Park Service has 

restricted campfires to a limited number of locations, prohibiting 

them at the higher lakes, where heavy use and low natural productiv-

ity have resulted in a forest free of down wood. 

::1~ ~- - 0 ·_:·-~ l~~A A~~\l~~~~-~~:~ ~: A o -~-- --~ -:. ~ go -g g ~~ o ~A .'.M \ s s s 
'8 ~1 10 ll it. 1~ 1'l 15 1:.. 11 m 19 &> Ill ~ S1 M &:. 6T 88 1\9 :;c 9t 92 92> <>4- 90 9ro 91 98 '..'9 I~ 101. 1:0 

Elevation in Feet (x 100) 

Figure 9. Availability of Firewood in Lodgepole-Subalpine and 
Alpine.Camp Areas with Different Numbers of Firerings and at Different 
Elevations, Yosemite National Park, 1972. A= Abundant; o =Adequate; 

s :::: Sparse, Very Sparse, None. 

Based upon the 1974 wilderness permit computer printout for yose-

mite, with a correction factor of 1.199 for permit compliance (83.4% 

possession by individuals, as surveyed by the National Park Service), 

the total annual distribution of the 230,432 visitor-nights of back-

country use is shown by travel zone in Map 4. 
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Map 4. Distribution of Visitor Nights in the Yosemite Backcountry, 
by the Principal Ecosystem Utilized in Each Zone, 1974. 
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Visitors are attracted to the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem because 

of the large number of lakes, the cool weather, the views of high 

mountains, the late season drinking water, and the tradition of 

recreational use of the High Sierra. We conducted an analysis of the 

comparative levels of use in the different ecosystems. The purpose 

was to determine if the distribution of users was inequitable on an 

ecological basis. We used the percentage of the total land area repre-

sented by each category and the length of their freeze-free period or 

plant "growing season u ( 1. 00 = 12. 8 weeks), Table 4 (Munz, 1968: 11-

16). The product of these two factors gives the percent use that is 

appropriate to each ecosystem. The ratio of the percentage of total 

actual backcountry use (in visitor-nights) to the ecologically appro-

priate amount of use expresses the degree of underpeopling or over-

peopling in each ec9system, notwithstanding that the entire park may 
,# 

be overpeopleq~ 

Table 4. Management Ecosystems as a Percentage of the Total 
Land Area; Comparatiie Lengths of the Freeze-Free Periods; Ecologi
cally Appropriate Use Levels; Actual Use Levels; Ratios of Actual to 
Appropriate Use Levels. 

% Comp. % % Ratio: 

Land Length Appro. Actual Actual 

Management Ecosystem Area FF Per. Use Use Appro. 

Chaparral 3 1.67 5 1. 7 .34 

Mixed Conifer 19 1.67 ·32 12.3 .38 

Bed Fir 23 1.22 28 18.l .65 

Lodgepole-Subalpine 40 • TO 28 67 '5 2.41 

Alpine 15 .47 7 o.4 .06 

The lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem is overpeopled, especially since 

its use period is largely restricted to the freeze-free period, while 

use in the other ecosystems extends beyond their freeze-free periods. 

The above figures consider the total land areas and not the actual areas 



used for recreation; they are gross estimates derived merely to·de~on

strate that use in different portions of· the park is inequitable. 

Based upon the Yosemite Backcountry Inventory 3 Summer 3 19?2 

(Holmes et aZ.
3 

1973), it may be concluded that the majority of the 

backcountry firerings and camp areas are in the lodgepole pine forest. 

Furthermore, the same report shO'ws t hat approximately 60% of the back

country campsites are on lakeshores. Since the most concentrated back

country use occurs on la.~eshores.in the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem, 

it is the most cost-effective type of area in which to conduct ecologi

cal carrying capacity research. 
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Chapter 6 

STUDY SITE . 

Several criteria were used to select the Nelson Lake area, in the 

Merced River Drainage of the Cathedral Range, as the stu¢ly site. The 

lake receives a moderate number of visitors and is situated at 2,940 m 

(9,630 ft), an intermediate elevation within the lodgepole-subalpine 

ecosystem. This area is an example of the most .common type used by 

visitors in Yosemite's backcountry. 

The area is close to Tuolwnne Meadows, only 10.5 km (6.5 mi) by 

trail, yet, due to a 490 m (l,600 ft) climb followed by a 230 m (750 

ft} descent, it is generally beyond the range of day hikers. 

One favorable aspect of the site is the proximity of other camp 

areas. Two kilometers to the west of Nelson Lake, over a steep ridge, 

is Matthes Lake. ,i.At 4. 5 ha (11 ac), it is two-thirds the size of 

Nelson, but with no trail access, it receives much less use. A few 

kilometers further west and north are the heavily used camp areas at 

Sunrise Lakes and Cathedral Lakes. Two miles to the southeast of 

Nelson Lake, over a substantial ridge, is another heavily used area, 

Vogelsang. Both the Sunrise and Vogelsang areas include High Sierra 

Camps operated by the Music Corporation of America (MCA). 

The immediate vicinity of Nelson Lake offered several convenient 

features for our research purposes, Map 5. Within a few minutes' 

walk were numerous excellent locations for establishing basecamps, • 

where one•s ecological impact could be very limited. These camps were 

situated in somewhat secluded spots on barren sandy flats, with water 

supplies independent of the Nelson Lake watershed. In the same area 
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are out-of-the-way meadows and flats, with a diverse vegetation·that is 

suitable for controlled experiments on the effects of human trampling 

and urine. 

Nelson Lake is located at latitude 37°48~ 1 north, longitude 119°22'-~' 

west. It has a surface area of 6.5 ha (16 ac), a deepest point of 5.6 m 

{18 ft), and an average depth of approximately 3 m {10 ft}. The fish 

population is exclus i vely eastern brook trout (Wallis, 1953: 1-2). ?ne 

details of the shoreline and descriptions of the trampl i ng and urine 

plots are described in later chapters. 

The history of human use of Nelson Lake is very poorly documented; 

we have had to rely upon the oral recollections of three regular Nelson 

Lake visitors and a small.amount of docwnentary evidence. Accordi~g to 

visitors, Nelson Lake has been well known as a good fishing spot since 

the 1930's. The trail from Elizabeth Lake probably came into existence 
.# 

a~er 1955 anq_prior to 1965. We were able to distinguish the trail in 

the 1969 aerial photographs, but not in those from 1944. This older 

set, however, may be at too small a scale to show any trails. The 

lake was, no doubt, visited during the 19th century, since it is situ-

ated between Tuolumne Meadows and Yosemite Valley. The Sierra Club 

has lead Wilderness Threshold trips to the lake since 1967. 

The earliest pictures of the lake are from the Sierra Club Photo-

graphic Collection in Bancroft Library at the University of California 

at Berkeley. Two pictures of the immediate area of the lake, taken by 

George J. Young in 1917, were found to be of l imited use for ccmpara-

tive purposes. Two others, however, taken by the U.S. Geological 

Survey geologist, Fran~ois Matthes, and his wife, Edith, during a 

Sierra Club outing in 1919, shew the south shore of the lake. This 
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area, as Plates 2 and 3 reveal, has changed a great deal in the.last 

57 years. 

The presence of small trees all along the south shore of Nelson 

Lake appears to represent a process which began after the Matthes 

photographs were taken. In mid-August 1975, we cored 35 trees located 

along the south shore. While this small sample showed a fairly con-

stant arithrnetic increase rate in diameter of 2 mm per year, there were 

two apparent phases in the rate of growth in height. Initially, the 

trees grew extremely slowly for about 25 years, reaching a height of 

about 1 mat the end of that time; growth appeared more rapid for the 

next 100 years, and by the age of 125 the trees were about 9 m tall. 

The thicket of trees that.presently covers much of the south shore 

range from a fraction of a meter to 3 or 4 meters tai+. In only a few 

more decades the vjews from several of the campsites will probably be 

gone. This may substantially change the pattern of visitor use. In 

addition, the growth of the lodgepole pines appears to have influenced 

the south shoreline's microclimate to such ari extent that many plants 

present today were absent in the 1919 photos. These include the shore-

line shrubs of Salix spp. and Vaocinium ocaidentale Gray. It seems 

quite likely that there have also been major changes, that cannot be 

seen in the photographs, in plant species co~position of the low-growing 

meadows. 

It is interesting to note that the two dead trees marked on Plates 
~ 

2 and 3, which were dead and standing in 1919, were still standing in 

1974 (and 1975). This is ~uite surprising) since several large and 

living lodgepoles in the south shore area fell down during the winter 

or spring of 1974-75, all in a southwest-west direction. Some of 



(Courtesy, The Bancroft Library) 

Plate 2. South Sh;re of Nelson Lake, Yosemite National Park. August, 1919. Photo by Francois and Edith Matthes. 
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these trees were split or snapped' off from forked trunks, while others 

were uprooted. One of the latter fell in· a central camp area and 

covered a path; an alt:rnative trail was subsequently created. The 

point of this digression has been to show the varying extents to which 

an area can change, and in other ways not change, within a comparatively 

short period. 
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Chapter 7 

VI5I~OR OBSERVATIONS 

Visitors to Nels~n Lake were observed in order to collect answers 

to important questions: (1) which campsites were used how often?, (2) 

what were the campers' activities and walking patterns outside of the 

central part of their campsite? Other camp areas were also studied for 

visitor behavior, but to a lesser degree: Matthes Lake and Lower Young 

Lake. 

Nelson Lake Shoreline 

The north shore of Nelson Lake is an expanse of alluvium which 

forms a broad treeless meadow interspersed witb gravelly-sandy flats 

and stream meanders. The inlet'is at the northeast- corner of the lake. 

The east and south shores are low moraines (Bateman, 1975: personal 

communication). ~On the east shore there is a 50 m (165 ft) wide band 

of fairly flat.meadow between the lake and the . lightly forested slope 

of the mo~aine, at the edge of which is a major campsite. The south 

shoreline has a wet meadow comparable in width to that of the east 

shore. Scattered through much of the south shore meadow is a moderately 

dense thicket of small lodgepole pines. The higher, better drained 

areas of the south shore contain numerous campsites, all of which are 

sheltered by large lodgepole pines. The southeast corner of the lake 

is the site of the outlet and includes. over 100 m (330 ft) of very 

narrow, sandy beach. As the lake water level drops through the summer, 

this beach gradually gets wider. The outlet stream meanders for over 

100 m (330 ft) through a meadow and by a large campsite, before it 

plunges into a gorge. The west shore is dominated by a promin~nt rock 

which offers an excellent point from which to observe the activities of 
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campers. From the rock, a slope of decomposed granite descends toward 

the lake, and a few small and rarely used campsites are located there. 

In the northeast corner of the lake shore is one very large campsite 

on a sandy flat, and several other campsites about 50 m (165 ft) back 

from the lakeshore among some rocks. Ma j or campsit es of the Nelson 

shoreline are shown in Map 6. Each of the campsites has been given a 

name for identif i cation purposes. 

Numb ers of Visitors and Duration of Stay 

Overall use of Nelson Lake generally extended from early July 

through September. Peak use was during August, Table 5. In 1975, 

August visitation was far below that of 1974 and a request was made (on 

August 14, 1975) t hat the Backcountry Information Spec ialists, who 

issue the wilderness permits, ask visitors to go to Nelson Lake in 

order to increase our sample si ze for visitor observation. The number 
~ 

of campers oft~n fluctuated widely fr om night to night, with the 

largest numbers usually on Fridays and Saturdays. 

Table 5. Average Number of Visitors per Night, Nelson Lake 

1974: July 10-31 = 7 

= 21 August 1-31 

September 1-20 = 6 

1975: July 19-31 = 8 

August 1-14 = 7-5 . 

August 15-20 = 14 

In 1975, the total observed use amounted to 280 visitor-nights. These 

amounted to a total of 86 group nights which were divided between 52 

separate groups. The average stay per group was 1.65 nights, Table 6. 
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Map 6. Campsites and Use Zones, Nelson Lake. Scale 1:3,350. 

N 

1-8 = zones .. 
x = Observation Promontory 

Campsites 

t = Boy Scout 
2 = Pancake 
3 = Cache 
4 = Chapter 
5 = Fallen Tree 
6 = Log 
7 = Upper De Bell 

8 = De Bell 
9 = Raft -
10= Rocks 
11 = Big Sandy 
o= Others 
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Table 6. ~{"umber of Groups ·staying for Different Periods, Nelson Lake, 

1975· 

Number of Groups Length of Stay (Nights) 

33 1 

12 2 

3 3 

1 4 

2 5 

1 6 

Of all 1975 groups~ 88% built fires, while the remainder exclusively 

used stoves or did no cooking: '94% of ~he groups had a wilderness 

permit • 

Campsite Us e -" 

Each even~ng, members of the study team would walk around the 

lake, observing which camps were occupied and talking with the visitors 

to derive the answers to a few ~uestions. In 1974, only the number of 

visitors in each campsite and their date of arrival were consistently 

noted. In 1975, the arrival times of groups, their campsite selections, 

and other factors were recorded. This was done with the purpose of 

determining which campsites were the most preferred, Table 7. In 1975, 

on 17 of the 29 days for which we recorded a.rri val times, Chapter Camp 

was open for new arrivals. On nine of those days, it was taken~by the 

first group to arrive at the lake, while on five days it was .taken by 

the second group. On each of the remaining three days only one group 

ar~ived at the lake and the members did not choose to stay in that 

campsite. Chapter Camp, therefore, was much preferred over the other 
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• campsites. Among these there was a downward progression of use levels, 

none of which equalled even half the usage of Chapter Camp, Table T. 

All campsites listed were readily located by the visitor, had flat 
• 

areas suitable for sleeping, and most had some openness that provided 

for a view. I 
Table 7. Overnight Use of Nelson Lake Campsites for 32 Nights in Each { 

Year. Observation Periods: August 9-September 14, 1974; July 19-

August 20, 1975. 

Total Number of Nights OccuEied % of Total 
Q?IDEsite Name 

1974 1975 1974+1975 
Occupancy 

Chapter 25 24 49 27. 5 

Log 14 .6 20 11.2 

Boy Scout 11 6 17 9,5 
Fallen Tree 8 6* 14 7.9 

Rocks (several sites) 7 5 12 6.7 

Cache "' 6 4 10 5.6 
Raft 3 7 10 5.6 

De Bell 4 6* 10 5.6 

Big Sandy 4 5 9 5.1 

Upper DeBell 1 8** 9 5.1 

/ 

Pancake 0 6 6 3.4 

Others (several sites) 9 3 12 6.7 

TOTAL 92 86 178 100.0% 

* 1 group stayed 5 nights 
**l group stayed 6 nights 

In 1975, the Sierra Club had two consecutive Wilderness Threshold 

Trips camped within 1/4 mile of Nelson Lake. They were not counted into 

use use data, because they spent most of their time in their immediate 

camp area or out on day hikes. The first group had 25 people and 

remained from July 24 to 30; the second group had 28 people and remained 

from July 31 through August 6. They usually were out of sight and earshot . 
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of visitors at the lake, except ~hen the children were crying, the 

cooks were announcing meals, or the group was calling for a missing 

member. However, they, had a substantial impact upon the plants and 

soil in a 500 m long corridor from their campsite to near the lake out-

1et, as well as within their campsite. 

9!.mper Activities and Movements 

The observation of visitors was tedious, despite having an ideal 

lookout point on the large rock northeast of the outlet, and as a 

result, it was pursued for just a few hours each day. The data were 

collected by observation through binoculars and were recorded in great 

detail with the aid of hand talliers. As the summer progressed, new 

additional types of data were collected and sample sizes varied accord-

ingly. 

The Nelson L)ke shoreline was divided into zones which extended 

back from the 1ake to beyond the campsites, Map 6. The appearance of 

the lake from the observation promontory is presented in Map 7. 

The locations and activities of each camper near Nelson Lake were 

monitored on a minute-by-minute basis. Each person's movements were 

followed to determine if they were most concentrated near the person's 

campsite. Activities were recorded on a data sheet, Appendix 2. On 

the data sheet, a digit was usually written for the number of persons 

in one zone and involved in a cormnon activity~ and it was followed.by 

a letter(s) representing the activity. The activities were shown as 

follows: M = moving, usually walking; S = standing; SIT ~ sitting; 

L = lying down; W = wading or swimming. To each of these letters could 

be added F ~ fishing. The addition of symbols on each side of or 

beneath the number of people would indicate if, at the minute interval, 
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the people were walking approximately parallel to the shore, indi-

cated by a straight line on each side of the nwnber, e.g. l2f; not 

travelling parallel, indicated by parentheses on each side; e.g. (2); 
, 

and walking on a t~ail, indicated by a line under the number, e.g. ~· 

In addition, the zone was broken down into three subdivis"ions: the 

campside, the lake shoreline, and the remaining area as could be seen 

from. the promontory. Some shortcuts were used in taking the field 

data: if more than one person was moving, no letter(s) was written 

to designate the activity; if they were on the shoreline at the edge 

of the water, no symbol was given to designate the direction of nave-

ment; if there was no more than one person performing an activity, only 

the letter(s) designating ~he activity was given. 

The activities of campers have been analyzed to see bow much the 

local environment within each zone might affect user activities, Table 

~ 
8. The data were by no means conclusive, due to the small sample size, 

but the table indicates that there may have been qUbstantial variations 

in the activities from zone to zone. 

Camper Time Spent Out of C§UUP and On or Off Trails 

The analysis of campel:" movements indicated that in the 15-hour da~' 

during which it was light and the campers were present at the lake area, 

80% of all camper-minutes was spent within the central campsite area. 

There was only a-slight variation of a couple pel:"centage points in tbe 

different parts of the day. Thus only 20% of the visitors' time was 

spent out of the central campsite. 

C8lllper movements were examined on a zone-by-zone basis, on the 

mornings of August 15-J..8, 1975, to determine ho'IY much time was spent 

off arid on trails, and whether visitors were moving parallel to the 



Activities Visitor-Minutes 

Zone Moving Standing Sitting 
Wading- Lying 

Moving- Standing- per Zone 

Swimming Fishing Fishing 

l 66 22 0 0 0 0 12 178 ( 11%) 

2 67 7 9 0 0 0 14 326 (19%) 

3 30 11 30 8 \.17 2 10 365 (22%) 

4 68 11 4 10 0 3 4 249 ( 15%.) 

5 77 15 2 0 0 ·l 6 109 (6%) 

6 97 1 0 2 0 0 0 92 (5%) 

7 38 9 23 1 12 5 16 222 (13%) 

8 .26 6 0 0 0 1 67 148 (9%) 

Visitor- 907 178 204 31 88 27 254 1689 
Minutes 

per (54%) (10%) (12%) (2%) (5%) (2%) (15%) (100?;) 
Activity \ 

··· .. ........ \ ·, 

I 
·~ --··. '. 

Bl 0fo 
Table 8. Percentage of Camper-Minutes Spent at Each Activity in Each Zone, Nelson Lake, 1975· 



Since the sample size was inadeQuate for a zone-by-zone anal

ysis, we clustered the zones in relation to their natural environment. 

Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 were areas with an abundance of trees, rocks, 

bushes, and topography which would tend to confine walkers to corridors, 

and, as a result, a fairly extensive trail network had developed. Zones 

5, 6, and 7 were very open and had very few trails. I nterestingl y, where 

trails were abundant, people spent less than a quarter of their time on 

them, Table 9. Where there were very few trails, almost no time was 

spent on them. The people were therefore walking over ground cover 

vegetation a great deal of the time. It must be emphasized, however, that 

this sample size was very small and entirely inadequate for any carrying 

capacity conclusions. 

Table 9. Percentage of Camper-Minutes Spent in Various Locations, 

Arranged by Zone .troups, Nelson Lake, 1975. 

Zones 1,2,3,4,8 5,6,7 

Shoreline. 35% 62% 

Off Trail 43% 66% 37% 

On Trail 22% 34% 1% 

97% 

3% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

Parallel to Shoreline 27% 51% 

Not Parallel to Shoreline 73% 49% 

100% 100% 

CrunEer Movement in Relation to Campsite of Origin 

The movement of campers was analyzed on the basis of their camp

site and the time of day. Three large divisions of time were used: 

morning :::: o6oo to 1100 hours; mid~day = 1100 to 1700 hours; evening= 

~ x:;_w~'4!?41JA< . 1t-• •* <t•«J9 c!#.P:,..,W. 'b":( . <At'.M""IV'!14.'.4t;~m . ~,.a cwc;uu:4s «·*"%' 



1700 to 2100 hours. The volume of the collected data is quite ·linited, 

particularly with regard to all but the Chapter Camp. The data vere 

therefore grouped to facilitate management applications and to provide 

a cursory view of their variability. The weather was good durir.g all 

periods of observation and the mosquitoes were not bothersome; the 

possible effects of groups size, other sociological factors, and tine 

of arrival at the camp were not considered. Data were collected for 

the Chapter, Boy Scout, and Big Sandy camps, and showed that campers 

tended to remain close to their campsites. According to the data from 

Chapter Camp, campers tended to stay closer to camp in the morning and 

evening than during mid-day, Table 10. 

Table 10. Percentage of Out-of-Campsite Use which Occurred at Differ-

ent Distances from the Campsite of Origin, Chapter Camp, and at Differ-

ent Times of the JJay, Nelson Lake, 1975. 

Zone Position Zone 
0600- 1100- 1700- 0600-
1100 1700 ~ 2100 

Includes Camp 2 63 61 92 67 

1st Removed 3 12 15 2 11 

1 14 8 0 10 

2nd Removed 4 3 5 6 4 
8 5 0 0 3 

3rd Removed 5 1 11 0 3 

7 l ·o 0 1 

4th Removed 6 1 0 0 1 

Number of Observed 667 243 160 1070 
Camper-Minutes 

Arrival and Departure Times of Overnieht Visitors 

We found that the mean arrival time for 94 groups of campers at 
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Nelson Lake was 1620, and van Wagtendonk (1975: 2-3) :found that the 

mean departure time from backcountry campsites was 09.45. This means 

tha.t in the 15-hour period of daylight activity, from 0600 to 2100. , 
the average group staying for one night would have 4 hours and 40 

minutes of activity time in the evening and 3 hours and 45 minutes of 

activity time in the morning; this comes to a total of 8 hours and 25 

]llinutes per overnight visit. 

When people camped at Nelson Lake for more than one night, it was 

difficult to determine how much of their layover days were spent day 

hiking. Most of these groups were observed to spend a substantial 

amount of time away from the lake. On this basis, we see no reason to 

assume that they were actually at the lake, in the vicinity of their 

campsite, for any more time each day than people who crone for a single 

night. .,. 
Lower Young Lake Camper Observations 

We observed 3082 visitor-minutes at the heavlly used Lower Young 

Lake, during 1 to 3 hour intervals spread throughout two days, August 

30 and 31, 1975, Table 11. Although the trail network in the camp area 

was well developed, visitors were observed to spend only 41% of their 

time, between their campsite and the shore, on trails. We expect tbat 

this is probably a more typical distribution of on-off trail movement 

for heavily used camp areas than was observed at Nelson Lake, since we 

bad great difficulty seeing the trails from our promontory at Nelson 

Lake. The shoreline of lower Young Lake seems to be closely tied to 

fishing, a factor which varies between camp areas at different 

lakes. 



I 
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Table 11. Percentage of Camper-Minutes Spent in Various Activities 

and Locations, Lower Young Lake, 1975. 

r,ocation and .Activity Percent Total Minutes 

In Central Campsite 51% 

A~ay from Camp Area 19% 

on Shore Fishing 10% 33% 56% 

On Shore Not Fishing 8% 27% 44% 

Off Trails 7% 23% 58% 

On Trails 5% 17% 42% 

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Visitor Observation Conclusions 

An average overnight visitor to Nelson Lake spent 8 hours and 25 

minutes of daylight time in the immediate lake area. Twenty percent of ,-. 
this time, or 1.hour and 41 minutes, was spent outside of the central 

campsite. Time in zones 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 was divided between locations 

as 35% on the shoreline, 43% off trails, and 22% on trails; in zones 

5, 6, and 7 as 62% on the shoreline, 37% off tTails, and 1% on trails. 

Moving, standing, and sitting made up 93% of all visitor time spent out 

of the central campsite; the remaining 7% was spent lying, wading, and 

swimming, and did not contribute to the impact of people on the vege-

tation. 

The relationship of the campers' activities and movements in the 

different zones around the lake was a function of their campsite loca-

tion and the extent of the trail network in each zone. To derive the 

dist~ibution of use around Nelson Lake for an entire summer period, we 
extraploated from the information we collected for varying time periods 
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in 1974 and 1975 on camper activities, movements, and campsite use. 

fable 12 presents the percentage of total· out-of-campsite use in 

different locations in each zone, and was based upon data sho~ing the 

zonal distribution of campsites (Map 6), the tendency of campers to 

concentrate in the zones closer to their campsite (°Table 10) , and the 

percent of total visitor nights spent in each campsite in each zone 

(7able 7). Analysis techniques and application of this information to 

carrying capacity are given in Chapter 10. 

Table 12. Percentage of Total Out-of-Campsite Use in Each Zone and 
Location, Nelson Lake, 1974 and 1975. 

Zones Shoreline Off Trail On Trail 

{35%) (43%) (22%) 

1 (12.5%) 4.375% 5,375% 2.750% 

2 (30.2%) 10. 570%) 12.986% 6.644% 
.*-

3 (19.7%) 6.895% 8.411% 4,334% 

4 {12.2%) 4.210% 5.246% 2.684% 

8 (4.5%) 1. 575% 1.935% 0.990% 

5 {7.3%) 4.526% 2.701% 0.219% 

6 (3.4%) 2.108% 1.258% 0.102% 

7 (10.3%) 6.386% 3.811% 0.309% 

The 1974 and 1975 use data for Nelson Lake (Table 5) shows that 

use in the early summer season {July 10-August 15) equalled 483 carep~r-

nights and in the late sUIDlller season (August 16-September 20) equalled 

446 camper-nights. With 20% of the 15 hours of daylight spent out of 

.-.... ~~ 
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the central campsite, the use on the sho~eline and on and off the trails 

totaled 2415.4 visitor-hours in the early.season and 2229.6 visitor

hours in the late season. The percentages given in Table 12 may be 

applied to these figures for further analysis of use distribution. 
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Chapter 8 

URINE EXPERIMENTS 

The effects of human urine on plants commonly found in meadows and 

camp areas were investigated. Experiments in 1974 tested the sensi-

tivity of several low-growing plants to small amounts of urine, 

which were applied at different intervals and in different quantities. 

Recovery of plots from urine damage was observed in early August, 

1975. In 1975, urine was usually applied in a single dose of 200 ml, 

the typical amount of a human voiding (Gershenfeld, 1943: 32), in 

different ways and to different parts of the plant, thus facilitating 

the isolation of the most urine-sensitive plant parts. In both years, 

control plants received a quantity of water equal· to the urine 

applied to the e~erimental plants. 

Urine frQm project members was stored in acid-resistant containers 

for up to 24 hours in cool locations, a precaution considered adequate 

to ensure the integrity of the sample until it was applied to the 

plants (Gershenfeld, 1943: 37). The measured urine was poured evenly 

and slowly over the plot to allow it to soak into the soil without 

running outside the experimental area. The appearance of the species 

was observed daily. In 1974, urine was applied in the late morning; 

in 1975, it was applied in the late afternoon. Plant damage was 

evaluated in terms of plant discoloring as compared with the control 
9 

plots. 

The major constituents of urine were presented by Gershenfeld (1943: 

28) and Cecil ( 1947) and include: water, 96%; urea, CO ( NHz h, 2. 3~;; 

salt, NaCl, 1.1%; sulfate, 804, 0.18%; phosphate as P205, 0.17%; 



creatine, 0.075%; uric acid, C5H4N403, 0.05%; and anunonium, NH.:, 4% ... 0. 0 "•. 

Benefits to plants from the urine probably depends upon the soil 

moisture and the fertilizing effects of the nitrogen and phosphorus 

compounds. Phosphorus is not easily obtained by the plants here 

because of the high iron and aluminum content of'the soil. If the 

nitrogen is excessive, the plants may fail to mature or may develop 

soft, succulent tissue which is susceptible to mechanical injury. 

Rapid growth, greater development of dark green leaves and stems, and 

early maturity may occur where additional nitrogen is utilized benefi-

cially. Damage to plants may be caused by their contact with the 

salt-laden urine, which may bring about an osmotic movement of water 

out of the plant tissues, Similarly, too much salt in the soil also 

results in plant injury (Sanchelli, 1963: 21-23).· 

Procedure and Results, 1974 ... 
Seven plqts were established between the basecamp and Echo Creek. 

Each plot had a unique layout and urine applica~ion schedule, Table 

13. There was afternoon rain on most of the days when urine was 

applied. Damage was described as 11 substantialu at(i?~ or more leaf 

,/" " 
discoloration, and ncriticalu at(_~ or more discoloration. 

Plot 1 included several species, but Vaacinium nivictu.m Ca~p. was 

the dominant plant; moss was also present. The plot consisted of six 

400 cm2 sections which were tested for the effects of weekly versus 

daily urine applications, as well as for a possible difference between 

the effects of male and female urine. With the daily applications, 

the plants with female urine (section A) showed first signs of damage 

slightly earlier than did those with male urine (section F). Seven 

days after application began, V. nivictum in both the male and the 
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Table 13. Urine Application Schedule~ by Plot and Section, 197li. 



female sections showed critical deterioration. Neither of these daily 

plot sections showed any recovery in 1975. The sections to which 

urine was applied on a weekly basis (C and D) showed damage only to 

the moss in 1974, and exhibited no difference from the control sections 

in 1975. 

Plots 3, 4, and 5 showed the effects of different a.mounts of urine 

on the plants. Moss was the only plant in Plot 3. Substantial damage 
.---- - - - ---

appeared four days a~er application. All three plot sections showed 

urine-related tissue damage. The browning of foliage from the urine 

extended 6 cm into the adjacent control section (slightly ~phill), 

indicating some horizontal movement of the urine. The degree of plant 

damage, as well as of plant consumption by insects, increased with the 

amount of urine applied; by August 19 section A was 95% consumed, --
section C was 20% consumed, and sections E and G were undamaged. The 

,J. 

insects observed in the plot were not identified, but included flies 

and what appeared to be small beetles. The. grad1:tal thinning of the 

moss-cover indicated that it was caused by insects rather than by 

larger animals. Sections A and C showed less than 1% recovery in 

1975. 

Plot 4, with Antenna:t>ia a 'lpina ( L. ) Gaertn. var. media (Greene) 

Jeps., was apparently eaten by some large animal, possibly mule deer, 

the sixth night after urine application began. The day before its 

plants disappeared, section C showed the first signs of damage: 

discolored and limp leaves. 

Plot 5 contained PoLygonwn bistortoides Pursh. and a Gramineae 

species. On August 10 damage to P. bistortoides first appeared, and 

by August 13 the plants had undergone substantial damage. The 
t;oU{) 
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Grrunineae plants first showed damage on August 13. By August 19 P. 

bistortoides and Gramineae were entirely brown in section A, 80% brown 

in section C, and 30% brown in section E. After urine had dried, the , 
leaves were observed to be shiny for two days. The plants had 

largely recovered by 1975. 

Plots 2, 6, and 7 each contained six plants; three were controls 

and three received either 75 ml, 50 ml, or 25 ml of urine every other 

day. The species in plot 2 was Senecio ScorzoneZZa Greene. All the 

experimental plants (A, C, and E) first showed some damage on August 
. . .>-~ ·( . 

10. By August 19, the A and C plants were entirely brown and in E a 

~ ::i ···' 
substantial amount of browning had occurred. All three plants appeared 

to be one "Week or more ahead of the surrounding plants in setting seed. 

The leaves turned brown in an unusual pattern that developed from 

splotches at either their tip, edges, or centerline •. The S. Scorzon,.. 
etZa plants appeared to have recovered entirely by 1975. ~ 

Plot 6 contained Eriogonum inoanwn T. & G. Except for the 75 ml 

plant, which showed some discoloration on August 19, there were no 

changes in these plants during 1974. In 1975, the 75 ml and 50 ml 

urine plants (A and C) appeared more yellowed, with perhaps only half 
. 

of the foliage of the control plants; the flower stalks were greatly 

reduced in both their number and size. 

Plot 7 represented Calyptridiwn wnbeZZatum (Torr.) Greene. On the 

75 ml plant, A, the small young leaves were dead on August 10. On 
• 

August 19 both the 75 ml and the 50 ml plants, A and C, were substan-

tially yellowed and a little grazed. In 1975, A and. C were dead; E 

was very yellow and was probably dead. 

In plots 6 and 7, the white sandy soil in the immediate vicinity 
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of the urine plants was stained light-'orown and wa s solidified into a 

moderately hard block to a depth of about 1 cm. A'test of the nitro

gen content of this block showed it to be 20 times higher than a , 
sample of adjacent undisturbed soil; calcium and magnesium contents 

~ere also greater. 
· .. \ 

Procedure and Results, 1975 

A total of 56 individual plants were designated for applications 

of urine or water near our 1975 basecamp. Equal amounts of male and 

female urine were mixed and applied to separate plants by three methods: 

(1) poured over the entire plant as one might do in urinating; (2) 

poured only on the ground at the base of the plant; and (3) sprayed 

by an atomizer onto the leaves. In the first two instances, 200 ml 

were applied; in the third, only 100 ml were used (all the urine that 

could be applied without it running down into the soil). Method l was .-. 
applied to aJ.l 25 plots, or 22 different species. Methods 2 and 3 were 

applied to four plots, or only four species. 

Table 14 lists all the species, indicates which application methods 

were used for each, and shows the results. The results were derived by 

comparison of the experimental plants with both designated and undesig

nated control plants. The weather during the period immediately follow-

ing application of the urine, which occurred August 13, 14, and 15, 
~ 

consisted of dry warm days and cool to near-freezing nights. On the 

evening of August 18 and during the next 48 hours, it snowed and rained 

erratically, reaching a low of -6°c. From August 20 to September 15 

rains were frequent and it was moderately cool (around 13°C). In terms 

of the results, the effects of the weather were uncertain. Plants· 

which were undergoing substantial deterioration prior to the wet 
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Table 14. Results of Urine Application, 1975, by Species and 
Application Method. 

Application Method 

Genus species 

Antenna.ria alpina (L.) Gaertn. var. media 
(Greene) Jeps. 

Aster alpigenus spp. Andersonii (Gray) Onno 
Calyptridium wnbellatv.m (7orr.) Greene 
Carex festivel"La Mkze. 
Castilleja Lemrnonii Gray 
Eriogonwn incanum T. & G. 
Juncus Pavryi Engelm. 
Kalmia polifolia Wang. var. microphylla 

(Hook. ) Rehd. (moist) 
Kalmia polifolia Wang. var. microphylla 

(Hood.} Rehd. (dry) 
Lupinus Covillei Greene 
Lupinus Lyallii Gray var. danaus (Gray) Wats. 
Mimulus primuloides Benth. 
Oryzopsis Kingii (Bol.) Beal. 
Phyllodoce Breweri {Gray) Heller 
Pinus Murrayana Grev. & Balf. 
PolygonwTi bist_irtoides Pursh. 
Salix Eastwoodii Ckll. (?) 
Senecio Scorzonella Greene 
Senecio triangularis Hook. 
Sphenosciadum capitelatum Gray 
Stipa occidentalis Thurb. 
Vaccinium nivictum Ca.mp. (sunny) 
Vaccinium nivictum Ca.mp. (shady) 
Veratrum califoY'n.icwn Durand. 

U = unaffected 

1 

u 
u 

Ds,E 
u 
E 
u 
u 

Ds 

u 
D,E 

Ds,E 
s 
u 
T 

Ds 
u 

Ds,E 
Es 
u 

Es 
u 
D 
u 
Es 

S = seasonal change preempted experimental results 
T = temporary change, but recovered by September 15 
Ds = slightly damaged 
Es = slightly eaten, but recovered by September 15 
D = more than 50% severely damaged . 
E = more than 50% eaten 

J 
., 

y 

'. 

2 3 

u E 

u D,~ 

u u 

u n 
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weather seemed to continue deteriorating. Plants with urine on their 

leaves were in many instances browsed after the wet weather. 

All of the pla~ts which showed any tissue damage due to the urine, 

except for the Vaccinium nivictwn that was in a sunny location, began 

to deteriorate within six days from the time of application. Most of. 

the plants susceptible to urine damage were eaten, and the extremely 

irregular lengths of their remaining stems indicated that they were 

probably eaten one at a time by rodents. When urine was applied to 

the base of the plants, a single 200 ml dose produced no damage. 

Damage from urine, if any, occurred consistently to the leaves, 

Two species exhibited particularly interesting symptoms. Oriyzopsis 

Kingii~ a fine-bladed grass, Showed small, whitish, and crystalline 

deposits near the tip of each leaf two days after the urine was 

applied; salt jlands may be involved. The leaves of Salix Eastwoodii 

turned brown.from their edges or tips inward, an unusual pattern of 

browning which does not occur under normal circumstances. The leaves 

also were very shiny for a couple of days after the urine was applied 

to their surface; this was probably caused by salt crystallization, 

which could be the result of salt gland excretion or of salts being 

left behind as the urine evaporated from the leaves. Salix Eastl.Joodii 

showed damage from urine the day following application by method 3, 

whereas the effects from method l were not visible until five days 

later. Since the atomizer provided a more even and thorough leaf-urine 

contact than did pouring, these results emphasized the leaves' sensi-

tivity to urine. 

In 1975, we examined the vegetation around the campsites at Nelson 

Lake and could only find one clear example of urine having damaged the 
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plants. This was an area restricted to a few hundred square centi

meters of Vacciniwn nivictwn. 

££Delusions of Urine &periments 

Several tentative conclusions may be made concerning the effects 

of human urine on the low-growing plants of the lodgepole-subalpine 

ecosystem: 

1. Urine was detrimental to many plants when applied to the 

leaves. 

2. Plants did not appear sensitive to urine applied only to the 

ground. 

3. Vulnerability to urine varied widely between species. 

4. Male and female urine appeared to have comparable effects upon 

plants. 

5. A single.JLpplication of 200 ml of urine was damaging to many 

species. 

6. Repeated application of urine to one plant or location had a 

more damaging effect on the leaves than a single, large application. 

7. Animals, insects, and mammals alike, preferred to eat the 

plants which had received urine on their leaves. 

8. Rain or snow did not seem to interfere with the effects of 

urine on the leaves. 

9. Urine changed the levels of some of the available nutrients in 

sandy-gravelly soil. 

10. Plants sustaining a critical amount of tissue damage usually 

did not recover in the following year. 

11. Plants to which urine had been applied often underwent unusual 

patterns of leaf discoloration. 



Chapter 9 

TRAMPLING EXPERIMENTS 

Act of Trampling 

The major impact of humans on the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine . 

ecosystems is the defoliation of vegetation brought about by walking , 

treading, or trampling upon the plants. In this study the relative and 

absolute rates of defoliation of different species were determined. The 

use of 15 persons, with varying weights and boot sizes, complicated the 

analysis of the trampling experiments. An approximate coefficient has 

been derived that corresponds to the difference in impact between each 

individual 1 s step and the "standard ste.p" of the average backcountry 

user. According to Scott (1942: 172), '~here is a surprising similar-

ity between the,Jait of different persons, although in certain details 

individual chq.racteristics appear ... u 

The shifting of weight from one part of the' foot to another and 

the sharing of weight between both feet is important in the effects of 

trampling upon vegetation. 

11 
•• , after the foot clears the grollild under the body ... , 

the leg is extended .... This brings the leg into positio~ for 
contact with the ground again .... Tbe heel makes contact first; 
but the weight moves forward very rapidly, carried along the 
outside border of the foot to the ball of the foot .... The 
contact or the foot shifts across to the inside of the ball of 
the foot and the final push comes from the flexion of the 
great toe .... Before the·final drive from the first leg takes 
place, the second makes contact in front of the body. For a 
brief period both feet are in contact with the ground and the 
typical stride position occurs. The f,irst leg finishes its 
drive and swings forward while the second supports. 11 (Scott, 
1942: 173). 

Cuddeback (1943: 67-84), however, has shown that many people walk almost 

exclusively on the entire foot at once, a characteristic emphasized by 

rigid hiking boots. Within 31 subdivisions of the gait, Braune and 
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Fischer found that: 

" ... the floor pressure in a man weighing 60 kg fluctuated 
in these phas es from 76 kg maximum to a minimum of 31 kg. 
These fluctuations of increase and decrease of the gravita
tional stre$S are produced by active muscle work. At the 
moment the standing foot begins to deploy, the downward 
pressure nearly equals the body weight. It t ,hen falls in 
the second half of the supporting phase~below half of the 
body weight. It then rises rapidly to its maximum at the end 
of the standing period." ( Steindler, 1955: 662). 

With such substantial variation in the pressure exerted by a single 

foot of an individual of a given weight, we decided to derive the co-

efficients for different individuals on the basis of their body weight. 

The shifting of the weight-bearing axis of the foot described 

above by Scott (1942: 173) was mentioned by Elftman and Manter (1934: 

484) to vary with the degree of toeing _in or out, and probably also 

with the structure of the foot. Any twisting or rotating of the foot 

(Harper et aZ., 1961) may also be related to the tendency to toe in or 
~ 

out. However 1 these factors, in terms of affecting the vegetation, 

were probably negligible in our stud.y due t_o the great rigidity and 

resistance to tortion which typify the Vibram lug-soled boots usually 

worn by Yosemite backcountry hikers. 

The Vibram sole is made of moderately hard neoprene, an oil-

resistant synthetic rubber. The molded sole is deeply cleated in a 

pattern which provides numerous gripping edges, as shown in Figure 10. 

The edges~provide good traction on irregular surfaces and the sole is 

also soft enough to conform to, and thus grip, comparatively smooth 

surfaces, The more or less standard sole pattern, illustrated below, 

is so deeply recessed (up to 6 mm) that the weight is borne almost 

exclusively by the raised pattern. Excluding the de~ply recessed arch 

portion of the sole, measurements of the prints of both a large and. a 

.-..~--·~ ~-•. PA¥.i -JC ;;:(114! W:: . 
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small boot showed that the ratio of raised. pattern area to total sole 

area was consistently 45%. As weight is brought down upon the vegeta

tion, the intricate, recessed pattern allows small leaves and stems to 

escape some damage. It would be unusual for an entire plant part to 
· .. 

escape pressure, however, since the recessed area is small and the 

pattern not linear as are individual stems and leaves. 

Figure 10. Typical Pattern of a Vibra.m Boot Sole. 

The size of·the boot soles is not ·merely a function of the boot 

size, but varies in accordance with the welt by which the sole is 

attached (Recreational EQuipment Incorporated, 1967: 17). We measured 

the boot sole area of two opposite extreme welt constructions in four 

boot sizes and found that, on the average, the area increased 16% in 

going to the bulkier welts. We estimated that the two types were 
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divided equally among the Yosemite backcountry users wearing lug-soled 

boots. 

The standard step was derived for the purpose of understanding 

the impact differences between our tramplers and for relating their 

impact to that of the average user. Abqut 85% of the backcountry users 

wore adult-sized boots (Lee, 1975: 23-24, 41). The standard weight of 

an· average American male adult is 70 kg (154 pounds), and of the 

female 58 kg (128 pounds) (National Research Council, 1968). To deter-

mine the typical boot size for females and males, experienced sales 

persons were contacted at three large-volume San Francisco Bay Area 

mountain recreational shops: Recreational Equipment Incorporated, 

Sierra Designs, and Ski Hut. The average boot size sold for males was 

~~ and for females 7~. The raised-sole surface areas of these boot 

sizes were found to be 88 cm2 (13.7 in2 ) and 78 cm2 (12.1. in2 ), 
~ 

respectively .. . The body weights and boot-sole surface areas were then 

combined with the sexual composition of the backccrontry users to 

derive the standard weight, standard sole size, and standard pressure 

exerted by a person standing at full weight upon one foot, thus 

describing the standard step of the backcountry users, Table 15. 

These averages corrsponded to the mean weight, boot size ar'"ea, and 

pressure found for our tramplers, despite a preponderance of 60% 

females in our group: body weight ranged from 50 kg (110 lb.) to 91 

kg (200 lb.), boot size from 60 cm2 (9.3 in2 ) to 101 cm2 (15.6 in2 ), 

and pr~ssure from o.64 kg/cm2 (9.2 psi) to 1.08 kg/cm2 (15.6 psi). 

The coefficients for a.n individual's step to the standard step were 

based upon the body weight and ranged in value from 0.7 to 1.3 in our 



(%male) (avg. male wgt.) +(%female) (avg. female wgt.) + (wgt. boots & clothes) 
, (%male) {male boot area) + (% fem

0

ale) {female boot area) 

weighted average weight = wei·ghted 
weighted average boot area 

averag~ pressure 

Therefore: 

(.664) {70 kg)+ (.336) (58 kg)+ (4.5 kg)= 
(.664) (88 cm2) + (.336) (78 cm2) 

.832 kg 11.83 lb. 
cm or (in.2) 

Table 15. Determination of the Standard Step. 
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Variations in stride length were not considered important factors 

in these experiments for two reasons; first, we observed a considerable 

. amount of variation by an individual within a single day, and second, , 
the short experimental plots allowed the accUJnulation of very few 

"extra" steps. The standard stride for .experflnental purposes was set 

at 1 meter, which was the average for our tramplers. 

Walking rates also varied greatly, both for individuals and between 

tramplers. Since each tra:mpler walked at his or her normal rate, 

effects of trampling should have reflected those of the average back-

country user. 

Some discussion of the influence of fatigue and pack-carrying on 

the gait is relevant. The gait of a fatigued person is slower than 

normal and the period of double support is prolonged (Steindler, 1955: 

667). Fast walking differs from slow walking in that the period of 
~ 

bipedal suppo~t is shorter, the step length longer, the cadence faster, 

and the angle at which the foot hits and leaves the ground greater 

{Steindler, 1955: 637-638). 

According to our observations in camp areas, virtually all move-

ment occurred without the burden of a pack. We have therefore not 

added pack weight to the standard person's weight. When traveling on 

a trail with a backpack, the visitor is equivalent to a correspondingly 

heavier person. The impact~ however, is somewhat ameliorated by the 

walking with a usually flatter step. According to Steindler (1955: 656) 

ttWhen walking with a load ... the foot is placed flat on the ground." In 

our research carrying capacity was studied for camp areas rather than 

for access trails • 

:.}.•~ 
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•• •• Each subdivision of the gait had its own :particular pressures and 

motions in regard to affecting the vegetation, as i!lustrated in 

Figure 11. Shea;r>ing occurs during the swinging phase of the leg; the 
t 

front edge of the boot, and to some extent the sole, move rapidly 

forward a few centimeters above the gro~nd or vegetation surface, 

pushing over and lightly abrading or clipping off the taller stems. 

Except a t the very start and end of this movement, the shorter plants 

(less than 0.3 d1n high) are usually spared from any contact. Those 

which are slightly higher (up to 0.5 dJn) may or may not be brushed by 

the sole, depending upon the trampler's inclination to lif't his feet. 

Plants from 0.5 to 3 dJn high are almost always struck. Tender leaf 

blades and flowering stems are usually torn or broken by this movement. 

Crushing is the principal effect on the vegetation when the body 1 s 

weight is applied downward. Any plant underfoot is subject to this 
.-..· 

pressure and ~s flattened. Plants with upright leaves, brittle petioles, 

brittle stems, or stalks with unpliable and erect leaves are particularly 

vulnerable to this force. Crushing appears generally to be the most 

destructive of the trampling impacts: its d.amaging effects may be 

ameliorated by wearing snowshoes, summer?, or by the presence of 
~ 

cushioning found in a layered plant community and in thick or revolute 

leaves. Gouging, or digging, occurs as the foot first contacts or 

leaves the ground. The small boot area in contact with the ground 

and the great pressure exerted make this a very damaging motion (Harper 

et al.; 1961: 8-14), although it does not compare in overall effect 

with crushing. Gouging can lead to the rapid removal of sof't soil 

from around and beneath plants, exposing subterranean parts to crusn-

ing and removing the soil support under prostrate plant parts. Gouging 
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• 

SHEARING CRUSHING 
. ~ · .. 
~ -.. : . 

• 
TOE and HEEL GOUGING 

Figure 11. Effects of Gait on Vegetation. 



• can be decreased by reducing the angle with which the boot hits.and 

leaves the ground, as occurs in fast walking. Grinding, twisting the 

foot while it is ~upporting the body, usually occurs when making a 

sharp turn, especially from a stand-still position (Harper et al., 
' 

1961: 14-23). It contributes very heavily to the t otal defoliation 

which is common in the center of campsites. Ripping is the downward 

sliding of the foot due to inadequate friction between the boot and 

the ground surface. Pressure is accentuated at the uphill edge of 

the boot in an effort to cut into the surface and reach a more stable, 

as well as a more comfortable (flatter) footing. Repeated gouging in 

this manner creates a contoured trail when across slope and a 

depressed, unstable channel when up and down slope. Ripping and 

topographically-induced gouging play a small role in trampling impact 

in the normal),¥ ~lat camp areas; their impact is limited to embank-

ments or short; slopes such as near the very edge of lakes or streams. 

Measurements and Procedures 

The measurements in the trampling experiments \olere used to describe 

the vulnerability of the plant species involved. The measurement 

techniques provided the following: (1) a means for comparipg trampling 
~· 

effects on several different low-growing plants; (2) a means for com-

paring trampling effects on plants with diffe.rent coverage patterns, 

e.g. tussocky or continuous; (3) a numerical rate of plant survival; 

(4) a direct measure of plant deterioration; (5) a method for visually 

assessing trampling effects; (6) a method for assessing factors 

involved in actual and potential changes in species composition and 

soil compaction and erosion; (7) a method for evaluating plant damage 

which may be readily applied to untested species and plant communities; 
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(8) a reliable and rapid field assessment of trampling effects, requir

ing very little equipment; (9) documentation for future reference· 
' 

(10) a means of measuring plant damage that does not require the 
t 

destruction of the vegetation; (11) measurements of the same type used 

in the campsite monitoring program (described in Chapter 10); (12) 

measurements that can be directly related to visitors' perception of 

their environment, i.e. a measure of the vegetation's appearance. 

Plant metabolism, biomass, and cover were three factors considered 

for measurement in the comparison of stages of plant damage brought 

about by trampling. Plant metabolism measurements were initially 

eliminated because they required complicated, expensive, ~nd heavy 

equipment, and because of complications. due to phenotypic plasticity 

and interspecific, seasonal, and diurnal variability (Billings and 

Mooney, 1972: 508-513). 
. ~ 

For ecol~gical reasons, measurements of plant biomass were not 

done in the field. Biomass determinations of high-mountain plants 

were complicated by the seasonal fluctuations in foliage development 

and in the l ocation of plant energy reserves (Wood, 1975; 22; Billings 

and Mooney, 1968: 516). 

The measurement of plant cover was the most simple and reliable 

technique for comparing the vegetational trampling stages (Mueller-

Dombois and Ellenberg, 1974: 80-81). However, this measurement was 

not without di f ficulties. Cover was defined as amount of ground sur-

face above which there was vegetative matter. Vegetative matter 

referred to all plant material that was attached, above the ground 

surface, to an apparently living plant. Absolute cover referred to 

the ratio of area covered to the total size of the plot. The term 
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cover, used in the descriptions of plant changes during trampling, 

referred to the percentage of the original plant cover present on that 

particular plot area. Overhead aover referred to trees or very tall 
I 

shrubs above the sample point. 
~ 

The absolute plant coverage varied.greatly with the plant conunun-

ity, particularly when dealing with dominant species. Junc::us Parryi, 

for·example, frequently dominates the drier, less dense communities, 

with an absolute cover of less than 30%, whereas in many of the wetter 

communities, where plant density is greater, a much higher percentage 

of absolute cover is necessary to attain dominance. 

The density of more or less pure stands varies widely; one species 

may be so dense and layered as to leave no "holes 11 within its expanse; 

another species with sparser growth may have 20% of its stand with no 

cover. 

"' The plan~s described in the following section on trampling results 

are typical members of the meadow, open flat, and~forest communities 

in the lodgepole-subalpine and alpine ecosystems of Yosemite. Their 

distribution, however, o~en extends far beyond that narrow elevational 

range, as shown in Figure 12, and the plants usually become more 

diminutive with increasing altitud.e. The sizes of the plants studied 

here were considered typical of the lodgepole-subalpine zone. We 

assumed that the vegetational composition of the area of the trampling 

plots was natural, since the influence of cultural activities has been 

insignificant in such isolated meadows. 

The descriptions of each plant species were consulted in works by 

Munz (1968), Jepson (1960), Smiley (1921), and Hall (1912) to confirm 

our field observations on their morphology, habitat, and altitudinal 
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Antennaria alpina Gaertn. var. media Greene 

Aster alpigenus spp. Andersonii (Gray) Greene 

Calyptridium umbellatwn (Torr.) Greene 

Carex scopulorum Holm. 

Castilleja Lemmonii Greene 

Dodecatheon alpinum (Gray) Greene 

Eriogonum incanwn &. & G. 

Juncus Parryi Engelm. 

Lupinus Covillei Greene 

Lupinus Lyallii Gray var. danaus (Gray) Wats. 

Mimulus primuloides Benth. 

Oryzopsis Kingii {Boland.) Beal. 

Phyllodoce Breweri (Gray) Heller 

Poa epilis Scribn. 

Polygonum bistortoides Pursh. 

Salix Eastwoodiae Ckll. 

Senecio Scorzonella Greene 

Senecio triangularis Hook. 

Vacciniwn niviatum Ca.mp. 

Elevations in Tb.ouaanQa a~ Ye~~ 

2 3 4 5 6 · 'T . 8 9 "l.G 1-1- "l.'2. l3 
·l·····'······'·················t ..... 1 ••••• 1 ••••• 1 ••••• 1 ••••• , ••••• \. 
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l 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
Elevations in Thousands of Meters 

Figure 12. Elevation Ranges;;of Species Measured in Trampling Experiments. Vertical line :i.ndicates 
the approximate elevation of trampling plots. 
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distribution within Yosemite. Munz (1968) was used as the principal 

reference and final authority for terminology and plant nomenclature. 

Difficult plant identifications were made by Dr. Carl Sharsmith, 
' 

Professor Emeritus at San Jose State University. The plant collection 

is soon to reside in the herbariurn collection at Yosemite National Park. 

Twenty-two species representing several different growth habits 

and morphologies were selected for trampling experimentation. By gro•~h 

habit we mean the general appearance, height, and structure of t he 

plant. Morphology refers to the structural characteristics such a.s 

leaf, stem, and root arrangement; size, shape, and texture of leaves; 

and brittleness and tenderness of various shoot parts. The vulnerabil-

ity of different species to trampling was largely a function of certain 

of these features. 

Since the trampling experiments were divided into two periods, ,.. 
early SUllliller and late summer, the tra~pling experim.ents had to be con-

centrated and could not be conducted lightly over an extended period. 

In 1974, 20 plots, one meter wide and from 1/3 meter to 7 meters long, 

were established in the meadow and forest across Echo Creek, near our 

basecamp. Most of the plots contained fairly pure stands of the 
~ 

species being investigated. The centerline of the plot bisected the 

stand, providing on each side approximately e.q_ual absolute cover o'f 

the species. One end of the plot was designated as the beginning, and 
\ 

viewing the plot from that point, the left-hand side was designated the 

control section and the right-hand side the experimental section. The 

locations of the plots and other information are given in Appendix 3. 

The plots are marked at the beginning and end with nails. The experi-

mental side of each plot was trampled until it was almost entirely 



defoliated. Plants which were extremely resistant were clipped off at 

the soil surface at the end of the summer 1974, to make the plot equi-

valent to a bare trail. 
I 

In 1975, four additional plots were established in the meadow 

" southeast of Helson Lake, and one in th~ forest south of the lake's 

outlet. These plots were trampled to varying degrees in different 

sections, Appendix 3. The plant recovery or percent regrowth of pre-

trampling plant cover, will be evaluated in 1976. While these plots 

were mostly in mixed communities, the 1974 plots were in almost ptll'e 

stands. In 1975. the 1974 plots were examined for plant recovery. 

Additional trampling was also conducted perpendicularly to the 1974 

experimental path as illustrated in Appendix 3. This provided early 

summer (1975) trampling on both the 1974 experimental and control 

sites, such that the cumulative effects of early and late season tram
~· 

pling as well.as the effects from·only early season and only late 

season trampling could be assessed. Recovery o~ plant cover for each 

site will be studied in 1976. 

Most plots were divided along their length into one meter seg-

ments; changes of cover were assessed independently for each meter 

segment. During the course of the trampling, the progressive~dest:ruc-

tion of various plant structures was described in detail and photo-

graphs were taken of the plots·. Changes in cover are plotted on 

semi-log paper. Survival rates, or percentage of the vegetation sur-

viving each 100 steps, are depicted as straight lines on the graph, 

Figure 13. The curve corresponding to the lowest survival rate of each 

species of plot is used in the trampling analyses. 

The number of standard steps taken during the trampling was 
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evaluated for strips 1 meter long and ~ meter wide. If we assume that 

a.11 187 cm2 of area under the boot (except for the a'rch port ion) were 

hitting the ground, this boot sole surf ace per step is 3.74% of the 
I 

strip area. This averaged 3.74 hits on each cm2 per 100 steps. When 
.. 

the strip was narrower than 50 cm, as w~re many in the 1975 plots, the 

number of standard steps was proportionately reduced such that 100 

steps~e~ualled 3.74 hits per cm2 • 

Photographs of plots were taken to facilitate the evaluation of 

changes in plant cover. The vertical color transparencies viewed the 

vegetation cover through a 5 cm string grid which was placed on top 

of the plants, one m2 at a time. These pictures provide a permanent 

record, a reliable means of remeasuring the cover, and clear documenta-

tion of change. The 5 cm grid was found invaluable in all phases of 

assessing the cover. • 
~ 

InitiallY., in 1974, it was felt that using Ektachrome Infrared 

Film with a Wrattan Filter No. 12 would help show whether the plants 

were undergoing stress :from. trampling damage, as well as the extent or 

plant cover (Eastman Kodak. Company, 1972: 12-16, 32-33). The first 

experiments were successful, but we soon found that a warming in the 

weather substantially reduced the resolution qualities of the film, 

and that shadows were adequate enough to obliterate portions of the 

imagery. Hindsight examination of" Totterdell and Rains' article ( 1973) 

showed the unreliability of our anticipated results. Fortunately, 

copious field notes, normal color photographs, and some of the less-

j, deteriorated infrared film provided what we believe to be a reliable 

assessment of the experimental results. In late 1974 and 1975 Koda~ 

chrome 25 film was used, a transparency film of exceptionally fine 
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grain and excellent color rendition. 

A 35 mm single lens reflex camera (Canon in 1914; Pentax in 1975) 

was placed on top of a large tripod (Gitzo in 1974; Star Professional 
I . 

in 1975). The camera was equipped with a 24 mm, automatic lens with 

about a 67° viewing angle, a Skylight lA filter, and a right-angle 

viewer. This equipment provided a means of photographing one m2 at a 

time. • 

The right-hand side of each transparency covered the experimental 

;: side of each plot for a length of 1 m. This 5000 cm2 of plot area was 
v~ 

projected from behind onto a grid so that the 5 cm string-grid lines 

coincided with the ~ inch grid on the drawing paper. This was a reduc-

tion of 15.5:1 and resulted in a 5x10 inch drawing area. The margins 

of the plant cover were then drawn onto clearprint·(acetate). Slides 

of the same plot, t~k~n after different amounts of trampUng, were tben 

projected seqiientially.and the changes in cover drawn onto the clear-

print. An example is given in Figure 14. The cover reduction was 

measured with a Leitz Planimeter No. 132. 

Alternative assessment techni~ues were necessary for overcoming 

the following problems which tended to compound the measurement or~ 

cover: (1) Dried leaves or sheaths sometimes survived much more 

trampling than the green portions of the plant; (2) some species gave 

a poor color rendition on film, usually because they were somewhat 

camouflaged against the background of other plants or the soil surface; 

(3) some tall plants increased their absolute cover when they were 

flattened; (4) loose soil or mud sometimes buried green or dried parts 

of the plants, particularly if the plant was very low to the ground or 

the soil very soft; (5) irregular gaps, of small size, in the cover 
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Figure 14. Example of Reduction1 in Cover Due to Trampling. 
Plot A, meter 6; Antennaria aZpina (L.) [Gaertn.] var. media 
(Greene) [Jeps.]. 
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vere not readily discernable or measurable; (6) initial absolute 

cover was sometimes so low and the plants so scattered and small in 

size that the measure of changes in cover was very imprecise; (7) un
' 

attached plant parts sometimes overlaid living plants. 

These irregularities were handled to best conform with the afore-

mentioned definition of cover: {l) attached dried leaves and sheaths 

vere considered part of a living plant's cover, even if the green 

leaves had all been trampled off; (2) species were examined clcsely 

to differentiate them from their surroundings; (3) cover of tall plants 

vas based upon the initial absolute cover, even if, in the trampling, 

its cover exceeded the initial value; (4) plant parts buried beneath 

the soil were not considered part of the cover; (5} the total area of 

small and irregular gaps in the cover was estimated and this was in-

corporated into the ~over measurement; (6) if initial absolute cover 
~ 

was very low, .a cbange . in the number of in.di vi dual plants was recorded 

as being the change in cover; (7) unattached plant~parts were looked 

under, but le:rt in place, since they did much to moderate the effect 

of trampling; plants beneath this litter were considered as a part of 

the cover. 

One other major problem was encountered in the assessment of 

cover in mixed-community plots. These plots._ which have a stratified 

or. layered structure, posed probXems entirely different from those of 

almost pure stands. It was difficult to view the mixed-community 

plots strictly on the basis of the absolute cover of each individual 

species, because the swn of the absolute covers of the species would 

exceed that of the community taken as a whole. In addition, a large 

proportion of an individual species' absolute cover could be destroyed 
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with only a slight reduction in the plot's overall absolute cover, due 

to the survival of one or more layers of plant material. 

The assessment of overall cover in a mixed community was done in 
I 

the same way as in a pure stand. Determining the cover of each species 

in the community, however, was done by the first of the three possibl e 

•· steps listed below. Step l involved determining the absolut e cover and 

the survival rate of each species individually. This provided a mear.s 

of comparing the survival rates in and among species in a mixed or pure 

stand. In step 2, the absolute cover of each species was compared ~ith 

the sum of the absolute covers of all the species in the plot, in order 

to derive the relative import ance of each species in the stand, ex-

pressed as a percentage of the sum of absolute covers. In step 3, 

the percentage values from step 2 were multiplied by ~he percent abso-

lute cover of the en4;ire plot in order to derive a figure for the 
,#· 

absolute impo~tance of each species in tha~ particular stand or 

community. This value was useful for comparing different habitats, 

which had differences in total absolute cover, and for comparing the 

same habitat through the years. Inclusion of step 3 ensured that a 

general change in overall cover, such as thinning, was computed into 

the cover measurement. The measurements in step 1 were the most diffi-

cult to make accurately and consistently, due to the tendency to over- · 
< 

estimate the Cover Of the larger and taller plants, and the general 

problem in evaluating the cover of each species individually. The 

method for each Species I COVer aSSeSSlJlent .iS indicated in later t ext, 

Plant growth-stage and vigor were important considerations when 

evaluating trampling data, since they strongly influenced the results. 

The time of year and the weather can provide a good estimate of the 
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seasonal development of a pla nt in areas where the climate is thoroughly 

documented, but very few of these records are kept in the High Sierra. 

Eventual correlations may be possible between snowlines derived from , 
satellite imagery and seasonal stages of plant development. For the 

.. 
present, however, plant foliage color was considered a good index of 

plant vigor and growth-stage, since plant color often changes through 

the season. Tbe standard for color index determination was the l1unseU 

Color Charts for Plant Tissues (1972). All the color assessments were 

made by two members of the group, in rull sunlight, with the sun coming 

over the examiner's right shoulder. There was considerable intraspeci-

fie variation and an average-appearing leaf from each species was used 

for the assessment. These color designations vere more accurate than 

colors shown on the transparencies. 

Briefly, the Mu~sell index can be interpreted i~ the following 
,/. 

manner: HUE [a 10-scale, numeric prefix of subdivisions on an alpha-

betic hue designation~ red (R), yellow-red (YR),~yellow {Y), plus 

green (G), blue (B), and purple (P) and their respective intermediates] 

VALUE (a 10-scale, numeric grey scale index from black = O/ to white = 

10/}/CHROMA [an open-ended scale, numeric index of the degree of color 

saturation from /0 for a neutral grey (no color) to /10, /12, or~/14+ 

for strong color saturation.] 

In the following section the results of the trampling experiments 

are discussed on a species basis, in order of decreas ing vulnersbility 

to tl"ampling. 

~· · 
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Species Analysis 

Seneaio triangularis Hook. (Figure 15 and illustration) 
~ 

This plant is found 1in wet and protected spots, often intermixed with 

tall Gramineae sp., Lupinus Covillei, moss, Potentil~a _ spp., Salix spp., 

and Carex spp, It occurs over a wide elevation range, from 1200 m to 

3400 m ( 4000 ft to 11,200 ft). 

A herbaceous plant with short stout rootstocks and fibrous roots, this 

species has simple stems 5 to 15 dm high; the leaves are numerous and well 

distributed along the stem, with moderately long petioles; the leaf blades 

average around 5 cm in length and are thin and supple. 

Trampling took place on plot Mc, with a moderately pure stand of this 

species, from September 4 to 17, 1974; the survival rate was less than 1%. 

In 1975 the plants were trampled from July 29 to August 5, with a .rate of 

• 
10%. Plant color w~ 5GY5/4 for both trampling sessions. 

In 1974 the plant~ had not reached their final height and flower buds 

had not developed, while in 1975 the plants were mature and in bloom. 

Because of their shorter height and greater vigor, the plants in the early-

season trampling had a higher survival rate than those of the late-season. 

Seneaio triangulaPis has tall and easily crushed and flattened stems. 

After the first 20 to 50 steps, 100% of the stems were broken or flattened. 

Following this st~ge the leaves were crus~ed and damaged. 

Recovery from the late-season (1974) trampling, noted on July 24, 1975, 

was around 85%. It was significantly lower than 100%, because the plants 

had not yet begun to set seed and were therefore still actively engaged 

in growth processes and in building food reserves for the following spring 

growth. It is expected that the recovery from trampling in the early-

season (1975) vill be lower than this, since the plants were at an earlier 
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stage of growth and had not yet begun to build food reserves. 
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5 cm 

Senecio triangu1aris Hook. 

Habitat: wet and protected locations 

Leaves: thin 

Half' Scale 

!!:?' 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 5% 

Late Season: 1% 

Recovery Rates: 

1975: 85% 

1976: 



FIGURE· 5 

RECOVERY - 1975 
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¢.us CoviUei Greene (Figure 16) 

This species grows along lakeshores, streams, and in moist-wet soil 

st edges of meadows. Common conspicuous plants occurring close to it 

include Potentilla sp.~ S~neaio triangularis, Aster alpigenus, Gra.mfneae 

Salix spp., and Carex spp., Veronica alpina, and .Kalmia polifolia. SP·' 

!t has been found in the elevation range of 2600 m to 3050 m (8500 ft to 

10,000 ft). 

This is a large herbaceous plant, with erect and simple leafy steams 

2-B dm high; it is overall loosely willous; the leaves are palmately com-

Pound with 7 to 9 leaflets, and the petioles are 1-6 cm long; the leaves 

are very flexible, thin, and easily drunaged or bruised; the plant is well 

anchored in the soil by an extensive root system. 

Lupin.us Covillei was trampled on plot Mb in 1974 :from s ·eptember 4 to 

17; leaf color was 5GY5/4. The survival rate was very low, less than 1%. 

In 1975 it was tramp~~ in the same place, but from July 29 to August 5 

when plant color wa's 5GY5/6. The survival rate was 20%, significantly 
., 

higher than in the late-season (1974). While in 1974 the plants were 

developing seeds, in 1975 they were just beginning to bloom. This differ-

ence in growth stage is no doubt greatly responsible for the variation in 

the rates of deterioration. The soil moisture content differed little 

between the two periods of trampling. 

The low survival rate of this species_, as well as that of Seneaio 

triangula'X'is, is characteristic of plants with high, leafy stems. Both 

crushing and shearing become important plant-destroying boot actions. 

Lupinus Covillei, with tender leaves and easily-broken stems, was espec-

ially sensitive to trampling. The first effect was the flattening and 

breaking of the stems. After this the leaves were crushed and severely 

damaged, and the stems were torn off at or near their base. 
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Recovery from the 1914 trampling, observed on July 24, 1975, was 100%. 

since the plants were setting seed and ending their year's growth, the 

aestruction of the plant shoot system by the late-season trampling had 

little effect on the plantt' vigor. Recovery from the 1975 trampling, how

ever, will probably be lower, since the plants were st~ll in full growth 

and their food reserves for the next spring not yet complete. 
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~ NUMBER 

Lupinus Covillei 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

s = 20% = total cover 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

Ms = <1% = total cover 

RECOV'ERY - 1975 

100% on Ms 

I 
toOO 

Greene 



~onwn bis to~toides Pursh. (Figure 17) 

This species grows in moi~t meadows, along with Aster alpigenus, 

Mimulus p2°irnufoides, Senecio ScorzoneUa, Vacciniwn niviatwn, Gramineae 

spP·• Carex spp.~ and Ca~tilleja Lemmonii. Its elevation range is broad, 

from 1500 m to 3050 m ( 5000 ft to 10,000 ft). 

The flower st ems are around 22 cm high and form a thick hori zontal 

rootstock; the leaves are erect·, linear-oblong, about 8 cm long, and mostly 

basal; when green, the leaves are bendable and resilient, but become more 

brittle when reddish, as in ~he fall; because they are thin, the l eaves 

dry up easily, especial ly when damaged; the flower heads are in a dense 

spike and can tolerate considerable trampling; the root system has many 

highly-branched fine roots that reach 9 cm in length. 

Polygonum bistortoides was trampled on plot G in 1974 from September 

4 to 14; the plants were setting seed and leaf color was 5YR4/6. The sur-
• 

vival rate was 1% ovtrall, . but for the flower stems specifically it was 
. . -

70%. Recovery, noted o~ July 24, 1975, was 92%. In~l975, the plot was 

again trampled, but from July 29 to August 8, w4en the plant color was 

5GY4/4; the survival rate was 30% overall . 

...__ The flower stems were strong and could withstand much more trampling 

than the leaves, which represented most of the plant cover, and which were 

thin and easily crushed. When green, the leaves were more supple and 

their tolerance to~trampling increased, a~ was shown by the overall higher . \ 

survival rate in 1975. When the ·moisture content of the soil decreased, 

the foliage dried more rapidly, especially after it was bruised or 

damaged. The fibrous flower stems, and especially the thick flower heads, 

were very tolerant to trampling. Recovery after 1974 was high. 
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Poiygonwn bistoPtoides Pursh. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

5 = 30% ~ total cover 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

G = 1% = total cover 

- ; ·-· - ~ -·--
;: ·~;:..:.i:L 

.. J .• I. : ... •= 70% = number of flower and seed stems 

RECOVERY - 1975 

92% on G 

; 
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nivictum Camp. (Figure 18 and illustration) 

This very common ground cover grows in wet to moist meadows. It is 

usually intermixed with Gramineae spp., Aster alpigenus, Senec~o ScorzoneZla, 

oentiana Newberryi, Antenndi>ia alpina, Lupinus LyaUii, and Castilieja 

Lemrnonii. It is found from 2150 m to 3650 m (7000 to 12,000.ft) in eleva-

This species spreads by thick and woody underground rhizomes; the 

above-ground stems are woody and brittle, except for .new growth, and aver-

age 3 cm in height; the leaves, which grow upright on flexible branchlets, 

a.re thin, smooth, and very vulnerable to damage; the root system is 6 cm 

deep, very dense, and forms a solid underground mat with fine lateral 

branches; it is difficult to distinguish rhizomes from roots. 

Several plots with this species were trampled. Plots Ja, Jb, and Jc 

are located very close to each other, but have different s~opes. Plot Ja 

is flat; it was tramplid •in 1974 from September 4 to 17; the leaves had 

two colors: brown'veins,._5R4/4, and interveinal violet, 5RR5/4. The sur

vival rate was 10%, and the recovery, observed in July 1975, was 37%. This 

plot was also trampled in 1975, from July 29 to August 6, when leaf color 

was 7.5GY5/4, with a survival rate of 30%; this value is three times 

larger than that of the late-season. 

Plot Jb has a very steep slope. Trampling took place in 1974 only, 

from September 4 to i6; the survival rate was less than 1% while the 

recovery, noted in .July 1975, was 7%. Damage increased greatly with 

steepness of slope, since the gouging and particularly ripping actions of 

the boot were more pronounced. 

Plot Jc is moderatel~ steep. It was trampled from September 4 to 17, 

1974; the rate of survival was intermediate between the two other plot's, 

5%, and the recovery was 12%. 
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vaociniwn niviotwn was also trampled in 1975 on plot Q, a mixed, 

~oist meadow community with short Gramineae, moss, and Aster alpigenus, 

from July 25 to August 9. The plant was very green, with a leaf color of 
I 

7
,5GY5/4. The rate of survival was 70%, a very high value in comparison 

vith those of the other plots. The Gramineae and Aster aLpigenus plants, 

bO~ever, were significant in this high survival rate, since as they were 

flattened~ they protected and covered the V. nivictum plants. In addition, 

the moist and moss-covered soil cushioned the plants, thus decreasing 

crushing. 

Overall, this species was very sensitive to trampling. The leaves 

vere very vulnerable and the plant stems were quite easily broken off 

.-here woody. When the leaves were green in the early season, they showed 

more tolerance to trampling than when they were red, and drier, in the 

month of September. The leaves were the first affected plant parts; they 
~· 

became bruised and crushed, allowing desiccation, or they were torn off 

the branchlets .· W;i.th more trampling the stems began tG break. Renewal 

buds, located on flexible and non-woody stems, were little affected. In 

September of 1974, when the plants showed great damage, these buds sur-

123 

vived for· a long period and were finally clipped off so that plant recovery, 

from a bare path, could be determined in 1975. After these buds wer@ 

removed the recovery was very low; 37% for plot Ja, 7% for plot Jb, and 

12% for plot Jc. 



IZ'{ 

Survival Rates: 
·;: 

Farly Sea.son: 30% 

Late Season: 10% 

Recovery: Rates: 

1975: 37% 

1976: 

c Full. Sc e 

Vaccinium nivictum Ca.mp. 

Habitat: wet to moist meadows 

Leaves: thin 



FIGURE- TRAMPLING SURVIVAL RATES 
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Vaaciniwn nivictwn Ca.mp. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 1 

JA , level 
Jc , Slope 13° 

-· ·-- ~----· · 

, Slope 32° 



castiUeja Le.mmonii Gray' (Figure 19) 
~ 

Moist meadows are the typical habitat of this species. It g~ows 

intermixed with Vacainiwn niviatwn, Aster alpigenus, Senecio ScorzoneUa, 

co:teX spp., and Grarnineae' spp. It ranges in elevation from 2150 m. to 3350 

in (7000 ft to 11, 000 ft). 

The leaves are short and occur both at the base and along the stem; 

the flower stems reach heights of 1 to 1.5 dm; the stems are flexible and 

bend easily, but once flattened, they remain so. 

This species was trampled on plot K, a mixed wet meadow community, 

from September 4 to 17, 1974. The plants were beginning to set seed and 
\ 

the leaf color was 5GY8/8. The survival rate was approximately 5%. This 

low value reflects the plant flower stems' high vulnerability to shearing 

and crushing. The basal leaves were only moderately damaged·, due to the 

cushioning effect of other plants on the plot • Recovery, observed on 
. 

July 24, 1975, was a~ut 95%. 
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FIGURE TRAMPLING SURVIVAL RATES 
==--~-~-====.,._,,,.._....,.~ 

Castilleja Lermnonii Gray 

EARLY SEASON - .1975 

Not Measured 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

K = 1% = total cover 

RECOVERY - 1975 

95% on K 
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0!:}:JJ?.tPidium umbeiiatum (Torr.) Greene (Figure 20 and illustration) 

Well drained soil in gravelly-sandy flats is the almost exclusive habi-

tat of this species. It grows in often pure stands or with Ei•iogonum incanwn , 

iupinus LyaLLii, Gramineae spp., and other plants may be found along with it 

i!l forest openings and meadow margins. Its elevation ranges from 750 m to 

3350 m (2500 ft to 11,000 ft). 

The root system is represented by a long tap root with few lateral 

roots, which is characteristic of plants in well-drained soils; the plant 

is low-growing and may form a small mat, with a diameter averaging around 

4 m; this individual-plant mat is formed by the dense rosettes of largely 

basal leaves, which are leathery, thick, and prostrate on the soil surface; 

the flower stems are erect or partially so, flexible, and have an average 

length of 4 cm. 

CaLyptridiwn umbeliatwn was trampled in two plots, B and L, in both 

1974 and 1975. Plot ~is flat. Trampling took place from September 4 to 
. 

14, 1974; the leaf color was 7.5GY4/4. The survival rate, measured in the 

number of plants was 5%. In 1975, when the plants were trampled from July 

29 to August 3, with a leaf color of 5GY4/6, the survival rate was much 

greater, 50%. 

Plot L is on a slope and ha~ sandier' soil than plot B. The difference 

between the survival rates in the two years was greater than in plot B. In 

1974 the rate was 1%, while in 1975 it was 60%. 

The variation in survival rates between the two years may be explained 

by the soil moisture. At the end of the summer in 1974 the soil was drier 

and thus looser, allowing the plants to be easily buried by the sand or 

partially uprooted. In the midsUillmer in 1975, however, the moisture content 

of the soil was much greater, making the soil more adhesive and giving the 

·· Plants a more stable support medium; the plants ,were less readily buried. 



The difference in survival rates between the t wo plots li· es · · pr1nc1pa.J.ly 

difference in slope. The greater slope in L caused t he plants to be 

more easily, because the actions of gouging and ripping are increased. 

The damage to the plan~s lies not. so much in the destruction of vege-

tative tissue as in their burial and in the removal of flowers and stalks. 

r,eaves were generally subject to tearing, only after these other effec t s 

~ere well underway. 

Recovery of plot B from the 1974 trampling, observed on July 24, 1975, 

seemed to depend heavily upon the moisture of the soil. In those parts of 

the plot with higher moisture content the recovery was 90%, while in the 

rest of the plot it was 15%. In plot L recovery was low, 10%. 
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5 cm Full Scale 

CalyptridiUill. umbellatum (Torr.) Greene 

Habitat: well drained, gravelly-sandy flats 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 50% 

Late Season: 5% 

Recove!:Z. ~: 

1975: 10% 

1976: 

Coverage Type: very sparse Leaves: leathery, thick 

/JC 
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..... 

RA 
Calyptr-idiwn 

(Torr· ) Greene I 
EARLY SEASON - 1975 

s = 50% :::: total number of 
level tsround 

~ = 60% :::: total number of 

... Slope 3° to 19° 
40% :::: total number of 

stalks, Plot B, 
LATE SEASON ~ 1974 

plants, Plot B, I 
plants, Plot L I 
flower and see~l 
level ground I 

B = 5% :::: total number of plants, level l L = 1% 
ground 

= total number of 
3° to 19° 

l"' = 40% ::: total mL'nber of 
stalks , Plot L, 

RECOVERY -'" 1975 
10% on 

10% on 

L 

B 

, steeper portions 

.... 

plants, Slope l 
flower and seed' 

Slope _3• _to_ 19~ 



inoanwn T. & G. (Figure 21 and illustration) 

This plant grows in dry, gravelly-sandy soil. The stands are usually 

pure, however, Calyptridiwn wnbellatum, Gramineae spp., and Juncus Parryi 

are sometimes folU1d growing in close proximity. The elevation range is 

from 2150 m to 3650 m (7000 ft to 12, 000 ft). 

It is a densely cespitose low-growing plant, with a leafy crown on 

~00a.y branches and a long taproot; the leaves are leathery, thick, tomen-

tose,. and,.usually grow erect; the flowering stems are numerous and reach 

up to 10 cm in height; they are flexible and tend to bend without breaking; 

the plant mat varies greatly in size, and can grow to 3 dm in diameter; 

most often the plants are small and occur singly. 

Plot N is a pure stand of this species. It was trampled in 1974 from 

September 4 to lT, when the plant color was 2.5GY7/2. The survival rate 

waif 10%. In 1975 the trampling took place from July 29 to August 3, with 

a survival rate of 30%; plant color was 2.5GY6/2. The difference in the 

"" rates, as in the case of Calyptridiwn wnbellatum, lies in the higher soil 

moisture in the early season (1975). 

Since the soil was sandy, gouging significantly disrupted the plant 

habitat ..... The roots became exposed, and parts of the shoot were covered 

with soil. Flower stalks were easily torn off or buried, while the leaves, 
... 

which were the second most vulnerable part of the plant, were broken off 

of the woody branches. Slope increased the rate of deterioration since 

gouging and ripping effects were increased. 

Recovery from 1974, noted on July 24, 1975, was very low~ 5%. The 

plants that recovered were small and had few leaves. 



cm Full Scale 

Eriogonum incanum T. &: G. 

Habitat: well drained, gravelly-sandy flats 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 30% 

Late Season: 10% 

Recovery Rates: -
1975: 5% 

1976: 

• 

Coverage Type: patches Leaves: leathery. thick 



FIGURE 2 TRAMPLING SURVIVAL RATES 
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Eriogonum incanum T. & G. 

EARLY SEASON 1975 

5 = 30% - total -cover 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

= 10% = total cover 

w = 1% ; numbe r of flo·w·e r stems 

RECOVERY - 1975 

5% on N 



• 
Benth. (Figure 22) 

This small plant grows in ¥et places along streams or meadows. It is 

often intermixed with RanunouZus alimaefolius, PotentilZa sp., Lewisia 

sierrae, Carex spp., Gramineae spp., moss, Saxifraga nidifica, and KaZmia 

·. poiifoZia. It occurs over a w-ide range of elevations, from 1200 m to 3050 m 

(4000 ft to 10,000 ft). 

This species is short-stemmed, with a basal rosette of leaves, it is 

rhizomatous, often stoloniferous; the stems range from 0.1 to 0.5 fun in 

iength; the leaves are l to 4 cm long, usually in several pairs and closely 
• 

5~t; the pedicels are erect, slender, and 3 to 5 cm long; the leaves are 

thin, easily damaged, and prostrate; the root system reaches up to 4 cm in 

depth. 

Plot Ma is a mixed community with M. primuloides as the principal 

species; is located in wet soil. It was trampled in 1974 from September 4 

to 17; leaf color was '1i.alf 2.5GY7/8 and half 5GY6/6. The survival rate was 

found to be 20%·. 

This plant was very sensitive to trampling because of its delicate 

foliage. It is often intermixed with grasses and other larger plants that 

cover and protect it from damage. This cushioning effect is widespread in 

communities where vegetation is lnsh and the soil is wet and spongy.~ 

The recovery rate, noted on July 24, 1975. seemed to be close to 100%; 

this plant reproduce$ rapidly by vegetative reproduction. 
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FIGURE 

Mimulus p1·imuloides llenth. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

Not Measured 

LATE SEASON - 197li 

.M = 10% = total cover 

RECOVERY - 1975 

100% on M 

·-~ 
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podecatheon alpinwn (Gray) Greene (Figure 23) 

This species grows in very_ wet meadows. Grrunineae spp.~ Carex spp., 

Ranunoulus alismaefolius, Mirrrulus primuloides, and moss are the principal 

plants found in proximity. It ranges from 2700 m to 3650 m (8800 to 12,000 

ft) in elevation. 

It is a small plant with a flowering stem averaging 0.5 d.m and with 

baaal linear leaves 2 to 6 cm long. 

-Dodecatheon alpinwn was trampled in plot S, a muddy flat, from July 25 

to August 8, 1975. Leaf color was 5GY5/5. The survival rate was 80%. 

'This high value was due to two factors: the soil was very wet and had a 

cushioning effect upon the plants; when the leaves and stems were flattened, 

they became imbedded in the mud and therefore were not subject to as much 

crushing force. The principal effect of trampling was the flattening of 

the plants, followed by bruising and tearing. 

This species b~oms very shortly af'ter -the snow melts and grows in 

very wet places, where its exposure to human trampling is minimal. 

'-
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FIGURE 2 3 TRAMPLING SURVIVAL RATES 

Dodecatheon aZpinum (Gray) Greene 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

s = 80% = mixed, stratified community 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

Not Measured 

RECOVERY - 1975 

Not Measured 

. I 
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ScoPzonelZa Greene Fi ure 24 and illustration 

Moist meadows are the typical ha bi.tat of this species. It grows 

spp., Aster alpigenus, Polygonum bistortoides, Vaccinium 

rii1Jietum, Carex spp., and moss. In elevation it ranges from.1850 m to 

3
500 m ( 6000 ft to 11, 500 ft) . 

The stems, arising from a horizontal rootstock, are erect, simple, 

1 to 3 in nwnber, 2.5 dm high, and have few cauline leaves; the herbage is 

tome~tose;" tbe leaves are mostly basal and tufted, 6 to 9 cm long, and 

usually erect; they are very tough, leathery, and resilient; the root 

system consists of dense, fine roots with an average length of 9 to 10 cm. 

Senecio SaorzoneZZa was trampled in plot H in 1974, from September 4 
5urv1vet.( 

to.14, with a !':UC• ay rate of 30%, and in 1975 from July 29 to August 8, 

.,n.th a rate of 90%. In the 1974 session the leaf color was 5GY5/4 and the 

plants were setting seed, while in 1975 their color was 5GY4/4 and beginning 

to bloom. Tbis difference in growth stage was largely responsible for the 
·"' 

variations in survival rates. 

The first effect from trampling was the bending, breaking, or flatten-

ing of the flower stems.. The leaves could tolerate much trampling without 

damage; they were lightly buried, pressed into the ground, or when exposed, 

tended to roll up or bend easily. This resistance to damage by the leaves 

was maximized at the beginning of the summer when they were green and 

fresh, but when the soil was drier and leaf moisture subse~uently lower, 

as in September, 1974, leaf deterioration increased greatly. Ai'ter a large 

amount of trampling, the leaves began to tear and dry up. 

Recovery from the 1974 trampling, noted on July 24, 1975, was high, 

around 95%. 



~-

5 cm 

Senecio Scorzonella Greene 

Habitat: moist meadows 

Leaves: leathery~ tough 

Half Scale 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 90% 

Late Season: 30% 

Recovery ~: 

19'75: 953 

1976: 



FIGURE -·. 
Seneoio Soorzonella Greene 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

s = 90% :::: total cover . . . . . . 

i· [ · ··-" .;. 
~~-: -~'~:-·; ___. 

, : - : :.: '. i ~ 
LATE SEASON 1974 

· H = 30% :::: total co-ver 

"' = 20% :::: number of flower stems 

RECOVERY 1975 

95% on H 



sali:t Eastwoodiae Ckll. (Figure 25) 

This shrub grows in wet places, often along streams and lakes. Care.:c 

sPP·• Gramineae , spp., Dodeaatheon aZpinwrz~ and Ranunculus alismaefolius 

a.re often found in the same locations •. SaZix Easti.Joodiae varies in ~leva-

tion from 2150 m to 3200 m (7000 ft to 10,500 ft). 

This species grows to heights of 0.5 to· 2 m; it is deciduous, with 

simple alternate leaves, 4 to 6 cm long, 1 to 2 cm wide, and gray-tomentose 

on both sides and somewhat glabrous with age; most of the twigs are slender, 

dark, and tomentose; the woodiness of this plant, together with its low .. 
J:ieight, makes it very susceptible to breaking when trampled; the leaves are 

thin and tear easily; the tops of the stems are more green and flexible than 

the rest of the plant; breakage occurs mainly in the lower, woody stem parts 

and all places of branching. 

This plant was trampled in two plots, Ia and Ib; Ia is flat, while Ib 

is on a _moderate slopw. In plot Ia S. Easti.Joodiae was 20 cm high; it was 

trampled in 1974 f~om September 4 to 17. The survival rate was 60%; the 

recovery, observed on July 24, 1975, was very low, around 5%. In 1975, 

the same plot was trampled from July 29 to August 6. The survival rate was 

50%. Leaf color before both tramplings was 5GY5/4. 

Plot Ib was trampled from S~tember 4 to 16, 1974; the leaf color was 
~ 

heal 2.5Y8/8 and half 2.5 GY5/2. The survival rate was 30%; recovery was 

noted to be about 5%. 

The principal effect of trampling was the removal of leaves and of 

twigs with breakage occurring especially at the location of branching. 

Shearing and crushing were the most damaging effects of trampling. Ripping 

contributed to tbe slightly higher deterioration rate of plot lb, which was 

on a slope. 

Plant recovery consisted principally of young shoots sprouting from 



the ground; on plot Ia these averaged 3,5 to 4.o cm in height, while on 

plot Ib, 5 cm. The leaves on ttiese sprouts were very large, about twice 

the size of those on the mature shrub. It is interesting that the survival 

rate of these flexible and vigorous shoots did not vary much with that of 

the older woody plant stems. 
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E[!i!lodoce Breweri (Gray) Heller (Figure 26 and illustration) 

This plant is found in moist and protected spots along lakes and 

streams, under 'trees, against rocks, or along protected meadow fringes. 

rt usually forms a pure stand. In elevation it ranges from 1850 m to 3650 

Dl (6000 ft to 12 ,000 ft). 

It grows as a high ground cover or semi-procUlllbent shrub, with stems 

1 to 3 ~ high; the leaves are 6 to 15 mm long, strongly revolute, and are 

crovded and alternate along the top 10+ cm of the stems; the stems are 

woody, with the upper.2/3 being flexible; the flowers are in terminal 

clusters; the plants often tend to orient themselves toward one direction, 

especially on a slope. 

Plot P was trampled from August 12 to 15, 1975. The plot was divided 

into three parts, a, b, and c. In part a the plants were on a slight slope, 

with their orientation downhill, the average plant height was 22 cm; the 
,;. 

horizontal displacement of stems was from 16 to 30 cm, with an average of 

22 cm. The plants were trampled perpendicularly to the stem orientation, 

or across the slope. 

I~ part b the plants were on a slight slope, with their orientation 

as in part a; the average plant height was 22 cm; the horizontal displace-

ment of the stems was 15 to 40 cm. Trampling occurred parallel to ~he stem 

orientation, or down slope. 

In part c, ·the plot was flat; the stems showed no particular orienta-

tion; average plant height vas 15 cm; horizontal displacement of stems was 

4 to 6 cm. 

On. all of these plot parts, the survival rate was 50%; the plants 1 

vulnerability was the same when trampled at different angles to the stem 

orientation. In general, the primary effect from trampling was the break-

age of stems; this usually occurred at or near their base. The more 

145 



resilient sterns were flattened or crushed, with many or most of their 

1eaves removed; the stems then showed signs of drying as the few remain

ing leaves turne,d brown. 



5 cm Full Scale 

Phyllodoce Breweri (Gray) Heller 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 50% 

Late Season: 

Recovery~: 

1976: 

Habitat: moist and protected locations 

Coverage Type: pure and continuous stands Leaves: leathery, revolute 



• 
~us Lyalli Gray var. danaus (Gray) Wats~ (Figure 27 and illustration) 

This is a low-growing plan_t and occurs in dry forest openings or in 

moist to dry meadows where Antennaria alpina, Aster alpigenus, Juncus 

parryi, Vacciniwn nivictwn, and Grarnin_eae spp. are often found. It grows 

typically in sandy-loamy soil. It is restricted to high elevations, 2900 m 

to 3950 m (9500 ft to 13,000 ~). 

This plant has a heavy, woody, .and cespitose base; the stems are sub-

appressed-silky, semi-prostrate, and 5 to 12 cm long; the leaves are 

crowded near the base, with slender petioles 3 to 5 cm long, and with 5 
~. 

to 6 leaflets that are 4 to 8 mm long and appressed-silky on both sides; 

'' 
the leaves are then and tender; the petioles are also thin and easily torn 

from the stem; the root system is represented by a tap root, about 10 cm 

long. 

Plot P was trampled in 1974 from September 4 to 16, and in 1975 from 

July 29 to August 6. The survival rate was the same for both periods: 

50%. This plot is. located in a opening of a stand of .lodgepole pines. 

The soil-water content showed little variation between the two trampling 

sessions, and plant growth stages were similar. In both cases the flowers 

were in bloom. Lupinus LyalZii leaf color, before trampling both in 1974 

and 1975, was overall 5GY4/4; whl!'.re pubescence was slight the color>was a 

darker green, 7,5GY3/4. 

Because of its;low growth this species was not affected by shearing; 

crushing and gouging were the most damaging boot actions. Plants were 

initially flattened, especially the flower stems; the plants were then 

partially uprooted and/or buried by the light sandy soil. The leaves were 

removed relatively easily and contributed significantly to the decrease in 

plant cover. 

The recovery from the 1974 trampling, noted'on July 24, 1975, was 

149 
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ao-85% for the number of plants, but 50% for plant cover. The plants were 

tnerefore smaller in size, although their numbers had not decreased signi

ficantly. 

.. 
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.. 

Lupinus Lyallii Gray var. danaus (Gray) Wats. 

Habitat: dry forest and dry meadows 

Leaves: thin, tender 

Survival~: 

Early Season: 50% 

Late Season: 50% 

Recover_y_ ~: 

1975: 50% 

1976: 



FIGURE 2 7 
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TRAMPLING SURVIVAI--RATES~-;52 
Lupinus Lyallii Gray var. danaus 

(Gray) Wat s. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

. 5 = 50% total cover 

LATE SEASON -· 1974 

f> = 50% = total cover 

= 1% = number of flower and seed. ste::::s 

RECOVERY - 1975 
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re 28) 

plant forms a ground cover on moist to wet soil. The mat is 

resilient and can' therefore tolerate considerable trampling wh~n moisture 

content is high. The plants reach an average height of 1.4 cm. At the 

end of the sununer, when the plants are drier, they are more ~asily broken 

off and removed by the crushing and ripping forces. This is well shown 

bY the , tra;ripling results of 1974 and 1975. 

Moss was trampled on plot C, where it forms an almost pure stand, in 

1974 from September 9 to 16. Plant color was 2.5Y5/6. The survival rate 
0 

~as 60%, while when trampled from JUly 29 to August 6, 1975, the rate was 

95%. The only visible difference in the plants between these two seasons 

vas the greater greenness and moisture content in the early season of 

1975. 

Moss was trampled on plot Q, where it formed a ground ·cover under the 

ramineae, Aster alpigenus, and Vaaainiwn niviatwn plants, from July 25 

to August 9, 1975. The survival rate , 95%, was equal to that found in 

the early season of plot C. -

Plot , S, located in a muddy flat and covered mostly with moss, was .. 
trampled from July 25 to August 8, 1975. The survival rate was 70%, 

significantly lower than the values found for the early season tramplings 

on the previous two plots. Moss plant cover, however, was difficult to 

determine in muddy soil, because once the mud covering the plants had 

dried, the plants could be seen more clearly and the plant cover appeared 

greater than soon after the trampling took place. 

In general, the plants desiccated rapidly, loosing some of their 

resilience once they had been bruised or torn. In this dry state they 

became very vulnerable to breakage. Where the microtopography was hilly, 

the plants were destroyed at a much higher rate for two reasons: (1) a.t 



points of the plot the plant cover was more exposed to damage and 

eceived more foot pressure for each step than did the low points, where 

plant litter cove>red and offered some protection to the live p~ants; (2) 

the soil moisture was lower at the high points. 

The recovery of plot C from 1974 trampling, noted on July 24, 1975, 

11
a.s 22%. Recovery was lowest on the 11hillyH areas, where the ground was 

bare ... Moss recovery seemed to depend highly upon the moisture content of .. 
the soil. 

• 
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al ina (L.) Gaertn. va.r. media (Greene) Jes. (Figure 29) 

This species grows in moist to dry meadows and is often intermixed 

Vacciniwn ni?ficturn, Lupinus LyaUii, Aster aZ.pigenus; and Gramineae 

It ranges in elevation from 2300 m to 3650 m (7600 ft to 12,000 ft). 

It is a wooly, mat-forming plant, with a branching root crown, erect 

flowering stems reaching an average height of 9 cm, and short leafy-tufted 

basal shoots; the leaves are erect, up to 2 cm high, and mostly basal; ., 

although thin, the leaves are leathery and pliable, and thus show consider-

able tolerance to trampl~ng; the flowering stems, however,-are very vulner-

able to crushing and shearing. 

Antennaria alpina, which is ' th~ dominant plant cover in plot A, was 

trampled in 197~ from September 4 to 16. The plants were setting seed and 

the leaf color was 2.5 B8/2. While the survival rate for the flower stems 

the overall plant coverage was 70%. Stem breakage 

curred rapidly and was located either at the base of the stalk or slightly 

below the flower head. 

The primary effect of trampling, besides the damage to flower stalks, 

the flattening of the leaves. In this process the layers of leaves, 

in number, covered and cushioned each other, decreasing the 

effect of crushing, grinding, and d~gging forces. Although the leathe,ry 

texture of the leaves lessened their susceptibility to tearing, the leaf 

tissue was damaged by abrasion. 

In areas where the microtopography is 11hilly", the plants were more 

easily upro9ted, torn and buried, and it is here that the plant damage 

Yas greatest overall. Once a bare area was formed, the plants bordering 

it became more susceptible to damage, since the soil was looser and pro-

tection by neighboring plants decreased. Much of the reduction in plant 



cover therefore occurred from bare spots outward. 

The recovery of Antennaria aZpina, observed on July 24, 1975, was 

iess than 1%. 
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FIGURE 2 9-
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' 
Co:f'@X scopulorwn Holm. (Figure 30 and illustration) 

--- Wet meadows and marshy areas are the typical habitat of this species. 

!tis often found with Dodeoatheo~ alpinwn~ Salix spp., Gramineae spp., and 

!Doss. It ranges in elevation from 210_0 m to 3250 m ( 6900 ft to 10, 600 ft). 

This sedge is loosely cespitose, with the leaves and cul~s arising 

rrom elongate rootstocks that extend to 25 cm in depth; the culms average 

1.5 to 2.0 dm in height, and are slightly longer than the leaves; the leaf 

blad~s are flat, very resilient, tough. 

This plant was \rampled on part of plot Ia, where it formed a nearly 

pure stand on muddy soil. The trampling took place from September 4 to 

17, 1974, when leaf color was 5GY5/6. The survival rate was 70%, the 

recovery, noted on July 24, 1975, was high, around 90%. 

Carex saopu'lorwn showed great tolerance to trampling; the fibrous 

leaves were not readily damaged, and flattening of the plant was very 

gradual; decrease in plant cover was brought about mainly by the burying 

of leaves in mud. 

In general, Ca:t'ex plants have tough foliage and a high tolerance to 

trampling. 
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cm Full Scale 

...._, . ~ scopuJ.orum Holm • 

Habitat: vet meadows, marshy areas 

Leaves: tough, resilient 

Survival Rates· -· 
Early Sea.son: 

Late Season: 70% 

Recovery~: 

1975: 90% 

1976: 

• 
J 
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_::z: _ 

Ca~ex scopulo~wn Holm. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

Not Measured 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

K = 80% = total cover, mixed coI!llmmity 

IA = 70% ::::: · total cover, pure stand 

RECOVERY 1975 

90% on K and 'A 

I I 
~ NUMBER OF STEPS .-

I 
IOOO 



AndeY'Sonii (Gra ) Onno (Fi ure 31 and illustration) 

This plant is found most abundantly in wet and moist meadows, but 

occurs also in drier areas. The mos~ conspicuous species it grows with 

include CastitLeja Peirsonii, PoLygonwn bistortoides, Senecio Saorzonella , 

vaeoiniwn nivictum~ and Gramineae spp. It ranges in elevation from 1200 m 

to 3500 m (4000 ft to 11,500 ft). 

The flowering stem has an average height of 10 cm; the leaves are 

gras5like, and those on the stem are shorter than at the base; two types 

of leaf shapes occur: in one the leaves are narrow and linear, almost as 

1ong as the stem, while in the other the leaves are wider, oblance-linear, 

and usually shorter than the stem; the leaves are pliable, tough, and do 

not break readily. 

Aster aLpigenus was trampled on plot K, which is a mixed community 

Gramineae species, CastiUeja Lemmonii, and Care::c spp. The trampling 

took place from September 4 to 17, 1974; leaf color was 2.5GY7/6. The 

-, survival rate was 80%. In 1975 A. alpigenus was trampled from July 25 

to August 9 in plot Q, a mixed community with moss, Vaccinium nivictum and 

Gramineae spp.; leaf color was 5GY4/6. The survival rate was 95%, higher 

than for plot K. 

The moisture content of the soil appeared to be only slightly gPeater 

in plot Q than in plot K. The plants, however, were in different stages 

of flowering in the two plots and this contributed largely to the differ-

ence in survival rates. While in plot K the plants were setting seed and 

were near tue end of their growth period for the year, in plot Q they were 

in bloom and full of vigor. 

Although differences in plant species composition between the plots. 

were not great, they may be somewhat reflected in the su~vival rate values. 

The presence of moss in plot Q had a significant 'cushioning effect upon the 
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plants and prevented them from being ground and crushed into the 

The flower stems were more vulnerable to trampling forces~ particu-

1arlY shearing, than were leaves. The damage from crushing was low, 

since both leaves and stem were supple. The first damage from trampling 

occurred when the stems broke, usually at their midpoint. At this ~ime 

the leaves became flattened and bruised. With further trampling plants 

were uprooted where the soil was bare or the microtopography hilly. The 

ieaves turned bro"Wn when bruised, due to drying, and became more vulner

able to tearing and crushing. 

Recovery of plot K, which was evaluated on July 24, 1975, was 95% 

overall, and the number of AsteP flower heads was equal on both sides of 

the P.lot. The high plant recovery was probably aided by the high mois

content of the soil, which prevented the plants from tlrying too 

af'ter the trampling, and thus lessening underground as well as crown 

plant damage. 



Survival~: 

Early. Season: 

Late Season: 80% 

Recover.z. Rates: -
1975: 95% 

1976: 

5 cm Full Scale 

Aster alpigenus ssp. Andersonii (Gray) Onno 

Habitat: wet and moist meadows 

Leaves: tough and pliable 



FIGURE 3 I 

K = 80% = total cover 
... = 1% = numbers of standing flo~er and 

seed stems ,. 
STRATIFIED COMMUNITY 

a = 95% ::: total cover 

95% on K 
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Kingii (Bol). Beal. (Figure 32) 

This grass grows on meadow borders and damp banks. It may be inter-

mixed with Lupinus Lyallii or Juncus Parryi. It ranges in elevation from 

2150 m to 3500 rn (7000 ft to 11,500 ft). 

The culms of this plant are tufted, slender, and ? to 4 dm tall; the 

ieaves are mostly basal, involute, supple, and 3 to 15 cm long; dry leaf 

blades are intermixed with and eover the green blades; the root system is 

dense and up to 13 cm long. 

This species was trampled on plot F from September 4 to 16, 1974; 

the leaf color was 5GY4/6. The survival rate was 70%. Tbe recovery, 

observed on July 24, 1975, was very low: the clumps of grass were bro;.m 

and dry without much new growth, and the overall recovery was 2%, with 

this occurring only on the edges of the path. 

In 1975 the plot was again trampled from July 29 to August 2; leaf 

color was 5GY4/4; the survival rate was 90%, a higher value than for the 
/ 

later-season trampling in 1974. The greater amount of soil moisture in 

July-August was probably the main factor responsible for this difference 

in survival rates. 

This plant was very tolerant to trampling. Tbe dry grass blades 

covering the green plant parts were the first to be removed. In th~ next· , -

stage, the grass clumps began to flatten and seeding stems were broken 

off. Once the green grass was well exposed, the plant cover decreased 

at a reduced rate, since this was.the most resilient part of the plant. 

The clumps were flattened from the middle .in either a single or two oppo-

site directions. After the flattening stage, the green blades began to 

be torn off and clwnps were broken up. 

Although this plant showed great resistance to damage when trampled, 
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its recovery rate was very' low once it had undergone considerable deterior-
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FIGURE 3 2 TRAMPLING SURVIVAl RATES 
. ·I-

Oryzopsis Kingii (Bol.) Beal. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

5 = 90% = total cover 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

F = 70% = total cover. 

RECOVERY 1975 

2% on F 
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grows in dry meado~s, close to forests. Juncus Parryi, 

Lupinus Lyalli, Poa epilis, and other small dry-meadow plants are some

times found close to it. 

This is a short grass, with an average height of 10 cm; .the leaves are 

very slender, supple, and non-erect; the root system is very dense, and 

usually forms a mat 1 cm high under the green growth above the soil sur

face; the average root length is 12 cm; the plants form clumps of varying 

sizes. 

This :plant was one of two species in plot E. It was trampled in 1974 

from September 4 to 16; the survival rate was 80%; the recovery> noted on 

July 24, 1975, was 25%. In 1975 the plot was trampled from July 29 to 

August 6; the survival was again Bo%. In both trampling sessions the 

5GY4/6. This grass showed no seasonal variation in 

Trampling flaitened the grass blades, exposing their bases and render

ing them more susceptible to removal. This plant, like Juncus Parryi and 

the other grass species studied, was very tolerant to trampling. However, 

once it was severely damaged and the plant cover greatly decreased, 

recovery was low. In the case of t~is species, the recove:ry seemed to~ 

be due considerably to sprouting of.seeds, as .well as to the growth of 

old grass clumps, since most of the new grass blades were sparsely distri

buted instead of being in close clumps. 
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e ilis Scribn. (Figure 3~} 

This species is found in dry meadows or gravelly and rocky ridges. 

!t grows among Juncus ParPyi_, Lupinus Lyall ii~ and CalamagPostis sp. It 

ranges in elevation from 2450 m to 3650 m (8000 ft to 12,000 ft). 

poa epilis is loosely tufted; the culms are erect, 1.5 to 5 dm high, 

1
eaflY below, and not very dense; the leaf blades are narrow, often 

folded, and range from 2 to 20 cm long; the root system is extensive, 

.;i th ·an average root length of 12 cm. 

This species was trampled in plot E, along with Calamagrostis sp. 

The trampling data are the same as those described for Calcunagrostis. 
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FIGURE 3 3 

Paa epilis Scribn. and. Calamagrostis sp. 

EARLY SEA.SON - 1975 

s = 80% = total cover 

S* = interpolated from 2055 steps 

LATE SEASON - 197 4 

E = 80% = total cover 

RECOVERY 

25% on E 

. -;--· ··-- -. 

i -~~:=-

i I l 

I I 
1400 
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Juncus Parryi Engclm. (Ficure 3h and iJ.lustration) ..--

This species is found mostly in dry soil on the fringes of meadows 

and in forest openings. It is frequently intermixed with Gram~neae spp., 

[upinus Lyallii, Eriogonum inaanwn, Antennaria alpina, and/or Calyptridiwn 

wnbellatum. It ranges in elevation from 1850 m to 3800 m (6000 ft to 

12, 500 ft). 

This rush is cespitose, mostly 1 to 3 dm high; the stems are very 

slender; the sheaths are mostly 1 to 3 cm long; the leaf blades are very 

slender, flexible, and tough; the root system is very dense, extensive, 

nad 12 to 13 cm long. 

Plot D is located in a pure stand of this species; it was trampled in 

1974 from September 4 to 16; leaf color was 5GY4/6. The survival rate was 

80%; the recovery) noted on July 24, 1975, was 50% with respect to the 

number of plants and 13% for plant cover, therefore, the size as well as 

the number of plants decreased. 

In 1975 the plot was trampled from July 29 to August 6; plant color 

was the same as in 1974. The survival rate was 80%, the same as folll1d 

for the late season in 1974. The time of year did not, therefore, influence 

this plant's tolerance to trampling. 

The dense clumps of leaves and stems were very resilient. The ~rimary 

effect of trampling was the very gradual flattening of the plants; the dry 

blades were the first to flatten. Clumps were usually flattened from a 

single or two opposing directions. Resistance to trampling increased with 

the size of the clump. 



·, 
.· .~ 

5 cm Half Scale 

Juncus Parryi Engelm.. 

Habitat: dry meadow ma~gins and open forest 

Leaves: tough, flexible 
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Survival~: 

Early Season: 80% 

Late Season: 80% 

Recovery~: 

1915: 13% 

1976: 
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200 

34 
.. !· t ·-·-- _i 

Juncus Parryi Engeb::. 

EARLY SEASON - 1975 

s = 80% = total cover 

s• = interpolated in from 1825 steps 

LATE SEASON - 1974 

0 = 80% = total cover 

RECOVERY 

13% on D 

I 
NUMBER Of 

I 
STfPS 

1975 

I 
1200 

I 
1400 
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Trampling Conclusions 

Plant Survival during Trampling 

The vulnerability of plants to trampling was a function of their 

growth habit and of the strength of their various parts; it was also 

strongly influenced by the season, soil, and topography, as well as 

by the species composition of the stand. 

Herbaceous plants with basal leaves tended to exhibit the great

est resistance to trampling damage, although there were exceptions, 

Table 16. The leaves of plants with basal rosettes generally form 

layers such that the upper leaves protect the lower ones (Bates, 1935: 

477}. The possession of pliable, and leathery or thick basal leaves 

was usually essential for ~ high survival rate. Other factors, such 

as the size and erectness of the leaves, strength of the petioles and 

nodes; woodiness of the stem, and extent of the root system influenced 

plant tolerance.to varying degrees. In the case of Polygonwn b-istor>

toides, for example, the thinness of the leaves offset their pliabil

ity, and the survival rate was therefore very low; with MirrruZus 

primuloides; however, the leaves' thinness was countered by their snall 

size and prostrate growth; the weak petioles of Lupinus LyaZZii lowerec 

its resistance to trampling, although the leaves were pliable ' and quite 

leathery. 

Solitary low-growing plants with mostly basal and prostrate leaves 

were vulnerable to the effects of gouging, especially when the soil wes 

soft and sandy. This kind of soil, which is typical of the sparsely 

covered and dry flats of the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem, is very 

unstable when its moisture content is low and readily shifts from under 

plants. The root systems of plants growing in these well-drained areas, 
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such as Eriogonwn incanum, Calyptridiwn umbellatum, and Lupinus Lyallii, 

tend to consist mostly of taproots with little lateral branching or 

spreading to hold the soil in place. As the soil was removed from 

under Eriogonwn inaanum, the subterranean woody stems were crushed and 

.broken; Lupinus LyaZZii and Calyptridium wnbellatwn were easily buried. 

Very low-growing plants, however, generally had a n advantage over 

taller plants because the leaves and stems were not affected by the 

shearing motion of the boot and could be crushed only a short distance 

before being supported by either other plant parts resting on the 

ground or the ground surface itself. Thick-leaved plants forming a 

cushion or mat, such as Antennaria alpina, showed a high tolerance to 

trampling. Plants with tufted growth and tough foliage, such as Poa 

epilis and Oryzopsis Kingii, had the highest survival rates. 

The plants most sensitive to trampling were of two types: (1) 

plants with woQdy parts above the ground, and (2) plants with tall, . 

entirely herbaceous, and caulescent shoot systems. The first type 

included Sa"lix Eastwoodiae, Vaeeinium niviotum, and PhyUodoce Breweri. 

The second type was characterized by Lupinus Covillei, Seneoio Saor-

zonelZa, and to some degree Castilleja Lerrmonii. These plants) whose 

aerial biomass is concentrated above the 3 to 5 cm lower-limit for 

shearing, were very susceptible to breakage from both shearing and 

crushing forces. 

Table 16 lists the morphological characteristics that influenced 

each species' vulnerability to trampling. When their relationship to 

the plant survival rates in the early summer season is examined, 

correlations become apparent bet~een groups of characteristics and 

plant survival rate values. It seems reasonable, therefore, that one 
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could interpolate approximate trampling survival rates for unstudied. 

species by comparing their morphological characterist~cs with those of 

the species we trampled. 

Seasonal variations in the plants' sensitivity to trampling were 

great. Overall, the survival rates were _higher for the early season 

trampling (end of July to early August) than for the late season 

(September), Table 17. Plant vigor was the principal factor involved 

in these variations. In the early season the plants were vigorous and 

~ere expending most of their energy in blooming and growth. In the 

iate season plant vigor was low and shoot parts were more brittle; the 

plants were beginning to set seed or had already done so; the period of 

growth had ended and the plants were building reserves to last through 

the winter and into the following spring. In addition, the drier soil 

of the late season resulted in a higher desiccation rate for the plants. 

Bayfield (197lb.: 481) has stated that trampling over a period of three 

months appears to be essentially additive in its effects. We believe 

this to be especially true for plants with short growing periods, such· 

as the ones we studied. 

Survival rates were significantly influenced by the soil. In 

sandy soil the effects of gouging were pronounced a!ld plants .. were 

easily buried. Moist, peaty soil, with a dense root content and stable 

) surface (such as was present in the plots with mixed communities or 

moss ground cover) was resilient to trampling pressures and thus 

cushioned the plants. In drier meadow soils the plants were readily 

crushed and torn as they were abraded against the hard ground. Plant 

survival in muddy soil was studied for moss only; the survival rate in 

this soil was lower than in the moist meadow plots. While plants were 
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Table 17. Survival Rates and Recovery of 

Species Plot 

Antennaria aZpina A 

Aste:r aZpigenus K 

Q 

CaZamagrostis sp. E 

CaZyptridiwn wnbeZZatwn L 

B 

Carex scopulol'W71 Ia 

K 

Castilleja Lermnonii K 

Dodecatheon alpinum s 
Eriogonum incanum N 

Junaus Parryi D' 

Lupinus CoviUei Mb 

Lupinus LyaZZii p 

MimuZus primuZoides Ma' 

Moss G 

Q 

s 

\ 
) 

Trampled Plant 

Plant 
Cover 

Survival 
Rate (%) 

Late Season 
(1974)· 

70 
Bo 

80 

1 

5 

70 
80 

5 

10 

Bo 
<l 

50 

20 

60 

' ~ ' 

Species, Including Plot Designations. 

Flower Stem Plant 
Number Cover Plant 

Survival Survival Cover 
Rate (%) Rate ( % ) Recovery (%) 

Late Season Early Season Early Season 
(1974) (1975) ( 1975) 

1 <l 

1 95 
95 
so· 25 
60 10* 

1 50 10* 

90 

95 
l 95 

Bo 
1 30 5 

Bo 13** 

20 100 

1 50 50t 

100 

95 22 

95 

70 

(continued) 



quickly imbedded and buried in the mud, they were not as readily torn 

and the high water content of the soil decreased thei'r desiccation 

rate. Bates (1935: 480) observed that the survival rate for plants 

trampled in mud was difficult to establish. 

Topography affected plant survival by influencing soil moisture 

content and by increasing plant damage caused by the ripping action of 

the boot. When the microtopography was hilly, soil moist ure dropped 

and boot pressure became more concentrated on the high points of the 

plot; plant deterioration increased accordingly. On a larger area 

scale, plant survival rates decreased with increasing plot slope; the 

sliding of the boot on the vegetation ripped the plants apart, removing 

or covering foliage. 

Layered and mixed communities generally had significantly lower 

rates of plant destruction than pure or nearly pure stands of the same 

species. The Lower plants were overlaid and sheltered by higher plants 

from boot abrasion, while the taller plants were cushioned from the 

o~en hard soil surface. 

Plant Recovery After Trampling 

The recovery of plants from trarn9ling depended largely upon t~e 

amount of damage undergonet especially to regenerative buds, as well 

as upon the plant growth stage and the soil moisture at the time of 

trampling. Plant recovery has been evaluated only for late season 

trampling (September), Table 17, Recovery from early-season damage 

(July-A~gust) will be determined in the Slllllmer of 1976. Although all 

the plants studied in 1974 were trampled to bare ground and at the 

same time of year, recovery varied greatly among the species. 

'l'he location of regenerative buds has been described by Bates 
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{1938: 454) and Davies (1938: 39) as playine; an fmportant role in :plant 

recovery. Raunkiaer (1934: 134-143) claimed that the severe climate of 

the higher mountains has tended to discourage the presence of plants 

with regenerative buds above the ground, and he found that chameaphytes 

(buds above the ground but below 25 cm) and hemicryptophytes (buds at 

ground surface) become incre.as ingly common with higher elevation. In 

our trampling results we found a relationship between plant recovery 

and damage to renewal buds. 

Recovery values were lower for species with regenerative buds above 

the soil surface. These included Antenrta:l'ia aZpina, Erogonwn incawn, 

Salix East:woodiae, and Vaccinium nivictum. The low recovery of Calyp

tr>idiv.m v.mbeZlatum may be due t6 the destruction or simp],.y to the burial 

of the renewal buds. The Gramineae spp. and Juncus Parryi also showed 

very low recovery; these plants have a tufted growth form, which, 

according to Hitchcock (1971: 6), is formed by the continual formation 

of upright branches within the lower sheaths. The degree to which 

these sheaths were exposed and destroyed determined each plant 1 s 

recovery. 

The species with the higher recovery rates grew irr moist to wet 

meadows and their regenerative buds were located at or below the ground 

surface. The cohesive soil of the moist meadows, where plant cover was 

typically dense, was resilient and not easily shifted by tramplins. 

The regenerative buds were therefore not greatly exposed and remained 

protected from crushing and abrasion. The plots on which Potygonwn 

bistortoides and Senecio Scorzonetta were trampled, however, had a 

sandy topsoil which was readily gouged and removed. The recovery rates 

for·t;hese two plants were high, indicating that their regenerative buds 
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have been considerably beneath the soil surface. Whether this is 

also true for the srune species in meadows without sucb a light topsoil 

iS not known; the moisture content of the topsoil layer may influence 

the depth of the buds. 

The growth stage of the plants no doubt had some influence on 

their recovery. When shoot growth is 75-90% completed, replenishment 

of carbohydrate reserves that will last through the winter and into the 

early growth of the summer, begins (Billings and Mooney, 1968: 516). 

The extent to which the individual plants had built these reserves 

prior to trampling most likely affected their ability to survive through 

the blooming stage of the following year. Almost all of the plants 

trampled in the late season had to some degree completed their storage 

of winter reserves. The recovery of late season trampling plants will 

probably exceed the levels of recovery of _early season trampling plots, 

since, when the.plants were trampled prior to or during blooming, their 

accumulation of any food reserves was minimal. 

Higher soil moisture may have affected plant recovery in several 

ways: decreasing the rate and extent of plant desiccation after much 

of the shoot system was destroyed by trampling, thereby ,increasipg the 

likelihood of recovery; allowing some plant recovery after trampling 

in the late season; decreasing the amount of damage to the underground 

parts of the plants during trampling by increasing the stability of 

sandy soils; or permitting greater seed germination. Higher soil 

moisture.may, however, have detrimental effects upon the plants' 

recovery, although we observed no cases of this happening. Plots in 

which recovery was observed to vary with moisture included plot C wit.h 

moss and plots B and L with Catyptridiwn umbettatwn. Plots located in 
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vet meadows, such as plots Ia, K, Ma, Mb, and Mc, generally had higher 

plant recovery values than plots in drier sites. Plant recovery within 

the plots, particularly those in the moist or dry meadow areas, varied 

vith the water content of the soil as influenced by the microtopography. 
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Chapter 10 

CONCLUSIONS ~ APPLICATIONS TO CARRYING CAPACITY 

Introduction 

Carrying capacity analysis involves two very complex factors: 

human behavior and plant ecology. For the solutions to the problem of 

Yosemite's backcountry carrying capacity to be accurate, more informa-

tion is needed: new aerial photographs, maps, visitor observations, 

plant recovery studies, and knowledge of subalpine plant ecology. 

In this chapter, we proceed through our technique for deriving the 

ecological carrying capacity for a camp area, Table 18. Visitor obser-

vations and experimental trampling results are emphasized in the analy-

sis of the carrying capacity of backcountry camp areas in Yosemite 

National Park. The overall impact of human urine was found to be 

insignificant ~nd is therefore not considered in the carrying capacity 

analysis. The extremely complicated ecological effects of trampling, 

illustrated .diagrammatically by Frenkel (1970: 2) and Liddle (1975: 23), 

show that considerable attention needs to be paid to the long term 

effects of continual trampling. For this and other purposes a plan for 

monitoring vegetation change in the Yosemite backcountry is proposed. 

More research is necessary if the measurements and assumptions that we 

have made are to be verified or replaced. This need is also discussed. 

Table 18. Steps in the Analysis of Ecological Carrying Capacity 

1. Campsites and use zones 
2. Trail locations 
3. Maximum allovable group size for each campsite 
4. Campsite occupancy and preference ratings 
5. Use limits on the basis of campsite size, number of campsites, 

and campsite occupancy ratings. 
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6. Distribution of out-of-crunpsite use throughout the camp area 
7. Vegetation corrununities 
8. Community distribution 
9. Trampling vulnerabilities for communities and species 
10. Allowable levels of vegetation deterioration 
11. Use limits on the basis of trampling vulnerabilities 

1. Campsites and Use Zones 

There are a few thousand campsites wtth firerings in Yosemite•s 

backcountry. Many are poorly situated and some are difficult to locate 

(Holmes et al., 1973). Their percent distribution remains generally 

the same as in the 1972 survey (Holmes et al., 1973), although they 

have been thinned out by a National Park Service firering eradication 

program. Since overhead coverage of large trees frequently obscures 

the location of campsites when viewed from above, it is necessary that 

firerings be located from the ground. Sketch maps for each camp area 

in the park can be obtained from the survey (Holmes et al., 1973) and 

these should b~ taken into the field to help the surveyor locate the 

campsites. The most acceptable method for locating campsites, and 

relocating them in following years, is marking the location of each 

., . 
campsite onto vertical, color, aerial photographs with a scale of 

approximately 1:1,000. A benchmark should be placed in at least.one 

location (preferably two) in each camp area and marked on the aerial 

photograph. The benchmark can be used for all future reference to 

campsites, as well as to plant conununities, and would allow the photo-

graphs and surveys of the ca.mp areas to be readily integrated into a 
. 

parkwide reference grid system at some time in the future. 

Examination of the distribution of campsites in a camp area should 

suggest a distribution for use zones such as we prepared for Nelson 

Lake, Map 6. Where there are few obstacles ·to walking, we suggest 



zones with approximately 150 m (500 ft) of shoreline; where t rees, 

scattered rocks, logs, and other obstacles make walking more difficult 
' 

. • "-':./'.""' , . .. •. 

even if there are trails, we suggest having zones with about 75 m {250 

ft) of shoreline; where there are substantial physical barriers to 

visitor movement, the zones should be smaller. The zone boundaries 

should extend back from the water approximately 100 rn (330 ft), per

pendicular to the shoreline, and should not bisect any campsites. Al ong 

the line separating each pair of zones, there should be an easily recog

nized physical feature, such as a sharp bend in the shoreline. 

2. Trail Locations 

The locations of trails in camp areas a re related to the campsite 

locations, levels of use, vulnerability. of the vegetation, camper 

destinations, and the existence of obstacles causing walkers to deviate 

from a straight line between their campsite and destinations (Table 2). 

While walking in the ca.mp area, campers are usually relaxed. Th~ 

fact that campers often have particular destinations in mind when they 

go walking may contribute the most to trail formation. Destinations 

include locations with drinking water, views, fishing, toilet spots, 

firewood, and locations of the main access trails and adjac ent camp

sites. Campers generally assume that trails are the most direct route 

to their destinations and therefore tend to follow them. However, 

since vegetation is frequently as comfortable to walk on as trails, 

campers 1 motivation for using preexisting trails is often low, and 

without obstacles.to force them onto the actual trai l, people will 

often just travel parallel to them. If destinations are not in parti

cular spots, trails do not tend to form because use is spread out. A 

lack of trails in a particular area, however, does not mean that a 
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general deterioration of the ve8etation cover is not occurring .. 

On the south shore of Nelson Lake e~pecially, and in zones 1 2 , ' 
3, 4, and 8 generally, a well-developed trail system has evolved. The 

absence of trails in zones 5, 6, and 7 reflects a lack of specific 

destination points and lower use. The mapping of trail systems can be 

easily done from l: 1, 000, vertical, color, aerial photographs, follc-.red 

by ground checking. 

3. Maximum Allowable Grouu Size for Each Camusite 

The totally defoliated and well-compacted central campsite is a 

common campsite attribute and normally includes a firering. In a virgin 

site the central campsite is usually formed rapidly in the commissary 

and main sleeping areas, due to the extremely deleterious effect of 

grinding on low-growing vegetation. 

We observed that differently sized groups tended to require parti-

cular sizes o~ central campsites. If the central campsite area is tco 

small, an excessively large group, by spreading out onto the adjoini~g 

groundcover, causes the defoliated central area to expand. Even 

occasional large groups will cause change. It is doubtful that 

natural recovery of the central campsite is possible, ev~n within 

several decades. 

We observed groups of 10 to 25 members a_t Nelson Lake, Matthes 

Lake, Miller Lake, Lower McCabe Lake, and in Virginia Canyon. The 

largest campsites in those areas were too small for large groups of 

around 25, who usually required a central campsite of at least 200 m2 

and often much more, depending upon the distribution of trees, rocks, 

firerings, as well as upon the groups 1 commissary and sleeping areas. 

The availability of such sites could be determined by a new survey 
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comparable to the Yosemite Backcountry Inventory, Swnmer 1972 (Holces 

et at.~ 1973), conducted in conjunction with campsite, trail, and 

vegetation surveys of ca.mp areas. 

Based upon our present analysis, we estimated that a central camp

site consists of 12 m2 per camper. The amount of required space per 

person, however, probably increases geometrically with group size, 

since it becomes increasingly difficult to move around as groups get 

larger. 

For each of the campsites given in Map 6 we have listed the appro-

priate maximum group size, based upon the 12 m2 per camper reQuirement 

and upon rough visual estimates of the sizes of the central campsites, 

Table 19. 

Table 19. Maximum Allowable Group Size and Observed Occupancy 
Ratings for Nelson Lake Campsites 

Campsite 
MaximlUil Group f\\-V.A.(,.,._".-· Occupancy 

Size Rating 

1. Boy Scout 10 .)., '1- :)-0 10.3% 

2. Pancake 3 ) b 3.6% 
3. Cache 6_, I " 6.0% .r 

4. Chapter 5 r., b 29.5% 
'5. Fallen Tree 3 1i 'o 8.4% 
6. Log 12 t,,.... 1- 12.0% 

1. Upper DeBell 3 1v 5.5% 
8. De Bell 4 4 'J 6.0% 

9. Raft 3 ?, lo 6.0% 

10. Rocks 6 y~ 7.2% 
ll. Big Sandy 1 g'-1 5.5% 

50 individuals l,,i.J L> 100.0% 

4. Campsite OccuEancy and Preference Ratings 

The distribution of campsites around lakes in Yosemite is usually 

concentrated close to the main access trails (Holmes et aZ., 1973). 

From this evidence and from our observations of camper preferences for 



particular campsites at Nelson Lake, convenience to the crunp area entry 

points, or from the main access trail, seems to have a great bearing 

upon a campsite's occupancy rating. Several other factors may be 

involved as well, Table 20. Because of the large number of combina-

tions of variables affecting campsite selection, it is clear that 

observations of camper choices is one of the better ways to determine 

camper preferences. 

Table 20. 

Part 1. Factors which May Be Considered in Campsite Selection 

1. Convenience: campsite location relative to entry point, trail, 
other campers, other campsites, water source, toilet areas, fire
wood, tree for hanging food away from bears. 

2. Cleanliness: garbage, trash, ashes, dust. 
3. Hazards: snags, cliffs. 
4. Aesthetic amenities: view, flowers, isolation, openness: 
5. Special needs: trees for tying tube tents, firering. 

Part 2. Major Variables Affecting Group Utilization of Campsite 
Selection Factors 

1. Knowledge and abilities of group leader(s). 
2. Age, experience, and physical condition of group members. 
3. Size of group. 
4. Use of packstock. 
5. Preconceived ideas about what a campsite should be. 
6. Equipment requirements, e.g. stove not requiring a firering. 
7. Perceived distribution of campsites. 
8. Perceived distribution of other campers. 
9. Willingness to be sociable. 
10. Type of group: organized, commercial, educational, casual, close 

friends, family. 
11. Arrival time conditions: weather, time of day, status of the 

groups 1 physical endurance. 

In Table 19, we listed each campsite's occupancy rating, or the 

percentage of total number of group-nights that each campsite was 

occupied, on the basis of the information presented in Table 7. Since 

all the "others" campsites were too small to accommodate more than one 
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person, we have eliminated them and J1ave derived our figures for camp 

occupancy on the basis of the remaining 11 campsites. Our occupancy 

ratings, which are based upon the summation of both summers• campsite 

use, however, do not clearly reflect the visitors' preferences. The 

selection of campsites is dependent upon which campsites are already 

occupied upon a group's arrival at the camp area. For example, we 

observed that when Chapter Camp was unoccupied, 58% of the arriving 

groups would take it; the high preferences for this campsite is dis

guised in its occupancy ratings of only 29.5% by the large number of 

groups which camped in the area, especially on weekend nights. The 

greater the number of groups camped at the lake at one time, the less 

the occupancy ratings showed the extent to which particular campsites 

were preferred. The total number of groups has a profound influence 

upon the distribution of use. Their numbers fluctuate and tend to Eake 

predictions of. use distribution difficult and unreliable. An average 

projection of use fluctuations could be derived from information of the 

type given in Figure 6, but it would have to be limited to the eleva

tion range being studied. 

5. Use Limits on the Basis of Campsite Size, Number of Campsites, and 

OccuEancy Ratings 

Table 19 shows an absolute group size limit of 12 campers. The 

total capacity of the campsites is 50 campers, assuming that the ll 

groups are of the correct size and are properly distributed between the 

campsites, which is highly unlikely. The two larger campsites, Log end 

Boy Scout Camps, have the second and third highest occupancy ratings. 

This means that the probability of those campsites being occupied by 

small groups prior to the arrival of large groups is quite high. This 
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be considered when restricting the number of users. 

Examination of the numbers of groups of different sizes, taken 

parkwide (Figure 5), shows that if the maximum group size is reduced 

to l 0 and if the visitors in the 11 old 11 groups larger than 10 are redis-

tributed between the 6 to 10 member groups, the percentage of groups in 

each group size category is, on the average, considerably lower than 

the capacities of the Nelson Lake campsites, Table 21. The mean camp-

site capacity is 5.6 persons, whereas the mean group size is 2.8 per-

sons. The percent figures are somewhat misleading, however, since they 

are based upon a maximum of 11, and not 100, groups. 

Table 21. Comparison of Campsite Capacities in Maximum Allowable 
Group Sizes to Sizes of Backcountry Groups. 

Camps with Given Backcountry Camps 
Number Maximum Group Sizes Groups Suitable 

of Persons of Each Size for Each·Group 
in GrouE Number Percentage Percentage Size-Percentage 

l 0 0% 15% 100% 
2 0 o~ 47% 100% 
3 4 37% 15% 100% 
4 1 9% ll% 63% 
5 1 9% 4% 54% 
6 2 18% 2% 45% 
7 1 9% 2% 27% 
8 0 0% 1% 1S% 
9 0 0% 1% 18% 

10 l 9% 2% 18% 
11 0 0% 
12 1 9~' fa> 

If group size were restricted to .10, the chances for a maximum 

sized group finding a large enough campsite, Log or Boy Scout Camp, 

open upon their arrival, would be more than twice that for a maximum-

sized group had the limit been set at 12, because 12 people can only be 

accommodated in Log Camp. To assure that use shall not exceed the cap-

abilities of central campsites at Nelson Lake, group size should 
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therefore be restricted to a maximum of 10 persons. 

A major part of the wilderness experience is having choices of 

where to camp. On these grounds and to reduce the chances · or larger 

groups being forced into too small campsites, we suggest that the limit 

to the number of groups be set at a maximum of 6 groups. · Wi th an aver-

age group size of 2.8 persons, the use of Nelson Lake would be limited. 

to about 17 people per night. However, the number of groups, and not 

the number of people, is clearly the most reasonable limit to set in 

order that only about half the campsites be occupied. 

Additional insurance against too large a group being in too small 

a campsite can be obtained by encouraging small groups not to ca.mp in 

the large sites and by encouraging large groups to ask the smaller ones 

to leave the largest sites when necessary. It would also be useful f or 

large groups ~o send a scout ahead to claim a campsite prior to the 

group's arrival. 

6. Distribution of Out-of-Campsite Use Throughout the Ca.mp A~ea 

Use distribution is directly a function of campsite occupancy and 

of use zone locations relative to the campsites. The distribution of 

use from all the campsites located in any single zone varies in accord-
: · 

' 
ance with the proportions in Table 10) which relates camp~rs' movements 

to their campsite of origin. These figures apply only to camper time 

spent outside of the central campsites. Assuming that the campsite use 

is as given in the Table 19 occupancy rating) we have grouped the camp-

sites by zone -and have analyzed how far they are removed from each zone, 

Table 22. In Table 23, the use from each campsite is analyzed by zone 

to give the total percent use in each zone. Total use is distributed 

within each zone as given in Table 12. 



Table 22. Distance, in Number of Zones, Each Campsite is Removed. 
from Each Zone , Nelson Lake. 

Zones 

Campsites 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 l 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 l 
2 1 0 l 2 3 4 .3 2 
3 '/ 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 -4 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 
5 ; 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 
6 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 
7 A- 3 2 1 0 1 2 ·3 4 
8 3 2 l 0 1 2 3 4 
9 S"_ 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

10 
l. 

2 3 4 3 · 2 1 0 1 
11 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 

Table 23. Comparative Levels of Zone Utilization, as a Percentage 
of Total Use, Nelson Lake. Coefficients for Distance Removed: 0 = 
.67; 1 = ,105; 2 :::: .035; 3 = ,02; 4 = .01. s-: ()IJS-

Nights occupied/ 
Camp 100 group nights 

1 10.3 
2 .3.6 
3 6.o 
4 29.5 
5 8.4 
6 12.0 . 
7 5.5 
8 6.o 
9 6.0 

10 7.2 
11 5,5 

l 2 

I 6.9 1.1 
.4 2.4 
.6 4.0 

3.1 19.8 
.3 .9 
.4 1.3 
.1 .2 
.1 .2 
.1 .1 
,3 .1 
.2 .1 

Zone 

3 4 

.4 .2 .1 

.4 .1 .1 

.6 .2 .1 
3.1 1.0 .6 
5,6 ,9 .3 
8.o 1. 3 .4 

.6 3.7 .6 

.6 4.o .6 

.2 .6 4.o T 
0 .1 .3 

.1 .1 . 2 

6 7 

.2 .4 
0 .1 

.1 .1 

.3 .6 

.2 .1 

.2 .1 

.2 .1 

.2 .1 

.6 .2 .81 

. 6 . 
4.81 
3.7 
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1. 1 

.1 

.2 
1 ,.., .v 

.2 

.2 

.1 
, l 

.1 

.8 

.6 

Total Use 12.5% 30.2% 19.7% 12.2% 7,3% 3.4% 10.3% 4.5% 

The distribution of users in terms of time needs to be supplemented 

with the amount of camper movement, the comparative effects of the differ-

ent camper activities upon the vegetation, and the actual number of hours 

per visitor night, in order to apply the data more ~ully to human-caused 

vegetation change. 

Standing people freq_uently grind the vegetation and si ttillg peo:rle 



gouge the ground with their heels. Because of the destructiveness of 

these activities and because we were not"able to effectively compare 

their effects, we assumed that the impact of vegetation cover brought 

about in moving, standing, and sitting were comparable per unit time. 

We estimated that the average camper, at his/her leisure, will 

move around the camp area at· a rate of one step per second. Consider-

ing user time spent on trails or on the sandy shoreline of Nelson Lake 

as having no significant impact upon the vegetation, we derived the 

number of steps per camper-night on each zone's vegetation, Table 24. 

Only the figures representing areas of vegetation vulnerable to tramp-

ling are listed and they are very rough estimates. Those areas covered 

with vegetation which, du~ to dense shrubs or a thicket of trees, would 

not be walked over, are not considered in our discussion any more than 

areas which are otherwise not accessible. It is important to note, 

however, that ,if campers' motivations for getting to some particular 

destination are great enough, the presence of shrubs or a thicket of 

trees will not necessarily prevent their passage and the eventual 

development of a trail. 

Finally, use distribution must be evaluated in terms of its concen-
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tration, in number of steps, on each~ m2 of vegetation-per camper-night, 

Table 24. Intrazonal variations in us LJ!.QUQ._entration must be evaluated --------
and measurements of the area covered by each vegetation community in 
~-~--------------·------··---'-··-- ----

each zone must be made, since the communities vary in their vulnerabil-

ity to trampling, before an accurate carrying- capacity can be determ_ined 

for each zone and for the camp area in general. 



Table 24. Amount of Time, Number of 
on Vulnerable Vegetation per Camper-Night 

~teps; and Step Concentration 
in Each Zone at Nelson Lake. 

Vulnerable 
Zone Amount of Time- Number of Steps Area 

Steps 
:per 12 m2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Total 

/ Ci))1') .43 hr. ,": ~ 4-0i) 

1.05 hr. 

.72 hr. 

.47 hr. 

.22 hr. 

.09 hr. 

• 34 hr. 

.18 hr. 

3,50 br. 

7. Vegetation Communities 

-- 1548 / A/ c: t...'o : . ;- 7 800 m2 .97 

3778 1100 m2 1.72 

2606 3300 m2 .39 

1694 4500 m2 .19 

785 7500 m2 .05 

336 12000 m2 .01 

1233 6500 m2 .09 

651 1000 m2 .33 

12,631 36,700 m2 . (1 

;\ ,, 
~~ ·-·· \" 

For our purposes of relating changes in low-growing vegetation cover 

due to human ~rampling, we reQuired plant communities with new descrip-

tions and a new classification system. Descriptions of plant commun-

ities in the Sierra Nevada National Parks are usually made for particu-

lar management purposes. In describing meadows and low-growing plant 

communities, the emphasis has been upon broad categories descr~bed on 

the basis of plant species suitable for grazing (Ernst, l949; Sharsmith, 

1959: 6-21, and 1961; Sumner, 1941: 16-28). These colllillunity descrip-

tions often rely upon the identification of grasses, sedges, and rushes, 

which are very difficult to identify, particularly when they are not in 

flower or seed. In a 1965 report, Klikoff (1965: 191-192) presented 

a classification scheme for plant communities in the Gaylor Lake Basin, 

near timberline in Yosemite, based upon principal species. The most 

recent meadow surveys in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks have 
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attempting to improve upon the qualitative methods used in the studies 

cited above by switching to a quantitative basis (Bennett, 1965; 

DeBenedetti, 1976). Such a survey is scheduled to commence soon in 

Yosemite National Park (Van Wagtendonk, 1976a; personal communication). 

For our purposes, it is important that the recognition of plant 

communities be tied to fairly easily identifiable indicator species and 

the the communities be recognizable, or at least differentiable, on 

large scale, color, aerial photographs. Ease in recognizing plant 

commmities on the ground facilitates the training of personnel for 

making the necessary observations and reduces the chances of error. We, 

however, found that the ground mapping of vegetation in camp areas was 

extremely time consuming, even'where we. had previously surveyed a 10 

meter grid of reference points. Aerial photographs showing the differ

ent plant communities are necessary if vegetation surveys are to be 

made efficiently. 

After determining that there were no preexisting aerial photographs 

of Yosemite~ and particularly Nelson Lake, which would serve our needs, 

we decided to test the feasibility of large scale, color, aerial photo

graphs for the purpose of community mapping. 

We took a set of oblique, aerial photographs from about 455 m (1500 

ft) above the terrain on August 25, 1975; Utilizing a small plane, 

Kodachrome 64 transparency film., and a 35 mm Pentax camera equipped with 

a 200 mm lens with a 9° viewing angle, we took several hundred photo

graphs of ca.mp areas in the Yosemite backcountry. The average trans

parency frame covered a ground area of 55 m x 72 m (181 ft x 237 ft). 

Three facts became clear in this trial: plant communities are differ

entiable to varying extents, the aerial photographs must be taken 
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vertically and when the sun is at zenith, and the oblique angle lax-gely 

eliminates the pictures' usefulness for vegetation mapping. 

In late August, 1975, differences in color were generally evident 

between the plant communities in the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem. 

However, due to overhead tree cover and variations between and within 

camp areas in elevation, microclimate, plant community species composi

tion, and subsequent community colors, it is necessary for the boundar

ies and species compositions of every plant community in camp areas to 

be ground checked. This can be done when mapping the locations of the 

campsites and trails. 

Indicator species' occurrence was the principal guideline followed 

in the demarcation of separate plant communities, although dominance 

was also noted. We did a community composition analy~is for 315 m of 

transect data (analyzed on a percent cover basis in each meter), and 

concluded that. the wide variations in species cover and composition 

made a much more extensive survey necessary before an average species 

composition for each community could be described. 

We listed our plant communities at Nelson Lake in the order of 

decreasing levels of soil moisture as determined by observations of 

standing water, soil water saturation, and microtopography, Table 25. 

The communities were defined by observations on the ground and exhibit 
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a high level of intercommunity differentiation, We found that the 

communities along the south shore of Nelson Lake remained very dis

tinct throughout our detailed survey of an area of 20,000 m2
• On Table 

25 we have marked those boundaries which were differentiable on aeri~l 

photographs. The descriptions and demarcations of communities are, how-

ever, compounded by overlapping species, limited soil moisture data, 



Table 25. Plant Communities at Nelson Lake. (X) = occasionally 
present; X =commonly present but not dominant; x-:v = commonly present 
and dominant; t = intercommunity boundaries visible in aerial photo-
graphs. 

Plant Community 

Wettest + 
---------------------------

7 Driest 
Species la + 2a + 2b 3a 3ax 3b 4a + 4b + 5 6 

LedUm glandulosum X* 
Lupinus Covillei x 
Salix spp. X* x x 

l Dodeaatheon alpinum x x x 
Mimulus primuloides x x X· x 
Pediaula:r>is attolens x x x x 
Gentiana holopetala x x 
Carex spp. x x x (X) 
Castilleja Peirsonii x x x X* (X) 
Ro:nunaulus alismaefolius x x x x (X) 
Potentilla flabellifolia x x x x x 
Vaccinium ocaidentale X* x x (X) X* 
Phyllorloce Breweri x x 
Hypericum ana.galloides x x x x (X) (X) 
Polygonum bistortoides x x x X* x ( x) 
Senecio Scorzonella x (X) x X* x x 
Kalmia polifolia x X* x x x x 
Gentiana Newb~rryi x x x x x 
Moss x X* x x · x x {X) 
Castilleja Lemmonii x x x (X) 
Aster alpigenus x x x X* x x x 
Vaacinium nivictum x x x x X* X* X* 
Junaus Parryi (X) x X* x X* 
Antenn.a.Y'ia alpina x X* 
Erioqonum inaanum x x X* 
Calyptridium umbellatwn x x X* 
Lupinus LyaUii X* x x 
Luzula divaricata x 
Gra:nineae spp. x x x X* x x x X* x X* 
Pin:us t-1urrayana x x x x X* x x X* x x 



seasonal fluctuations in absolute cover and plant color, microclimate, 

succession, rodent activities, fallen trees, weather, and selective 

preexisting cultural influences, 

In analyzing vegetation transects from the Nelson Lake south shore 

camp area, we found that it appears to qave undergone substantial thin

ning and a reduction in plant cover from its natural undisturbed level 

of vegetation. We suspect that this is true for many camp areas in 

Yosemite 1 s backcountry. Therefore, we urge that many measurements of 

undisturbed vegetation be made in an effort to determine the natural 

levels of absolute cover for plant species in the different communities, 

The wide range in trampling vulnerabilities among the species in 

many of the communities makes such species grouping of very limited 

usefulness until field checking has established accurate measures for 

the cover of each species in each community. For our Nelson Lake analy

sis, we descri.bed the vegetation in somewhat simplified communities 

because of the arithmetical complications of analyzing large numbers of 

species and communities. Given that we know the species composition 

of our communities at Nelson Lake, our next step lies in determining 

the actual vulnerability of each community to trampling. 

8. Community Distribution 

The distribution of each plant community should be mapped from 

large scale aerial photographs. Ground checking for actual species 

composition is essential. The distribution of plant communities should 

be compared with that of use zones. The area of each community in each 

zone can be measured with a planimeter or an area measurement grid. 

9. Trrunpling Vulnerabilities for Communities and Species 

We have expressed trampling vulnerability in terms of survival 
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rates, based upon the effects of 100 standard steps on a~ m by 1 m plot 

(~ m2) where vegetation besan at an eQuivalent to 100% absolute cover. 

There are, however, two ways in which to view vegetation change: eco-

logically and aesthetically. 

The amount of biomass per unit are8: of ground is a reflection of a 

site 1 s ability to support plant life (Whittaker, 1970: 83). Above 

ground biomass is the major source of energy for the site's ecosystem; 

in low-growing plant communities, absolute cover is an expression com-

parable to the site 1 s energy producing ability. Therefore, a reduction 

in cover represents the destruction of a percentage of the site's eco-

system, since the ecosystem's energy. source is being destroyed. If 50% 

of the plant cover is lost, in effect so is approximately 50% of the 
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ecosystem. With an ecological perspective, our concern is with the per-

centage of the ecosystem being destroyed and not with only the change 

in the actual size of the surface area covered by vegetation. Change 

in plant cover is the main concern when assessing the effects of tram-

pling from an ecological perspective. 

With the ecological perspective, the loss of 50% of the vegetation 

on different sites or of different species on the same site may repre-

sent widely varying amounts of absolute cover. It is here that the 

aesthetic perspective must be considered. If a large amount of vegeta-

tion is being destroyed in one site, it is not e~uivalent in appearance 

to another site with a lower initial absolute cover and where a very 

small amount is destroyed, even though the percent reduction may be the 

same. Vegetation deterioration must be considered from the ecological 

point of view when determining human impact. The administrative assess

ment of the amount of allowable deterioration, however, should to some 



• 
l 

• 
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extent consider the aesthet ic changes as well. 

The distribution of plants in a community may be random, discon- -

tinuous, continuous, in patches, clumps, or groups. This distribution 

and the relative vertical positions of all the species in the community 

can affect the impact of trampling. Topography, soils, and season als.o 

affect trampling vulnerability. We assumed that the results of our tram

pling experiments are appropriate to the Nelson Lake communities and 

do not need special coefficients to account for influences by the topo

graphy, soils, or plant distribution. In calculating the carrying 

capacity of other camp areas, however, coefficients may have to be 

introduced for these factors as they differ from those of Nelson Lake. 

The influence of season on trampling vulnerability has been demon

strated (Table 17), and for that reason we assess vulnerability in terms 

of early and late summer seasons. At this point, our knowledge of 

recovery is li,mited to plants trampled in the late season; we there

fore limit our analysis of carrying capacity at Nelson Lake to the late 

season. 

The influence of mixed communities in increasing the survival rates 

of the plants they contain was found to be consistently important in 

moist and wet communities where the sum of all species' individual 

absolute cover exceeds 100%. Our experimental results showed that the 

survival rates of plants in these mixed communities were approximately 

tripled from their level in pure stands or were increased up to approxi

mately the point of equaling half the distance from the original survival 

rate to the level of 100%, whichever was less. For example, in the case 

of Vaoainiwn niviotwn, the· late season survival rate in a pure stand was 

10% (Table 17); tripling that rate equals 30%, which is less than 55%, 
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the midpoint between 10% and 100%. Therefore, the survival rate for 

late season trampling on Vacciniwn nivictwn in mixed communities with 

over 100% total absolute cover is 30%. Our estimates of these changes 

in survival rates, however, are based on a very small amount of experi-

mental work. 

We select two communities, 3a and 4b, and assign, on the basis of 

field observations, reasonable levels of absolute cover for each species 

contained in them. We also make the assumption that all the area in 

;zone 2 that is vulnerable to trampling is covered with community 3a. 

In zone 3, two-thirds of the area is covered with community 3a and one-

third by community 4b. The concentration of steps in nlllllber per ~ m2 

per visitor-night, given in Table 24, is multiplied by the initial 

absolute cover of each species in order to derive figures for the 

actual concentration of steps on each species/,' Table 26. 
/-\JtJ 

From Table 26, it is possible to derive the amount of cover reduc-

tion caused by certain numbers of visitor-nights in each zone. As an 

example for .analysis, if we assllllle that after recovery the minimum 

desirable level of cover for each species must be 70% of the original 

absolute cover, the level of cover in that succeeding year is a function 

of the recovery rate in the defoliated area plus the amount of area 

remaining intact. The allowable level of defoliation in the present 

season, x, is given by the formula: 

Desired Lev.eL0'_gov~er in Following Season = 
x +(Recovery Rate (100 - x) 

I ' ...._ ' -------------------
If the recovery rate exceeds the desired level, the allowable use is 

unlimited. The long-term effect of such use is, of course, going to be 

cumulative, and planning for only the next year is shortsighted. In 
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Table 26. Steps in the Derivation of Carrying Capacity for Plant Species in Plant Communities 3a 
and 4b, and in Zones 2 and 3. 

Effective Cover 
Concentration Required 
of Steps in in Present 

Late Late Steps/Visitor- Year to Yield Maximum Maximum Number 
Season Season NiE;ht 70% Recovery Number Visitor-Nights 

Absolute Survival Recovery Zone Zone in Following Visitor- Zone Zone 
':ommunity Species Cover Rate Rate 2 3 Year Steps 2 3 

3a Aster aZpigenus 30% 90% 95% .516 .llT any any any any 
3a CastiZZeja Lemmonii 10% 10% 95% .172 .039 any any any any 
3a Gentiana Newberryi 5% 10% 30% .086 .0195 57% 1.- 165 1919 8462 
'ja Mimulus primuloides 10% 60% 100% .172 .039 any any any any 
3a Polygonwn bistortoides 20% , 5% 92% .344 .078 any any any any 
3a Vaccinium nivictum ~) 30% 37% .688 .156 53%.., (54 78 346 

3a Mean Levels 19% 44% 72% 

4b Calyptridiwn umbellatum 1% 5% 10% .0039 67% 13 3333 
4b Eriogonwn incanum 20% 10% 5% .078 68% 12 ;_J'.)~ 
4b Gramineae spp. 10% 70% 2% .039 69% 105 2692 
4b Juncus Parryii 36% 80% 13% .1404 66% 188 1339 
4b Lupinus Lyallii 12% 50% 50% .0468 40% 130 2778 

4b Mean Levels 16% 55% 15% 
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order to determine the number of days of use which will produce ·the 

desired level of cover in the present season, the survival rate and 

desired level of cover must be compared, and the number of steps nece3 -

sary to inflict the damage must be taken from Table 27. This number of 

steps is divided by the concentration of steps per visitor-night to give 

the maximwn number of visitor-nights of allowable use, Table 26. The 

amount of allowable use is seen to vary widely between species. If, 

in fact, recovery from early season trampling is much lower than from 

f 

I 
late season, as we expect, much lower levels of use will be allowable 

in the early than in the late summer season. Of course, the effects of 

the two seasons must be considered together. 

Table 27. Number of Steps Required to Reach Particular Levels of 
Cover at Different Survival Rates. :1 

• Survival Rate 

95% .90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 5% 
~ 

90% 200 100 50 30 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 

I 
80% 430 210 100 60 40 30 20 20 lO 10 10 ·.; 
70% 700 340 160 100 70 50 40 30 20 10 10 
60% 1000 480 230 150 100 70 60 40 30 20 20 
50% 1360 660 320 200 140 100 80 60 40 30 20 
40% 1800 860 420 260 180 130 100 80 60 40 30 
30% 2400 1140 550 340 240 170 130 100 70 50 40 
20% 3200 1510 740 460 320 230 180 130 100 70 60 
10% 4560 2160 1050 660 460 330 260 190 140 100 80 

1% 9120 4280 2120 1330 930 660 510 380 280 200 150 

Decisions based upon the aesthetic impact of trampling are entirely 

reliant upon subjective assessments of the suitable environment for the 

camp area. The manager 1 s decision, on whether a general layer of ground-

cover, the preservation of flowers, or some other consideration des-

cribes a suitable appearance, dictates the calculations for the appro-

• priate use level. 



10. AllowabJe Levels of Vegetation Deterioration 

The decision on the amount of vegetation damage to allow is an 

administrative decision of serious proportions. Not only does it deter

mine the conditions of the backcountry camp areas in the immediate 

future, but it largely preempts the possibilities for a more preserva

tionist policy in the decades to come. In addition, these decisions 

establish precedent for camp area appearance and preservation, When 

contemplating the options for the appearance and ecological integrity 

of the camp area ecosystem, the administrator must keep in mind the 

crowded world, the Congressional mandate to preserve nature, and the 

future of the park, as ~ell as the desires of the present wilderness 

users. 

We urge that the decision on allowable levels of.deterioration 

dictate the numbers of visitors, rather than the opposite. Control of 

wilderness use is clearly operational with the Wilderness Permit Pro

gram. Additional regulations on behavior may to some extent ameliorate 

visitor impact, but paramount in the administrator's mind must be the 

preservation of the wilderness experience, which by definition implies 

a minimum of restrictions on behavior. 

Caution must be applied when the manager guides his decisions par

tially by wilderness users' perc e:pt ions. The. value of studies on such · 

perceptions, such as was done by Lee (1975), must be considered care

fully, since user perceptions are influenced by many factors and vary 

greatly from person to person, from place to place, and with time. As 

the visitors gain more experience, their perceptions may improve, but 

at present the typical backcountry user in Yosemite is young, and 

hence Quite inexperienced, and his/her perceptions of the wilderness 
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may be poor. 

Vegetative deterioration is complicated by natural factors changing. 

the environment. Therefore, decisions on allowable levels of deteriora-

tion should be reconsidered occasionally and modified if necessary. 

Considerat i on must be given to the possibility that, aesthetically, 

the linear appearance of trails, the loss of flowers, or some other blot 

on the landscape might carry a heavier weight in reducing the carrying 

capacity than changes in vegetation cover. 

11. Use Limits on the Basis of Trampling Vulnerabilities 

In section 9 of this chapter, we .discussed the statistical deriva-

tion of use limits from desired levels of allowable deterioration. At 

this point we cannot claim to be able to accurately suggest a use level 

for Nelson Lake or elsewhere on the basis of the data presented here. 

The large numbers of assumptions we have made will be substantially 

reduced by additional field work in 1976. We have several words of 

caution to express. 

Calculations of carrying capacity are problematical because they 

are based upon averages. The destruction of vegetation, however; is 

often attributable to atypical groups, whose actions may not be con-

sidered into the averages. It is, therefore, necessary that a consid-

erable allowance be made for the atypically destructive group in carry-

ing capacity figures. If law enforcement in the backcountry is 

improved, such allowances can be reduced. 

The long term ei'f'ects of our assumptions and measurements may 

become more uncertain as they are applied to camp areas differing from 

Nelson Lake in environment and visitor profile. Lake-shore camp areas 

in the lodgepole-subalpine ecosystem of the Sierra Nevada have 
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environments most similar to that of our study site. The low-growing 

vegetation which we studied at Nelson Lake extends upward into the 

alpine zone and downward into some portions of the red fir ecosystem, 

but at these different elevations the varying lengths of the plants' 

growing season need to be considered for carrying capacity analysis. 

Visitor behavior in the lower elevations probably differs from that at 

Nelson Lake, due to substantial variations in their environments. 

Campers in areas to the north of the Sonora Pass Road and to the south 

of the Mammoth Lakes may also differ significantly, due to cultural 

and environmental factors. 

Monitoring Program 

The purpose of this program is to monitor change in plant commun

ities in backcountry use areas, on trails as well as in camp areas, and 

to thus provide a broad data base upon which to assess the impact of 

backcountry us.ers on both a short term and long term basis. Measure

ments of cover, photography, and written descriptions document the con

dition of the vegetation. The data is collected at permanent sample 

points throughout the backcountry (including non-use areas}, updated 

frequently, and reassessed ~egularly to determine if the current carry

ing capacity levels are in error. Part of the monitoring program con

sists of recording in detail the distribution and sizes of trails and 

central campsites. Much of this is provided initially in the locating 

of campsites, trails, and plant communities for the determination of 

carrying capacity, as described earlier in this chapter. 

The field techniques to be utilized in the monitoring program 

closely resemble those used in our studies of the effects of trampling 

on -vegetation. In the Measurements and Procedures section of Chapter 9, 
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we described the types of information provided by the measurement tech-

niques, the measurements used, the photographic techniques, the handling 

of irregularities in the measurements of cover, and the three steps 

which must be followed to quantify cover in a mixed community. We 

limit ourselves here to the listing of three aspects of the monitoring_ 

program which were not fully discussed in Chapter 9: equipment) system 

of sampling, and record preservation. 

The following equipment is required for monitoring: 

1. Suunto compass, 360° navigation model; 
2. 1:1,000, color, vertical, aerial photographs, 
3. Kodachrome 64 film; 
4. Tripod (very large); 
5. Quadrat frame, 1 m2 , collapsable, with a 5 cm string grid; 
6. 35 mm single lens reflex camera with a 24 mm automatic lens, 

preferably with a 65° viewing angle; 
7. Right angle viewer for camera eyepiece; 
8. Rain cover for camera; 
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9. Munsell Plant Color Book; 
10. Stool for surveyors less than 6 ft tall; 
11. Data sheets; 
12. Field instructions; 
13. Maps. 

A sampling system should be established which samples the different 

plant communities, intensities 0£ trampling, elevations, soils, slopes, 

trails, and camp areas. When the location of each sample plot is deter~ 

mined relative to a benchmark in the camp area or on the trail section, 

its location should be mapped; marked on the aerial photographs, desig-

nated by coordinates, and marked permanently at the plot with a stain-

less steel marker inserted below the soil surface. This marker can be 

relocated by means of a metal detection, if necessary. 

The monitoring records should be duplicated and copies provided to 

the Yosemite Research Library; the Yosemite Research Biologist, and at 

least two outside persons or libraries, such that complete sets of the 
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records are always available. They should be frequently updated, per-

haps every two to four years. 

Additional Research 

Although the monitoring program will provide a great deal of basic 

information and continual monitoring of .change in camp areas and along 

trails, further research is necessary if we are to understand the 

multitude of factors involved in carrying capacity. At every point in 

this chapter we have made assumptions which remain to be substantiated 

or replaced, Our understanding of the direct and indirect effects of 

trampling on the lo~-growing plants in Yosemite's backcountry is far 

from complete. We believe that this report provides the basic and 

appropriate approach for more research on both observations of visitors 

and analyses of plants in relation to recreational use. It is essen-

tial, however, that the monitoring program get underway immediately in 

order that th~ success of present carrying capacity levels be assessed; 

the plants and the wilderness which we seek to protect must b~ preserved 

even while we attempt to understand the ecological ~elationship between 

recreationists and the low-growing plant ecosystems. 

. i 
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WELCOME 
TO THE 
YOSEMITE 
BACKCOUNTRY 

How ~ny peoplie ca.n a wilderness accommodate 
before ii ~ms to deter.orate? The srow\ng 
popul~uay of bc-..c:kpbCking hits rault~ ill ~ l 00 
p11:rc ~n1 mcrv:as.e in b~~countty 1JM! in the p.as.t: _ 6 
·ieats. and ;n cansid'1:rabie dam.~ga to the Pafk's 
..?COSy St1?m$. 

Rewarding wild.erne:s.s. expertence1 will b12 
~11~1.-:b le in 1r.e iuture or.Jy if each indiYidua.J :akes 
~hr.? r ~~?Qns:bllrty now IOC' 'r'!ducing hts. own impact 
on :he b.&ekcouncry qf Y.o.um>te Nanonal Puk. 
The m~.n purposr: of this g1.1i.de 1:$ to stlmula.tc y~l,l.t 

area$ above waterfa'b are espec~lly dbtlgerou1. 
?lg-ase b'i!! cardW! 

lt9h1nlng is a haurd in 1h1e mountains. Do not 
cOf\<i.nu~ hi.king uQwatd into a thut1d9f'Stonn. Ga 
oU rtd9ci::0; aind pea~ and avoid C't~ lot'l4i' 
ob,;ecrs rocn a.s farge r~ i5(llll11Ki ttefl. ainy 
raillng cable. or $iZe~ble metal objecU.. And shei1er 
1n l¢w areas.. 

MINIMUM IMP"'CT CAMPING 

Minimum. ~rnJ)act. camping: Is much rnor. tht.:n ~ 
ttthnlqi.ie. or ~ r.et of nJlii$ dii.itn!.ng awropriiiate 
behav\ot. Minimum Impact i.1 an ~JJdw! it is man 
than a rornmitm.1?1U lo tnv'l:of'lrru1:nud quai:ity 
whhln N.snonal P'Clrli.' and wikiemeM areas. lt ~ a 
commi11Mnt ~o the Eanh .al"td to the itu.~ of its 
ri.aturi'-1 sy:sll?llt'I. I~ i:I a Ltnd erh.ic; th.!M :racog:ni.zu 
man's respo:n-s1bility !OC" tke stQWafdshtp ot the 
Eartn for gener.ait'lons yet u:nbcirn. 

r.w ¢ol"l«f' c.tmping methods cf yenerye.ar must 
be r•pl•ctd bv • wild..,,... eampi1'14 ethic it... 
min1 m iz.e!i man ·, impact on 1he wi\d11rniu1 
.re:o....,ronm.enls of ihe Park. M.a-n, M a ttmpo'f~ 
visitot. lhouk:I leave no permanent irnpnnt and th~ 
fotces ()f nature must be alkiW4:d to contil'l.ue to 
dom1ne1e the iand.scape. 

Your prnenc2. ~d thzst of 1fiousar,d$ oi other 
w1ldtrne:s• useu. has <!In -eff"~' o n many 
erivtT01lmientlll fa.cton.. Som~ of 1he adverse "ff~ 
can bt! minimi:r:cd if lhli! wildernes.s visitor 
underSlands the f'1&ture of the biologlcal commun· 
1t11?5 of whk-h h~ hM ~orrw. a pan. You can 
mlntmi.z2 your impad ~ rm~ct1dr.g tn. fol\owlng 
good mo\.lnt.ai.n mannm. 

!>!alr.l"11C""'" 

The true. ""'Udeme" enthU!U6it ex.~1 10 find a. 
ba~ qu,,;11y i'1 .WI .JrMJ 'he m6V vlsX··'°'11i.,.Qte. 
Sol~ud4 m..,,.. hftdor<> from tho innuson ol 
unna t~r<M sighrs.. sound$. i!.nd odof'l. R.iispect 1he 
?rlv~y of others whltn chOOSing ai camP'lt•. 

tf your party uses a gas stovl!". and dOQ$ not build a 
wood m. you may camp a-nywh~li' wtthil'L th• 
Pot!< u Ieng .. lhe !ol!owlng <ond;tloas are 
"'l&&d: 

Camp at least on• tteil. rrullil: from any road. 
""d four trail m~" ttom Tuolurnne Me:ad.ows. 
YowmiM V~. CJ.KiSJ Pofnt or Wawona.. 

mueT<i!&t :n !".>?I-ping to ~re!erve som-i oi A m >?nca's 
ia.'St ""'1id11:mtCss. Ple-ase hnlp by: 

OBTAINING a fTu. u.ikieme:ss permit fo r each 
back~ounnv nip at one oi the: foUowln$ {oca
lk>M during 1he sutnrne-r. Vafl.ey Vts:tor Ce-n1er. 
Happy f~{es Trail C,zr,<E"r. Tuolumn<! M.eadows 
Rlllnger St(1tion. Lu V\n-ng Range:t Station. 
Glaciet Point Ranger St~lion. White Wolf 
R.a nge:t Statiot'l. Wawona Ranger Suuton. or 
~ he: Big ~ Ffar Emrance 5'~00. 

READING <hro~h tNs book!.._ 

PRACTlC!NG minimum irtlJ)d<!I -camping and 
good iudgml!lnt. 

COMPLYING wit h the ba<:kcountry use ui:· 
gu!anoni. 

LE.TI\NC ~ have your comments ~nd HJCJ' 

9'! ~uons.. 

Thanks for your M~Jp. We w1.sh you ma!'ly 
r'rlemixabl.e tnps imo the Yowmlf.e Mck-country. 

RESE!iV,.TlONS 

R.ewrveuons fOT 'o.ackcounrry crips may be m.a.de 
betwO<?n F•bru""J l and Moy 31 b\' W11Hng '" 
Su~rinrendent. Yrueml'f• National Park. YOS<li!m· 
ne. Ca!Jfomio %389. Filtv P"f<en! of tho cop&rt\I 
ot u ch ~kcountry er.a for ~Y orut nlghl wiR be 
~vitila ble for re!l~rv a.~ ion . The rem"lr1mg un · 
r-e5etv.#!d .c11.pbci1y ol lti?a<:h a:rta will be issued on a 
f~rst com.-, firs;; '4?Ned basis no tnoria 1han 24 hours 
i;:ioor to tnothead dlil:J>art\ltjl. Gr-c:i1..1ps laf9Ct 1hllin 15 
rnu.&1: UH the reservtiHorl 1ysU!l'I\ or llJ>s>\y for a 
pennJt zr least 2 weeks priof' to t'nfl'r planned 
<l<partvt•da<•. 

Advanc:e plaonin:g for a summer backcou.ntry ~ 
offen. MY~ .advaintl!tge:9: t:.,riy tr~ilhead deputUr4i 
ttme. 4$M.LfeliU of obtaining: a !>;?rmit far ic-hieduJed 
()utin~ lllf\d •YOidanc:e of congestion •1 $fat!ons 
iiluing pmnits. 

lll.'llL HINTS 

The wi!Oirness i;>ftmit does nOf ~ .11 a 
t~sston ~ for hilwn. Le~ an ttmerar;. 
'°"'" and e><J><C!td """' of tat\ltTI with friends ot 
relati\'a. Ct, inquire at the rwtMesl: :n~ 5tation 
ebou1 hiker :egistratkut ~n-ouc procNure. 

wi- - ~ ootllp ot ioast 100 fHt 
&om lakes and mama to pr•vtnc water 
""""".,,_ ~ lea of prot- bank 
vegclllllorl. 

Camp • i.... 100 fnt lrom the troll to avoid 
th<o Yis\>11 pollulicn of - O<\Jacont to travel 
roulOS. 

" void the fra9k toe! of mudows. IAA.,Jior.., 
aM -..,,iQa. !t ...-.not Wur t~A \WM and 
t•or ol c..,,pcn. One• dosroyod. it requi!Gs -·llano to Ntilablloh ii><){. 

No ovomig!>t camping Is pm'l>iltod within tho 
wat~ of 1he Dana Fork of th& Tvolumn• 
Rtva beaiww. it wrws .u dw souru- of dJink· 
ing water for rhe T u°'umne Mndows dC"Ve.I· 
oped camping =i>I""- Wtthlfl this "'atenhc<I 
.,. fo""'1. the KUM Crest, Mooo ot>d Porkct 
Pas.a. M<>«ntr Dano and Gibb<. and Gaylor 
•"4 Gr.rut• Lal< ... 

To Im,,._ ot "cN!bi"' .,,.,. camping ., ... by 
-~~ex ~onchlng the !IJ<"'nd ~ 
&om a we.a-... Wftlrig. ""'id .U d.,.._, 
def....-it. or carving ol ~ and shrubs, and &11 
natural foeturos. u,.. no b<>ugha for beds or 
oheltas. ~- rocks and twigs as nee......,, 10 
~· 'JOUl ~bag or ten~ bUI mno<r• 
&11 - of your~ b<loR i....vtng the -PluM ... _ c.a-">t dea.-lhan llO'I 

fOllll'i Id 

Fins -~ FbftH>cMl 
Camp only at d..,.tl<i 1lresn .. i \f<lu plan to 
b..ild wood fba: a Ila of ~ !!rd .. Is 
polled ai &11 Ranger Stlll!onS lhat-. Wlldem
Pmntts. The Po!;c:y ol nosl!lctln<J wood !\ta to 
des.snated firesita concentr.fl1ft huC?t'4n uH" at 
1hose pOints in thir ~kco1,.1nnv most resistant to 
degradation a.nd wh•re Hri1 ..... ood )• re.aid.Hy 
a.vatlaiblc. 

Th& UM of go> " 0 - is 1mCOWagtd. They at• 
more -COtlY~eot than wood ru.u. Bur, most 
important. aE timberline til'\d in populat su~tne 
areas. wl)QC;f ts bum~ faster 1hM it is nnturaily 
produced. At timberline, tht growing $-ea,,on L, 
short Md e:nvitonmen1al conditlon$ so ha1'5ii th.at 
whittbarlt p'iMS r~Q\lire 300 yurs to ~n their 
~' ~4'e formJ. To co~ ftrtWQO(f. 1h• 
~ <:ampli:ra of the- post mwi gtv• w41.y ~o smaU 
h'l'lilS a1 design.at-td lir11'11es onty • ot prt1erably. to 
no tires at blJ. 

!tis wtW: lo !!.t~y en th-i n'lalt\tained trlllils un\as Yo 
;~':nprohc\11: n1 1n lh~ oJse ot topoqr.a.ph~ tn.a'PI and~ 
sen:o~d~~~:n tf\t tta( it tS usy 10 tow YC>w 

Solo l\1k1fl9 and camp{ng <\re nol ?e-c.t.mmend.ed 11 
!/Q1J do wt out 4!.lone •. srick lo frequent!.~ uMd tr .I.It 
in CMtt ;iou bvc:Qme Sick ot if'IJ\.ned. a 

5?e'fd on lhe tJai\s 'Is te.mpting. but uns.e{ 
Shoncuti are der.c;eroU$., <:un\ng Kton swn~: 
b.xks dambge:S 'tra~ and fftay be hazardous :o )"OU 
and Pe<>plo \><low you. 

V./hit"' you m01rt ~-llCk. stock Ofl the trail. pl.use 
n:·mal-n qti~et '" p~ain llivw and i:5li-Ow cfilim to p6!;1: 
bv sl~ppU..~ off the tnul on the uphill sde. FoUcw 
~~~ .~j~~;;tions oC t ht plicku; he has the 

Si1:: nii.Hv ,ty to r-e:sQ1,m;e values is p1nUculatly 
impartan1 wheti travelmg cross-couotty If i,;ou illna 
to leave no trace. Avoid walking through 
meadows. ovenummg rocks af\d running down 
i1iolus slopes. A.n o .... ll:n.um~d nxk r~resents an 
ur.acce:ptabhr intrusion o n lln envKonm4nt tha1 
teQU•NS d«Ades 10 fQ.Utabti.sh ttsetf, 

Blis1.;:u ru 111 more Ulps thllln bad Wf'illher. 
inad~q,u41~ i!-qu-tpment a.1'\d condi1ioning. mot· 
qu1to.es. and b,.e.,,n combined. Bre:ak in nelN bo«s 
bdon1: you start your trip. Weftf two pairs of loOCkl 
whi~ hilting. Or. cart\/ • good WP!lly ct moi..xm 
ln your fine·aid kit. 

Child.Ten · U ')'OU havir tl'\e.m along., be 5UJe thlry 
h;wt some p.trs-on.ti k::lenti:t~on -Qn !hem at !JI 
tim~ t.e:U ~hem what to do if the:y get io.t (s.tav 
puO. and gi.\le th.em a whmt. or ()(her :Mans a.£ 
s~nallng for help. 

Confusk>n as to which trd to take at tra.i.l tunctaoM 
fri.Qu~tly resutts in part\a Oecoming Se?afatitd. 
E.ach pany member $hou.ld haive .r. tMP and knQW 
:-i-ii: PJttfy's c.otu.e and ampslt:e lot each 11ighi. To 
~\IQid confusion and the ~1bihty Qt s.omeone 
getting lost. !....,. potty mem~ should wot for 
~ membtrs at trail }u~ons before conttnuing 
on. 

Be- preparll'!d for ra~n or ' now anytime of year in 
the High Country. LIW'T1 &iJrviv.a~ 1echnlques an-d 
htst.·aid. tor ex.J)OSure to i::oid. h.elll. ~ ~ 

Dort ·r under·estim<tte tht ~r of moving water. 
Perhaps the grea.t4!'t danger to bzickccuntTy 
travelen, is crossing strtama.. A~ whtte wa1et Ott 

U"S-e only de-ad and down wood · 1ot ftrewood. 
Stitndtng tens. alive or de~. .ire: pan of the 
scenitfY. They $hould MVti bP. <:'J:d 

Th• prolll"'"11<>n of lir< ·rings. b~Mri«i ·~ •nd 
'tr.'ld\ ~ a blight on ~hote qualithU- that travelm 
sei£k in a wllde-mes,, envtranmcrit: 300 RT•·rtn.ss 
wrtte Found a! Upper ~nd Lower Cathedre1 Win 
i.n $ 1972 survey. At designat-ed lirnitet:. a single. 
small lire ·nng should WTYe your party fat both 
cookrog and pleasUN. If kept deatt, it wU!. tan for 
marry ~~ Do not build n"w ftr'! ·rio9s ,:,t a 
design>!od fir-. use o"" that iS •~•ady lll...! Cf 
you find no flr-e.fing where yo1,1 wl$h. 10 C3mp. ii i$ 

n01 "d~ignalc?d fifli'.'site . However. you may camp 
1hert: tf you uSC" ~ gas sto!IC ~nd. satisfy ~he 
requit.ements for malung ump outllMd abovft. 

Never luvt your ftre until you. are C'ilflain it 1s 
completety out and i::old, When O?xtingi...itShlng yout 
c::ar:npfirit, pour watet ovtt the c::o~ and ash~. stfr 
the mixhJre C<>rnpl.eteiy with li ')Uc:k and fe;:i 1he 
ashes wtth yo\U' Minds 1c be sure the coals at't' <:O ld 
1hro~t\ow. NC'MI' t••V. • ft.re uuttet1decU 

LlrtQt and food '°'lips 4TC not only un!iil;htly 
intt\l.sions on a wi.ldemcu vxp-erlence. but mof4J 
lmportar\t. C.~~«it.Jn ~rood~ thM 
allm ihe behlevior .and dl.uribuo.on of many >Mkinf• 
s-pec:i-es. 

AU tTMh. tnd1Jdlog p.11JHf, ~aM. btmln. 1ncta1 foil 
(Oi!~lly ~ wi1h alwmnu.m FoiJ llnmgJ), 
tampons. d~ d~. Ot1"9< pcelin'l'. and 
urwsed loodstufk mu" be po<l<ed out. 00 NOT 
BURN O R BURY TRASH OR SCArTER 
ORGANIC WASTES. C""ll pldic bogs Ir>< "'"" 
hauling. 



BACKGUUNTRY USE REGULATIONS 
oLAllON OF TilE FOlLOWING REGU

\11 flONS IS SUB.IECT TO FINE> 
~ ·)d.amill.SS ~it i5 ?~qui.red lo-r a.U ovem1ghl 
~ r,l,'I ouJ1tJ'YUW. 
~ °"' oJl ,ma.. D<:i not bury ~..ii. ..:•ttor 
pod< I<.,..,.., OT bum po<~ ""th fod linings. 
"9"" oJI '"'"' '" • plMtl< bOg •nd pock 1t out. 
fl"'" ot1d other pm ..,. not P=t'ittod In lh• 
{7Q9' rott.c baekcot.al'ltn;. Dogs annoy feiiow·aavel· 
yo>< ,pool< stocl<. har... wildlife. ond import 

:;;,.... hofmlul '" wildl~•-
fl1 .. aic pctmlrtod only •I d .. lgnatod fire-

~ switchboda on tniib \> proNbt1ed. Thi! 
~ p~ hostons .-on ond moy bo 
;....r<I•"" to you •nd 10 peopla bolow yau. 
l).n'IP no doH:r ~han one trai~ m~J.ii: to the nearesi 
~~four .trail mil~ from Tl,l.olumne M~dows. 
'(oS'tnrte V~loty, Glac'l'li!r Point. ;rnd Wl!liwona. aind 

Mr' tena:in pitrmits. at lust 100 feet from all 
~of 1o11aln. C!rnp away from tr:ai~l:i. and a,VQid 
th• (?129-il~ sod of me!Mows, lakeshom. and 
~.e-.MJtSldes. Le.a,... yOm" amp de•aa th•n 
'°"foa<>d Id 
..,.,, wast• should bo d~d al In • omall 
~at led 50 yards frQrn any cam.p1E'lg . .ar-e.s. tn1.1L 

o.ro. or lak.ii. After use., bum thQ; tQilet p.?lper r:.. car< wUb f!N) and eo«or IM ~ tightl<J wtth 

soil. 
111< con>ttUC'l<>n al tod<w.U.. fit.,,i..c.._ bougl> 
bod>. ,.bl.., rock and lag ,,,..am e<ossi<>!jS is 

~ 
6d<' - otl>octed by 1ho odor of food brought 
"'° lh• i>od<tountty by poop!e. K~ Y<Jut camp 
~ f'tooO YO< food In • oruff>Oclt and ruspo1'd ~ 
-&om n branch at night or when you are .aiway from 
'""11' dw1ng !ho doy. 00 NOT artompt to telrkv• 
k<>d , .. .,, bl/ a beor. 
~g ol soap or ""Y form of pollu1oot 
jOC\lldln9 blod~ so6Po into !aka and 
sttU.tnS i'I prohibit;zd. Protea water quality. Clean 
ll>t<. wuh. and di$C~ """P wost• 100 foot or 
ma. &om w.lttirr. 

~M,axidlum gro1,1p ~iu i-n Yoeiernitc Nntlonal Park is 
25 poo!'lo pot party. Maximum numbot of Sloclo 
pcrpOrtllls 2() hood. 
5p£d-a1 rukzs are tn qffe~ in so:rn• areas. Ask any 
RwgW obolll locol rul..._ 

Take OG1Y -.i. - t..- only fooq.dllte 
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A litte:r·frfl' wild~ ea" bfil: ma.lnu.inQd if. ill?ach 
hiket wiU piek. yp tr.uh \lolhich may have t.Hn 
thought!.e!..'lly discude-d by oi.:hm. As ~ot.1 1-eaw the 
back=.¢un.ny, 4ik -pc:oplt: oommg in if th•y ha ... e 
anv ~ 1m.. ~u cc~i.d o:any oul 

A~nd1mt pwv w•ta w.., orice OIUl" oi thg )OyJ oJ 
tho; mo1,1ntuu.. Todaiy. ~ miil'Y backcountrv arus. 
~ should bo pwflod b<tloro "°" d<ink i1 or you "'" 
chv ri'k of c;onttacnng bact1rtal dysentuy. 
Halczon• or iodtnc 1.ablets th-ll:t tak• abQw: 20 
mJnuta to dLsinfcct watu c;QMaminillttd by 
~ena art: df.ecs:tve., inexpcnslvc, M:liy to i.n.1, o?J.nd: 
ilgli1Woight. Or. w .. .,, ....... be dloinfoctod by boiling 
for 10 m±r'Hltn. 

The ch<mbts faut1d in bl<>dogradoablo ond non· 
l>odograd .. b1't ""'P' •nd d<t"'!!'lnts. ond tll• 
b&cteria. th;iiit grow on ch.;: body'_,, surla-ce poll1.11• 
b.&ckc:ountry lakiii and streams. P!eaw cmey wattr 
100 feet .?lwai," from ail bodia of water when 
deaning p.xs. w;nhlng doth.es. bathing. or for 
pcrsonolh~ 

To dispos.e Qi h.uman w~~•. whether alone or \¥1th 
_. gtQu~: 

L Select • """"""" <pot •< ~.., 50 v=l• from 
dny b"ail. cam'l)'lng ai!HI. meam, dry 'StN.?lm 
COUM or lake. 

2. Di9 • ho1't 5 10 6 inches dnp and 8 to 10 
tnche-$~ 

3. AhOJO,.. 

a. Th• •oll<t POp<!I' should be bumod for 
aesthetic: ~~s (uw c..t• 'Nith ftr11r). 

b. D<:i not ott.ompt to bum or bmy t""'· 
pon<, sanitary napklos o< difpQ<ablo 
dlapen. Th!l'Y an ~ to bum bnd 
ri1:qui111 years to deeom-poSll'. Pzclt rhizm 
O't.ltinbi~beg. 

c. Covor th• ho&.o tightly with sotl and duff 
removed frQm 1hf: hollit. M~• th• 
hol1f!j; locatton indimngu'lsh.tibLtl from itl 
swroundirigi. 

P~rtrc:ipainu in group trlp'S sho-uld rake- the
re$1,)0n!!.iblity fot dl$p0Sing oi their DIJ.ln wasta- in 
~Iii: m.amier oudined above. Groups should not 
utabl.lsh '..ttrin• 11tes. Thi.$ type of ra.cility place.t 
$uch, a vrn bi.itden on the biologlca} decom~ 
cti-ar Jr wiiJ lake ye~ bef-ON aJJ tnJCn ~ ib 
1}'1'flence c:omplmly dtsappear. 

·~--------------·· 

WELCOME 
TO THE 
YOSEMITE 
BACK COUNTRY 

How mam,,1 p.eoplil can a "W'ildern.ess ai::cornmodac. 
b.2fore it beg-U\s. to det-mar.nte? The gtowing 
populM!v of bockP""l<ing h .. , .. uJtod in a 100 
percent lncr~nu: in back.country uw in the !'a.st 6 
ye.nrs. and in cons.ider.nble da.m.!1:9' to tha P.sfk"s 
"c:osyttiiii!ms. 

Rewarding wlld-ert\ell e~p•rlanctt w'll be 
a1Jailab'tl: in the futu.rC only if e-~h i:ndlvidual takes 
the re~IUlbility -now iOf ~uc:lng his own iml)&Cl 
"" mo ~untry al Yoocmrt• Nattonal P•rll. 
The !Mln purpooo al th\$ gu.lda is to !tlmulot« yo"' 

Each summer. ~~ ~n Yosemitl' I-ow 
1hoooaods al dol!on "1 !aodstuffi ond comi>1<19 
q:quipment to hungry biz.an.. Tiw rsm.on: ln'lp:ropet 
"""'9" al food 511ppllos! Con!llcu ~ ... n people 
ond buot> ""m tram <he lad Ihm beaft -
amoctod I>!! tho odor ol food brought Into ih• 
bocl<coun1Jy by peo9loo, This mtil;ctai food '°"<Ce 
not only alt.,. tho boOJS' noMal fl)(>(\ habits, 
b-ehavior, and di!!otrtbuUon, but .,,1.so createt
potentWly d<lngorous boor oncoun1er.i Ihm je<>po>
dlz.o the ptoperty ood """'·boing of the Pari< v\srtor. 
~ • fow do'• and don'll wilt holp !XftOl'lt 
boear hari).$5Tn$1'lt and pr.opetty da~. m w~D U 
h.elp ratorli the be.- to his natural £cr11ging habits. 

Th• key to pr.,,•ntin9 oq<llp°""'t and food lo,. by 
b<oars ts otaoylng ole<t Bean can <limb trHs ond 
gm1w thr-Q~ nylon cord. Hanging f.ood, in a u-. 
ls no gu:r.r.airit-e• that :r. bt?.ar wi:a not get it. Thl:f is 
only a -d'l~ylng t.ac:tie: to dl.lov.r you mo«t time to 
react and chase the: biil:u aw~. 

Koep youz comp ¢!""". Do <>« lo.ave (oad scropo 
or dirty ?ON lying •bout. Th..., will only attroc:t 
hon and othv animals. Le.ave: th• flapS and 
s><><J<ets of your pack Oi>"". 

DO NOT Mttmpt 10 mn... food ~.,. by • 
b.ior. H• Is much strongor •nd bo1tat •quippqd for 
dereme than you. HG" may b«om• ywy upset with 
your attempt to ~k.e ~w.ay h"'. me41 .end cauw- YQU 

seno~ lfli\IJY. 

~ars arll!n·t dumb! Many undenta:nd th~ re~Km· 
;.hip betwewn food hLing in a. tree and th• roP'i 
hi:;lding it I.I-'? then. Th11: oniy SUN v.iay to prot«t: 
y<Jut iO<Ki from QQaQ is to be !lma.tter than th.11:y 
are. At night or when -you ar• i1Wa.\I from camp for 
1ho day, nrm•"'" all 10<0<! from "°"' pock ond 
.o-i.n:ce your foodst~ffs aind your -pla.&Uc gar· 
bag< bO\l in o skiep!ng bag Sllllf oock. T"' ~ pots 
or metal cups 10 the out.skie ol the stuff ~ to 
tattl• d lh0y mould bo disturo.d by a boar. 

Suspend tht1 stuff sack by 2 -ropa ovi!'I' a medi1,1m· 
s~• buu'lch ~4-5 lnchiii thick at the trunk) about 20 
feet above the ground. P'ositkin the sack fiv'IZ follH 
bolow tho brand\. ton f<et from the tNd<. ond IS 
1-e'it above the ground. T!i;i off each of the r~ Ul 
oppo-sit• directlon:S from the brnl'\Ch a$ high ~ yoq 
am "PO»ib~ re;)Ch in two small tre"l!s som* dtstanc1: 
from where your food:st\l«s MR hung. 

The foik,w:ir.g meas are :popular both u.ri~h bem 
and peop!.: .all Hig,11 Siilmll Campt. Uni.I: Yo:Hmtt~ 
Valley, C.Uhod?ol Uk.., Lyell Canyon. PAto 
Valley. Ranch<rio Fall<, Pl•"'""• Volley, T•n 
Loi< ... and Loor<1i Lal.a. 

' 
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THE WILDERNESS 

TRAVELER 
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California 
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Travel Hints 

1. Enjoy &M &d~enlu,-8$ of a WilUcrntss expe<i· 
encti:, but do no-1 ti*e unnecessary chaoces.. An iU· 
ness which ~~ normally minor cao become serious in 
high elevations. If vou get •ick. try to get out of tho 
movotalns, or a! IDC1$t to .a lower elevation, while you 
CilO still travet. 

2. Know the tocation of ttle Ranger Sta1ions ne.ir 
your route of travel. Leave word with 1rieflds. il'S to 

where vou are gotny arid when you expect ED return. 
Take a detaited map with you. 

3. lf you think you •re I-Ost. take tt easy. keep 
calm and doO't panic. Sit down and figure out where 
you are. Use your head, not yout teg;s. 

4. In fog. In a storm. or when night oornes. s.top at 
once .aod make camp Ill a stialterrixt place. Gather 
plen-cy of fuel end build a ~mall warmil\(J fire icl a Afe 
place. Ill• sure it is out .,hen vou loa••.) 

5. Tll<eo of an'(tnitlg {shouts, •mok .. , fires) we a 
s~! of d):nress. tf seien or heard. helP will iQon be on 
the wav. IU'8 ttlese "throe sign.I•" only in omergen· 
ties.) 

"1tich apply only to national parks 

I. Gun•. loodoo or unloode<I. are protiibitod, 

2. Dogs or ~ts are not p~rmiued in .any of the 
baciit; country of tha Parks-not even on a iea$h. 

3. fishing is .nllowed under State law, but shooting 
°' molesting •nv bird or animal ;. prohibited. 

6. It is never wise to travel alone, but if you lll\.li,t_ 

:!.tick to trequenOy L.1$Cd trails in case you become 
sick or injur.t. 

7. Carry a liflitweight ground cloth or plastic ma
tefiat which COlll be used tor a tent it •t should H1in. 

8. Brtog sunburn Jotion, insect repellent and cint· 

mem for cllappe<I lips. It is aov>s.ble lo ha•• dark 
9l•sse.. 

9. Ile olert. l'o<lon .,.k wows to about ~.000 feet 
elovotion, ond rattlesnakes are 1ound up to 9,000 feet 
and occasionally hlgller. 

10. Sudden mournain storms aru: common. espedal· 
ly in tho afternoon and ..,oning. During liglllning 
storrns. nav off rid.gas, away from opon mood.om and 

""'•'f lrom isolated trees. II po'5ible. find sh•lt"' 
.-nono dense, smaU lfil:t€5 In low area5. tt thh; i.s not 
J>O<$ible. lie down on the i.-o•nd. 

1 t. Sign all trail regist.,,, The rogi.ter will help 
othws find you ii you become IO$t. These trail reg
ister; are afso used to detwmine wtiicfl traits receive 
the most u .. Mdsllould llo•optlor11y for m•ln1•n~l\CO. 

Gflorses 
and 

Gfiick Stock 
Maoy Wlldern~ visitori:. travel with h0($e5. or other 
livestock o' U'S6 the services of commercial packers. 
Booause liveitock. !#aiing ca11 cause seric>u'S damage to 
are"'$ w•1h limited amounts of fofage, ~p*JCial rcquire
menu on pickcdir'tg, hobbling, and 1>rovidil)9 stock 
faad may be Ln eHoc:t if!. certain National Forest Wil
ilW"ness aod Natklnal />ark areas. Chock wiW 1.JH, foc.aj 

offices of the· FOles.t. Wvioo or Park Sel"v.ice on any 
special fuJ~ wMch miyht .apply In rogard to Hvestock. 

Thls is the tnoi1 popular and ecollomical way 10 gel 
into th.u OOck country. It 15 strenuous. but has certa•n 
advantages including a wid8' chc:.lce o1 routes and 
ca1t1psites:. Prop"' eQ"t1ipment lot m.:tximum u1JJi1y bnd 
minimum weight). good phy5i~I condition, and care· 
lul planning aro nect:SSilry for ""joyilble bockpackl'1jj. 
The most imµortant ilerns of equipment in<:lude good. 
comforuible footwear, your pack, and sleeping bag. 
A down $1.eephllJ bag, comtort~le lo a temperature 
of 25° F. i~ idoal, 

Menus. for buck c::ou.mry pneklng tri:ps raquire careful 
plannJOSJ. Thtty mt.15.t be simpie bu' nutritious and 
subrtantial, and •igtit in woight. Some hiken pr@fer to 
test their meru..1-s. at home. Me.di ihOl.lld be ellsily p'e
pared wilh minimum equipment. Many baste dehy
drated loO<Js urn Z111ailab~e at oo~ grocery stOfe, and 
~edalil.ed iterm .are found in spartH1g goods S[Or&. 
&ckfl'>Ck«• should be ablo to get l>y with l !.) pounds 
!dry weight) of lood per day. 

Lt.ill'tltl COJIVlBd and bottled toads. .pl home. Thi;iy a'e 

heavy, and you ttre required to Ci;i"Y out ompty ectn5, 
boUl6$. and foil. Repackage items such oi$ sugar,. 
cerea;, and dry milk in pla,tic bag:s. Thi$ savM weight 
and thoy fit easily into your paclc, Burn the ptastic or 
take Lt homo wMn you leave. Don't count on catching 
and ootlrig fi>h. 11 the fish at• not biting. neither will 
you. 

Ow{t •oad yourself down wl1h hea..-y. urneceswy 
items .and .gadgets. leave your axe a11d heavy frying 
pan at horna. With <:arofully selected equ ipmtnt and 

foo<t you should not have to· carry more than 30 
peullQs for o w.iek'• trip. 

Get In 'Shap& by tak~ng wlifl:kend h~'kes and iit)let'clslng 
with full pack. Even then, tuke it ea~y th.c first day o< 
[W'O. Rememb« that hi[lh elevat">os may cause •"'ahi· 
tude $i(ktur:S.$H because thotre i$ lm oxygen in the air. 
Wolk slowJy tmd .-t~ily, and from time to time &at 

soma <andy or orher quick """"9Y IOO<J. 

In Cud's wiltl•mess lies the hoµe of the 
wurld-llw great fres/J, unbligilleci, 1111· 

r•deem<'d wildemes;·. The galli11g lumies.s 

uf civilizmiun tlro1>s uJ/. and th<· wu1111Js 
lreul t•re we ure aware. 

-JuiJ11 Muir ( 11138· 19 J 4) 

To obtllilr iJn 4ppNc11t.ion for a Wiltkr11"" Permit, 
conll#Ct arr; C11hlomi8 olfict of the Fon1sr Servk11~ 
u. s. Dcpartmtt11i ol Agdculrure. AdditionJI coµi/!$ 
ot tflis Droc/iuM6r#lllS04.,~~bld f1om Forest Service 

()/f;c,,,.. 



THEWILDERNESS TRAVELER 
The U, S. Forest Servjc& :p<mtides e spacial typa ot 
outdoor experience when vou vi$.it e National Forest 
Wilderness. or Ptimidve Nea. These speeia1 ar6as, es. 
toblishod by tho Wilderness Act of September 3, 1904, 
W'e managed so 8$ to offe.- $Olitude io a pristine- aod 
natural satt4.ng fQr present and future generation$. 

The pec-petuation of the Wilderness environment •s 
•arll"IY dependent upon \ho behavior of the user. Mo•t 
of lhe publk: i1 ti~"'1~v lenSitive to envirorvnental 
QuaHty~ eco.logkol factor$, and opportunities fQr spir~ 
ltuai btfflefit io pr,stim:i Wildenui!S-S. They- faC4'Jyniie 
that a Wilderness ~ sensitive to the presence of man 
Ylll'tO is a wis•torf and doa5 not nmaln. 

111 some ~ocation$, however, ~ncreas.ing numburs ot 
\!"~Sitars.. and 'he improper beha~ior of some, ttireaten 
iimvlronmentaf ...ah.i8$ and quality of the Wilderne;s$ 
rewuJce. There: is a need to control use, therefore the: 
forest Service has adopted a permit •)'1tem whioll Cilll 

be us.ed later to lirnit \Isa &Ii the need •rjses. Thb per· 
m~t 1ystam ;ailso wiU help the Forest Service obtain 
•mportant use dpta upon whid) to~ management 
d.cl•iono, and will al1ord an opPortunity for tile for· 
est Officer to gi\re advice on your Wilderneu trip. 
The informed us.« i' •~ways more res.porrsive to the 
envj1onmentat quaHty of National ForQ$.1 Wlldernm. 

Rie-member. a Wi•-dernes.$ Pt!fmlt i:s required for- entry 
into all NatiQfl:itl Forest W~~derl'NJ$-'.and Pfimitivti Areas 

The fNHIS, tlHI "1rubs, tho w<b• md gr ... are lm
'30rtant parts of thei mountain. biolog~cal communi•y. 
~n addition to providing iheLter and food for wikilife, 
the vegetation clotlles th• slopeo and contrlbUtM to 
esthetic veli..es. He1p protect tMs r8$0~m;:e. 

Firov.-ood i.s ohru\ .carc.e, partlcu~arly in some of 1he 
more popular l"iigh mounta•n ~rea:&i. Conser.re it by 
keeping your warm•og and cook.ing; -fire; small, Burn 
oo1y dead wood. Many visi11Jfs select carnp:jiltw In 
les.5tlll'-u~ locatiom not only for ttie sectusion, but 

In Camornia. Perm~n may be obtained- free from 
wtiotJ' Forest Service offices: if your tr~p originat8S in 
a Nationai Forest Wilderness. or Primitive Area. If you 
begin your t<lp in • National l'ork, obtain e permit 
from tho local olficeo of Wt National Pork Service. 
Tho permit muot be in tho posseo$lon al the group 
leador <lurl"ll your viii!. · 

The true WUde-r.nms e:nthus.lan u-)i(peeti to Ond a basic 
quality io atl afeaS. he rnay vi1•t: soh"tuds. ThLs means 
different thing> to different peopl<I, but mainly It 
means freedom from the inuu1fon of un.natu-r~l 15-igitJ, 
liiOUnd:s, and odour 

The riHiponse of each. 'ndlv,duaf v~ios wldeSy, but for 
the most port, 1he ••perlance I• P>'fChologically and 
q>iritu•lly fulfilling to an whQ "'1joy th& solltu<lo ol 
tho Wiider""" environment. 

HOW CAN YOU HELl'1 

R€1$pec1 ttie solitude b~ avoiding boiSt«ou$ co-nduct 
and loud noi,... which are disruptive to otho<$. Tile 
diicllorQo of fireermi ;. di$cour~ oxoept ln hunting 
'°"""'· (The po,....lonor u..,of 1lroarln$ is p<ohlbited 
in N:;itio.nal P.ark1.) The use of motor• or motorized· 
vehicles. of .any sort ii ftXPf')$$•V forbiddan rn eU areas 
of th& National Wilderness Preservation System and In 
National FurOil Primitive 11< .... 

al.so beciuse ot tht1 .gre&tM cveUabilicy or f~rewood. 
Tha d~:spersion ot overnight campers i$ encouraged. 
Portable $t0¥0$, canfl<d h .. t. heal tab< •l>d •imilor 
products ere &lliclent •l>d ....,uld be ~Sf'll - pos
olbl&. 

Avoid iiU destruction, defacement or car.ring of grow· 
in.g tree5 and shru~~ and all naturai features! U50 no 
boughs for OOd• or shalt..-. Collecting live pl•nt ma
terial ~:s forbidden except by $p8Cial wriuan. permit 
from tho Fmo<t Sorvito. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

Your presen.co, and that of otheq. ha-s an im:paict on 
many environmental factors. The adver'se effec:ts can. 
bo minirni•ed if olt Wll~ern ... vlsllOfO und• ... tal>d the 
blologlcol community ot whicil ho ii • part when In 
tho Wil"""-. 

Mao Ii -11 tempOrary 11i'$it0ir who "'°uld leave no per· 
manent Imprint. The forces of nature must be aUowed 
to co:ntinue to dominat~ tha i•od'scepe. 

Tha viliCor must bet'lava in a responsib'e manner muc:h 
.. he would It vl•lting tho home of a reipoc1od friend. 
''Troad lightly" oo the sc:ono. A•old leavi"ll your 
mark m much as. possiblG. Nature wHI perpetuate it· 
>elf an<I reploniill it .. 11 if !11•1<•> tho chance. 

Constant use ot the Ame cnmpsits tand1 to damt11g$ 
tile scene. Soil• l>ee<>mo compoctod, oampliro ..., .. 
accumulate, end fir.wood Is doplotod. Tho olte olso 
boconult wom which dttracts from the oppeoronce. 

Phm your party :site: to •imit lj1GUps to oo mOfe than 
25 peoplo. Large 9'DUPS are d.es!J"ucfjv& to WjJdAf.Oes$. 

Limiu moy be In elfoct fOI' ti>• areo you will be 
visiting. Check whh the -officer who i~sues yolif per
mit if your pSfiy i.s large. 

FIRES 
IN THE WILDERNESS 

fOfest fire is a 58'Vere threat to an Wit<h1rness. vatuus 
in many areas., and ev-ery v~:iitor mt.15-t be- extremeLy 
cautious wh.en using Ure En an.y way. Smo'kJng while 
traweting; i$ forbidden~ so be :;ure to stop in a safe 
place It you mu<t smoke. S.lec:t a 5afe pla<a to build 
your aimpiire. Yo.ur fire should be built only In a 
prepared "bed" where au wood, l"'••• and other 
burnablo material hove boon cleared away. Find a >P<>I 
tllet Is <helteroo from the wind•, al>d keep your firo 
unall. Never leave your fira untH you we certa~n it is 

coltipt.ate-ly OlJt and cold. When eKtingoish~ng -your 
campfire, mix (he hol .coals Wilh wit and watw~ s1jr il 
completely~ alld feel the ash03 wtth your hands to be 

sur-e tho coals are cold throuilioot~ 

Your Wild.erness Permit serves as a campfire p&rmlt. If 
spedal restriction$ ore in effect. the l"SWlng office wUI 
advi"Sa you Of furnish you with spacial lmtwction1 
<O!jaf'di<>g 1iro. 

waste disposal 
Thete are a number of ilmp-le rules for- waste t.nsposal 
which will .....,,. a QuoHty Wildorn ... oow and ln tho 
futi1.1re. 

Clmr.~ bottles, meml foll and other rnfuse mu.st be 
packed ouL Po not bury your trash. P•per all(! other 
burnable material <hould bt1 burned. Don't litter the 
traiL Pt.It gum and candy wrap-pars end other similar 
m8teri.ol m your p0el<et whil• trav•Jmg. Evllry<>flll 
could help maintain a lltt«-free Wilderno" Jf they 
will pick up trash which may have boen dtough~ 
/et;$/y discarded by others. 

There are no toU-at facilities provide<i In the back 
country. Select e spot weU away from sue.am$~ lakes, 
camp areas and trails. Cover wastes wltti soH or rocks. 

Most foodstuffs and kir.;:hen wast81- of en. 01.ganic 
nature will derompose rapidly -Of be comtnned by 

vari-ou5 organisms iocJuding insects end small aniffili!f,, 
However, burn ~s. much of thl$ matertal e• PQss~ble, 
and dls.p..1.le of the rest away from lakes~ streams~ 

campsites and roucm of travel. Bett« VBf~ pilCk it out. 

TrenchingS a.ncl diggings ant tinsightly and may con· 
tribu~e to soil erosion. Limit your digging aqiw-i1fes 
to that oeeded to prep.ant yiour campfire "bed"' 0( IQ 

cov"' or diopo'" of bodlly wa•1 ... 

Do not use .Kl;lp or d~tergant in rtream• Of lakes. 
Keep we5ti wiaterJ fish enlraUs~ -oarbttge- and other 
tre5h weU •way from ell bcw:U9' of wuor. 

You .stJ(IUld fiOO e pollution-free Et*lV;ronment whti· 
ever you may tra.-et in a Wild"31'nes.s. Do you.- pa.rt to 
koep it U..t ,..y by p<oP<l'ly dlsp0sin~ of WO$IO 

rna1erjab;. 
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SANITATION 

\IASlllliC
MllJ 
IMTlllNG 

CLF.AN-UP 
hND 
GAR!lAGE 

Pi\CK STOCK 

STOCK ON 
TRAIL 

Tl\AILS 

CROSS· 
COUNTRY 

flSH 

Di.g latrLnet whenever a large party plans 0.,nhovernl~ll1·tb~.au1p ;~ewyb:~o~ld be 
l lo1. er stay Use theDl wen a.va n e. 1 

~'"all g~oup p an~ ;loc~~ well a~ay from water. If there is no latrine, go 
inconsp cuous an trail dig deep and bury. Do not leave toilet paper strewn 
far fromPcla<n~ ora rocL 'over the site ls not satisfactory; it is too obvious 
about.. acing ~ 
and may be overturned by curious anlwals. 

Swim away and downstream from camp. Do all bathing, clothes "Washing and 
t crubbing -;;;;"j'l back from the shores of lakes and strcal!IB. Prevent 

po s in soa and detergent out of all "Waters. In the wUder· 
~;!!u~;o;:.,,~ie~:e~oa! is :referable even to a biodegradable dctergen~ which 
may leach into the aJjoiniug drainage. For laundry and sponge bathing ~se 
11 

wash bssln. For !>a thing J:ind a secluded s pot where you can lather an 

rinse ashore before the final dip . 
P k d Forest Services pro'>ibit 

Burying garbage is no longer acceptable. harll an a imal and the clements 
digging pits. In ~ost areas soil is too s a ow; n • 
expose the ga:rbagc., and erosion starts. Put candy ~appcrs. fall. orange 

1 
etc in your pocket or pack for later disposal. Burn everything 

~::ts~i.11 burn. Pack out- everything that wol1•t burn--c.ans. bott~es1 ~ld 
clothing, foil, and large pieces of plastic. Foil does not burn, 1o1atch 
espec.lally for food packages lined with foil. Cans can be carried m1t most 
easily if both ends are cut out, and the cans >1ashed or burned and then 
flattened. Edibles may be scattered thinly out of sight and well away f:""' 
camp and trail 'Where they will decOUl)lOSe or be ,quickly consuired. Double 
check for litter--bits of paper on the ground and clothing left hanging o~ 
the trees . Leave your campsite cleaner than you found it. Kake ever~ trtp 

a clean-up trip~ 

Inquire ~bout local regulations. Good grazing is limited, so take care to 
prot.ect and conserve existing forage. Keep stock fT<XG concentrat i ng on 
ooadows. Turn anilULlls out at night and carry suppleirental feed whc;nevcr 

ossible Mo-..re plcketed aninials every few hours to prevent severe trump-
~ing and· overgrazing. S,,ddle and groom stock away from camp to prevent 

accumulation of R\olnure in camp oxea. 

Stock has the right of way. Mules and hor ses are s otnctimes unpre<llctal>le 
and difficult to manage. Anything unexpected may spook one jittery a11imal 
which can set a whole string to bucking, or pull it off balance. When 
stock is coming, get off the tz:all co a spot where the ani~01ls cnh sec yo~1 
plainly, pre!erably on the uphill side. Stand and talk quietly until they 

have passed. 

Stay on che tTall. Cutting corner$ and cutting across switchbacks ~re: che 
quickest ways to bre ak down trail <l,dges and st.prt eroslon and gulJylng . 
Dislodged rock s may fall on others bel°"' yo~. 

Restratn impulse to blaze trees, or build ducks (small rock cairns used as 
markers). Let the next hiker find his way a s you did. 

Cat:<:h only as many fish as you can -cat. After cleaning them, c onceal the 
entrails ashore j. ncvfr t~.u~ow them back into .tf1t.!' vjtec. 

Be a constdc.t"ate uelghbor . Don't crow-d other caritps or sle c-p i ng a re a s. 
Noise is not in har01ony with the wildernQss, 11or are r adios in keeping "'ith 

wilderness · trips . 

Prepar~d by Jim Watters for 

SIERRA CLUB OIJl'lNG COMMl'l"l'EE 

'O'SO tin ts 1"ow-or) Sa'l p,.nnri"'-rO, C:difornia 94104 · 

·· .. ~ .. " .. ~ .··':-.. ···· .. ;-.-·.·:• · =-·"·~ .- · 
·i : . . , .. . 

CAMPING MANN£11.S FOR WILDERNESS 

Today's >1ilderness will remain wild and un•poilcd for future generations to enjoy only if 
protected and cared for by those who use H now. Therefore, it is illJPer~tlve that we eet 
high standards for the use of wilderness and minimize our impact as much as pos s ible . 
The objective should be to leave no visible signs of our visit. Everyone who goes (nto 
the back country can help; everyone can set a good example. 

I 
I 

The conservation ~easures and camptng conduct needed to keep our wild country clean and J 
unscarred are outlined belo1o1. There ls a deep sense of satisfaction and personal a chieve -: 
ment in the knowledge that one l1as Cllll>ped 1n and traveled th~ough an area without leavln!', j 
perceptible tr4ces·•and in harmony with the spirit of the wilderness. 

CAMP 
LOCl..TION 
AND 
CONSTRUCT IOI/ 

FlltES 

WOOD 

StOVES 

llEDSITES 

Set up camp where foot traffic does the leas t damage to the fragile veg~
tatlon; never in meedws ; preferably in sandy or rocky at"eas~ Minimize 
building, whether for kitchen emplacements or bedsites. Don't dlsarran&e 
the natural landecape w1th hard-to-eradicate ramparts of rock for firc
~laces or windbreaks. Rig tents or tarps with lines tied to rocks or 
trees. Never cut boughs or poles er put nails in trees . Avoid disturbLng 
the soil with hollows or trenchee; .locate shelters so 1o1ater vill drain 
away naturally . lollten breaking camp, erase all evidence that you wcr~ 
there. 

Use existing fire sites tJhenever possible. If you calllP where no one hds 
camped bef<>re, build a mini111.1m fireplace. Clear a 1o1ide circle around the 
fire down Co mineral soil. Never build fires near trees nor on mcad..,,,.s, 
vegetation or duff; don't place a fire against a log or back r<Xk. ~ 
leave a fire unattended! \lhen bre<king ca!llp, drown fire completely, stir . 
and drown asa ln until ashes sre coid to the touch. Bury ashes and c ~ar
coal. Cover all traces. ~xcept in well established camps, return Itre
plsce rockr. to their natural positions hiding their blackened porcioos. 

SlllOke only in carap and at rest stops, never while traveling. Field •trip 
cigarettes . 

Kee§ fires .small. Conserve wood, especially where scarce .. Use smel.l down 
woo onlyt do no t cut standing t.r~es, tLving or dead~ nor break off thei(' 
branches . Snags are picturcsqueJ a part of the forest setting. and s hould 
not be mol~sted . Axe work on dO\<n logs and sturrps mars tn• wilderntss 
scene. 

Stoves should be carrled to timberline and all areas where wood is in 
short •upply. The least possible d~OU1ge is done when stoves arc used. 
The y are clean and do pot scar a fragile caa:po~te. 

Avoid digging or leveling; t~y to find a fl•t and shelt~red are•. When 
you leave, re<n0ve all Btgns of you1· bedsite and clean up all litter. 
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APPENDIX 3 

TRAMPLING PLOTS 

Each plot was described and diagrammed. Certain information

categories were Ollllllitted on some plots if the data were not collected. 

The diagrams were to the scale -of 1: 50 ; .. blank areas represented the 

untrampled, or control, plot sections; areas hatched down to the left 

were trampled in 1974; areas hatched down to the right were trampled 

in 1975. The r•1ocation coordinates 11 category was left blank until 

the s~rveying can be done in 1976. 
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PLOT A Principal species: Antennar'ia alpina Length: 6.o m; 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 91.6° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes PoZy

gonum bistortoides, Vaaciniwn nivictwn, Seneaio SoorzoneZZa~ 

Aster alpigenus~ moss, and Gramineae sp.; these are spa~se. 

Diagram: 
A B 

109 cm 50 cm 40 cm 82 cm 

! 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 807 

1975: A = 305 

Initial absolute cover: 

B = 920 

1974: meter 2 = 78% 

meter 3 = 54% 

meter 6 = 67% 

6 m 

PLOT B Principal species: CaZyptridiwn umbellatwn Length: 6.o m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 353.1° 

Additional information: no other species in plot. 

Diagram.: 

A B 

~ 10 cm 

6 m 
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10tal nwnber of standard steps: 

1974: 387 

1975: A= 305 B = 676 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter l = 2.5% 

meter 2 = 4.2% 

pLOT C Principal species: moss 
:::---

Location coordinates: 

Length: 4 • 0 m. 

Direction bearings: 0.1° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Aster 

alpigenus, Antennaria alpina, Senecio Scorzonelta~ and Gramineae 

sp. 

• Diagram: 

A B 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 567 

1975: A;; 370 B = 720 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter 1 = 94% 

meter 2 = 88% 

meter 3 = 86% 

meter 4 = 85% 
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PLOT D Principal species: Juncus Parryi Length: 3.0 m. 

Location coordinates: ·Direction bearings: 120.20 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes PoZugonum 

bistortoides, Pinus, Murrayana_, moss, and Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 
B 

A 30 cm 
32 cm 40 cm + 

3 ill 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 1287 

1975: A = 305 Bt= 1105 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: m~ter 1 = ~4% 

meter 2 = 36% 

meter 3 = 37% 

179 cm 

233 

PLOT E Principal species: Poa epilis, Calamagrostis sp. Length: ~.O --· 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 166.4° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Anten-

naria alpina and Calyptridiwn umbellatum. 

i 
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Diagram: 
A B 

240 cm 45 cm 30 cm 50 cm 

:bZW~ 
4 m 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 1125 

1915: A = 305 B = 2055 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter 1 = 35% 

meter 2 = 22% 

meter 3 = 25% 

meter 4 = 34% 

PLOT F Principal species: Oryzopsis Kingii Length: 4.o m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 68.8° 

Additional information: no other species in plot. 

Diagram: 
A B 

68 cm 50 cm 50 cm 212 cm 

Total number of standard steps: 
~ 

r 

• 
1974: 1257 

1975: A = 305 B = 955 
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" 
Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter 1 = 45% 

meter 2 = 70% 

meter 3 = 37% 

meter 4 = 28% 

PLOT G Principal species: Polygonwn bistoJ:>toidee Length: 2 .0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 230.9° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Anten-

naria alpina, Senecio Scorzonella, Calyptridiwn umbellatwn, and 

Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 
A B 

50 cm 50 cm 100 cm 

• g F>.---.;>.--4.----'*'~~~~~~ 
rl 

2 m 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 387 plus clipping 

1975: A= 305 B = 815 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter l = 35% 

meter 2 = 24% 

PLOT H Principal species: Senecio Scorzonella Length: 5.0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 175.0° 

• Additional information: species composition of plot includes 



Vaccinium nivictwn, Antennaria aZpina, Aster aZpigenus, Calyptrid

iwn wnbellatwn, moss, and Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 

A B 
283 cm 50 cm 50 cm 75 cm 

5 m 

Total number of standard steps: 

1914: 387 

1975: A = 305 B = 885 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: meter 2 = 36% 

meter 3 = 29% 

m~ter 4 = 45% 

meter 5 = 34% 

PLOT Ia Principal species: Salix Eastzvoodiae Length: 6.o m. 

Carex scopulorum 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 116.7° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Ranuncu-

lus alismaefolius, Dodecatheon aipinwn, moss, and Gramineae sp.; 

Salix Eastwoodiae covers first 2.2 m., Carex scopulorwn covers 

final 3.3 m. 
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A B 
40 40 

50 cm cm cm 

f.:l 
..-! 

s. Eastwoodiae 

l 2.2 m 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 650 

m 

I 

B 
40 
cm 110 cm 

C. scopufo1'Wl1 

3.3 m 

1975: A Salix = 305 B Salix = 864 B Carex = 395 

PLOT lb Principal species: Salix Eastwoodiae ·Length: 1.0 m. 

cation coordinates: Direction bearings: 222.8° 

Additional in~ormation: species composition of plot includes Polygor.um 

bistortoides and Gramineae sp.; plot on a moderate slope; plot 

trampled in 1974 only, therefore no diagram given. 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 335 plus clipping 

PLOT Ja Principal species: Vaaainiwn niviotum Length: 4.o m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 57.6° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes AsteP 

alpigenus~ Gentiana Newberryi~ Polygonwn bistortoides~ moss, and 

Gramineae sp.; plot is level. 
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A B 
50 cm 50 cm 242 cm 

.... 

4 m 

Total number of stand~d steps: 

1974: 237 plus clipping 

1975: A = 395 B == 465 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: 95% for entire plot 

Principal species: Vacciniwn nivictwn Length: 0. 33 .m. 

coordinates: Direction bearings: 97. 5°. 
~ 

Additional in~ormation: species composition of plot includes Aster 

alpigenus and Carex sp~; plot is steep, 32° slope; plot trampled 

in 1974 only, therefore n<l, diagram given~ ..... . 

Total number of standard steris: 

1974: 60 plus clipping 

Initial absolute cover: 
. . 

1974: 95% 

PLOT Jc Principal sDecies: Vacciniwn nivictum Length: 1. 0 m. 

Location coordinates: 
} 

Direction bearings: 75.4° • 

Additional information: species composition·of plot includes Aster 

alpigenus, Gentiana Ne~berryi, Carex sp., and Gramineae sp.; 

plot slope moderate, 12.5°. 



Diagram: A 
31 40 ,, 
cm cm 

s ~ rl 

1 m 

Total number of ~tandard steps: 

1974: 282 

1975: A = 205 

Initial absolute cover: 

1974: 95% 

PLOT K Principal species: Ca9tilZeja LelTU'Tlonii Length: 7 .0 m. 

Aster aZpigenus 

-· Location coorqinates: Direction bearings: 188.9° 

Additional information: species composi tiorr of plot includes Facc~~nfom 
. 

nivictwn, moss, CaPex sp., and Gramineae sp. 
·-~ 

Diagram: 

B A 

Total number of standard steps~ 

1974: 960 

1975: A = 305 B = 1005 
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Initial absolute cover ·only "in terms of the number of stems: 

1974: .. meter l = Ast~ 19%, CastiUeja 38% 

meter 2 = Aster 20%, CastiUeja 32% 
• 

meter 3 = Aster 22%, CastiUeja 43% 

meter 4 "" Aster 16% Castille} a 10% 

meter 5 "" Aster 15%, CastiUeja 28% 

meter 6 = Aster 9%, CastiZZeja 47% . 
meter 7 = Aster 26%, Co:stiZleja 45% 

PLOT L Principal species: Calyptridiwn umbeZ.Zatwn Length: 6.o m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 3.7° 

Additional information: no other species in plot; first 2 meters of 

plot are level, third has. slope of 12.0°, last 3 meters have 

average slope of 16.8°. 

Diagram: 

B 
209 cm 50 cm • 

6 m 

Total number of standard steps; 

1974: 72 

1975: A= 305 B = 395 

Initial absolute cover: .. 
1974: meter 1 = 0.5% or 7 plants 

meter 2 = 2.5% or 10 plants 

meter 3 ;;;; 1.5% or 8 plants 

A 
40 ctn 

"~ 
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meter 4 = 1. 0% or 10• plants 

meter 5 = 0. 5% or''5 plants 

meter 6 = 1. 5% or 13 plants 

~; . 

PLOT Ma Principal species: Mimulus prirrruloides Length: 2.0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 41.2° 

Additional informa~ion: species composition of plot includes Ranuncu-. 
lus alismaefolius, Aster alpigenus, Salix sp., Carex sp., and 

Gra.znineae sp. 

~;: Diagram: 
:" B A 

40 40 
100 cm cm cm 

2 m 

Total number of standar~ steps: 

1974: 402 

1975: A = 280 B :;: 790 

PLOT Mb Principal species: Lupinus CoviUei Length: 2.0 m. 

Location coordinates: ' . Direction bearings~ _262.5° 

·-Additional information: species composition of plot includes,.§Pilobiwn 

sp., Mirrru~us primuloides, Ranuneulus alismaefolius, Veronica 

alpina, Potentilla sp., mo&S, and Carex sp. 
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150 cm 

2 m 

B 
40 cm 

Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 385 

1975: B = 505 

PLOT Mc Principal species: Senecio triangularis· Length: 2.0 m. 

Location coordinates: .. Direct ion bearings: 292 .1° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Stellaria 

Zongipes, Lupinus Covillei, Mimulus primuloides, moss, Ranunculus 

alismaef~Zius, Ver9nica alpina, Luzula sp., Carex sp., and ~ 

PotentiZZa sp. 

Diagram: 
B· 

20 40 
'A 
40 

cm cm cm 75 cm 

~~ 
2 m · 

Total nwnber of standard steps: 

1974: 540 

1975: A = 305 B = 395 
• 

I 



Initial absolute cover in number of stems: 

1974: meter 2 = 15% ~ 

meter 3 = 3% .. 
PLOT N Principal species: Eriogonwn incanum Length: 4. 0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 39.0° 

Additional info•mation: species composition of plot includes Carex sp. 

and Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 

183 cm 
A 

40 cm 

4 ill 

Total number af standard steps: 

B 
50 cm 35 cm 

1974: ·304 plus ~lipping in first 2 meters 

1975; A = 305 B = 395 ..... 

PLOT Oa Principal species: PhyZZodoce Breweri 

.• 
·. 

Length: 1.0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 
. 

, ~ Additional information: no otner species in ylot; plot acFoss slope; 

plot was trampled in 1975 only, therefore no diagram is. given. ,_ 

Total number of standard steps: 

1975: 295 .. 

Initial absolute cover: 

1975: 50% 
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PLOT Ob Principal species: Phyllodoce Breweri Length: 1.0 m. 

Location coordinates: ·Direction bearings: 

Additional-information: no other species in plot; plot on.moderate 

slope; plot trampled in 1975 only. 

Diagram: 

50 cm 100 cm 

Total number of standard steps: 

1975: 295 

Initial absolute cover: 

• 1975: 30% 

PLOT Oc Principal. species: · PhyUodpce Breweri Length: 0. 5· m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 

Additional information: no other species in plot; plot level; plot· 

trampled in 1975 only; for diagram see Plot Ob. 

Total num.bef of standard steps: 

1975: 295 

Initial absolute cover: 

1975: 38% 

PLOT P Principal species: Lupinus Lyallii Length: 4.0 m. 

Location coordinates Direction bearings: 156.2° 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes 
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Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 

A 
60 cm 50 cm 

B 
40 cm 

4 m 

. 
Total number of standard steps: 

1974: 462 

1975: A = 305 B = 696 

PLOT Q Composition: Moist Community Length: 2.0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Vaaciniwn 

niviatum,. Aster> alpigenus, moss, Antennaria alpina and. draminea.e 

sp. 

Diagram: 

a 
{) 

0 
tr\. 

110 cm 

2 5 0 0 

0 

2 m 

30 50 
cm cm 

3168 2500 

668 0 

Total number of standard steps: 

1975: see diagram .. 
Initial absolute cover: 

1975: 100% or 50% moss and 50% other species 

!,.. - · 



PLOT R Composition: Very wet community Length: 2.0 m. 

Location coordinates: Direction bearings: 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Carex .. 
sp., moss, Gramineae sp., Aster alpigenus, Ranunculus alismae-

folius, Vaccinium nivictwn_, Kalmia polifolia, Castilleja 

Lemmonii~ and Gentiana NehlbePryi. 

Diagram: 

25 50 
cm cm 1 m 

30 cm 

30 cm 

0 

~70 

1 400 0 

20'.76 6 7 0 

2 m 

Total nwnber of standard steps:· 

1975: see diagram 

PLOT S Composition: . Wet community 

Location coordinates: 

Length: 2. 0 m. 

Direction bearings: 

·-· 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes Dodeca-

theon alpinwn, moss, Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: .• 

30 cm 

30 cm 

35 
60 cm cm 

I) Z002 

673 2675 

105 cm . 

() 

6 7 3 

2 m • 



Total number of standard steps:. 

1975: see diagram 

... 
PLOT T Composition: Wet community Length: 2.0 m. 

Lo-ation coordinates: Direction bearings: 2.0 m. 

Additional information: species composition of plot includes signifi-

cant numbers Rf Kalmia polifolia, Aster alpigenus, Vacciniwn 

nivictwn, Castilleja Lerrononii: Gentian.a Newberryi, and a few 

plants of Carex sp.~ SaZix sp., and small Gramineae sp. 

Diagram: 

1 m 40 cm 50 cm 

4o cm 5 0 0 - 3 6 ;?5 500 

4o cm 0 3l25 0 

2 m 

Total number oS standard steps: 

1975: see diagram 
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Report to the National Park Service 

HUMAN IMPACT ON SUBALPINE ECOSYSTEMS: 

MICRDCLIMATE ·· 

/ 

by 

Susanna B. Hecqt 
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INTRODUCTION 

Microc.limatology is that area of climatology that is concerned vith 

the climate near the ground. Its focus ranges from about 100 meters 

above the center's surface to some centimeters below it. Although this 

region of the atmosphere is a small part of the total, it is the most 

important for l~ving things. To sessile organisms such as plants, 

• 
small nonflying animals and microorganisms, microclimates can be the 

most crucial environmental factor. Microclimates are by nature inter-

active; they influence and are influenced by climate, soils and vegeta-

tion. Relief and aspect can also further modify microclimates. 

Climate and Microclimate 

Climate can be defined as.a generalization of weather phenomena 

(temperature, precipitation, wind velocity, etc.) over a period. of 
'i 

several years •. Climate represents a "smoothing 11 of weather variabil~tJI". 

Microclimates, on the. other hand, are an expression of' highly localized 

weather situations. Mic~3climatology examines the spatial variations in 

solar energy and moisture receipt and utilization, and the surface fac-

tors which influence this variation. Major climatic phenomena obviously 

affect microc,limates (Geiger, 1956), but the earth surface interface is 

the locus of important energy ~nd water transformations that, as energy 

and water transfer through scales of atmospheric motion, resolve into 

general climate (Munn, 1966). 

Soils and Microclimate • 

Soils strongly influence microcli~ates via -tolor, soil moisture 

storage capacity, texture, soil struc{;ure and the kind of vegetation 

they are capable of supporting (Geiger, 1956). Effect of microclimates 

/ 
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on soil is somewhat less obvious since climate (and microclimate) are 

only one of a number of ehvironmental factors influencing soil morpho

genesis (Jenny, 1949). Cooper (1960 has, however, documented the role 

of microclimates in soil genesis. 

vegetation· and Microclimate -
The nature of the interaction between vegetation and microclimate 

is complex. ~egetation influences microclimate by 1) color, 2) size . 
and angle of leaves, 3) height of vegetation, 4) density of vegetation, 

and 5) evapotranspiration. Each of these aspects can modify air temper-

ature, humidity and. wind speed above a given vegetation type. The effect 

of microclimates on vegetation is subtle and difficult to assess. Micro-

climates can influence vegetation phenol?.gy (Klikoff, 1966), growth 

forms, pollination and evapotranspiration (Mooney and Billings, 1962; 

Bliss, 1962) • 

Human Impact on, Ecosystems . 

Within the co~text of backpacker impacts on suba~pine ecosystems, 

microclimatological da~a are relevant ~ools for classifying environ-
,._ 

ments when used in conjunction with· soils and vegetat~on information. 

Further~ as this study will show, microclimates are a sensitiv~ means 

of monitor~ng changes in microenviromnents. Increases in ground and 

leaf temperatures, as well a~ changes in relative humiaity appear long 

before other forms of deterioration~ such as ·'defoliation and declines 

in water quality, have reached.shock values. Microclimate data can 

give clues to the envirorun~ntal trends. ~ 
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RESEARCH AREA: GENERAL CLIMATE 

General Climate Description 

Sierra mountain climates are influenced by the Pacific Coast mari-

time climates which are characterized by rainy wainters and dry SUlllilJ.ers .. 

Thus, about 85% of the precipitation occurs from October to April (USNPS 

records, 1948-1974). ~his pattern of dry summers and wet winters is due 

primarily to the seasonal shift in the location of the pacific high that 

is normaJ.ly loc~t~d about a thousand miles west of the continent. In 

summer, this high acts to daflect storms, but in winter its s~uth~ard 

migration allows storms into the mainland. 

The mountain climates of Cfflifornia follow this general pattern of 

wet winters and dry summers, but are modified by approach and canyon 

;.f'ects as well as rainshadows (Baker, 1944). 

in the Sierra a~e orographic in origin. 

Most of the summer rains 
""it. 

Mountain environments ~re characterized OY, 1) high levels of solar 

radiation, particularlt_ in the ~traviolet par:t of the spectrum, 2J 

large diurnal temperature fluctuations, 3) relatively low atmospher~c 

hwnidity and persistent winds (Brink, 1974). Klikoff (1966) points 
. 

?Ut that the heat economy of the Sierra is almost totally depe.ndept on 

solar radiation, and consequently wide diurnal fluctuations in tempera-

ture are common, both in surruner and winter. 

Methods and Results 

Materials • 

The microclimatology of an area must be understood within the con-

text of the local climate . 
•7 • 

To th.e end, National Park Service Records, 

• li.forn~a Snow Survey Records, Tuolumne Meadows Records, and observation 

--·--·--·-·--·-------
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at the study stie were utilized. Equipment included a "weather 11 measure, 

solar radiometer, a weather measure three point thermbgraph,, two maxi

mum-minimum t hermometers, rain gages, and wind ammometers. 

The continuously recording machinery was not without its problems 

due to harassment of equipment boxes by b.ears and other wildlife, and 

difficulty with maintaining ink viscosity at the high altitudes. 

1. Solar radiometer 

This instrument was placed in an open dry meadow at Echo Creek base 

camp to record solar energy receipt. On a clear, cloudless day, solar 

energy levels were about 750-800 langleys. Scattered high cumulus 

occasionally increased solar radiation to over 820 langleys. This higher 

value is due to the reflectivity of the cumulus clouds. 

Overcast skies reduced incident radiation to 350-400 langleys . 

Very overcast skies resulted in a total of less than.100 langleys. 

Maximum so~ar energy receipt occurs, not surprisingly, between 11:00 

a.m. and 2:00- p.m .• 

During the two and a ~alf months of operation in the Sierra there 

were 14 days in which precipitation was recorded. Four cf these days 

could be classified as very overcast. 

From August 4 until the end of solar recording, a fi.re was burning 

in Star King area. This fire appeared to cause small instantaneous 

variations on the charts, but these were not statistically ~}gnificant. 

2. Thermograph 

A continuously recording three point thermograph was in operation 

from July to September. This thermograph was positioned near the Echo 

Creek base camp and set up to monitor air temperatures and two adjace·nt 

environments. One of the thermometers vas placed in the xe~ic II 

4 



meadow, an environment characterized by white, sandy, granitic soils and 

& vegetation coverage of less than 10%. The other thermometer was placed 

in a lodgepole pine grove on the dark, duff layer. The trees were less 

than 3 meters tall. Results of the thennograph recordings are presented 

in Table I. 

The results of the thermograph were initially somewhat surprising. 

The meadow did not aemonstrate the largest variation in temperatures 

nor the highest temperatures, which one might have expected (Kittridge, 

1949). The surface color (white) resulted in high reflectivity and 

consequently less heat retention at the surface~ The low percent 

plant cover meant that few absorptive surfaces were available and thus 

did not contribute to heat ·retention. Further, sandy textured soils 

are poor heat conductors and holde~s (Geiger, 1956). Fjnally, open 

areas receive considerably more wind than the forested environment: 

The high temperatures in the lodgepole environmen~ are partially 

a function of the low albedo of the almost .. black duff. The air spaces, 

as well as the moisture of the litter, further act to minimize heat 

loss. The wind protection provided by the vegetation also redUCftS hea~ 

loss. The low temperature extremes at night seen in the open meadow· 

are much less severe in the lodgepole environment due to slow reradia-

tion by the vegetation during the night (Kittridge, 1949). The air 

temperatures exhibited overall far less fluctuation, about hal:f:.._that 

of the surface environments. The data ~rom the thermograph points at 

ground level substantiate Klikof?'s (1965) statement that wide fluctu-

ations in diurnal temperatures are the norm in subalpine environments. 

Plant strategies to deal with the fluctuations include hariness, 

scleromorphy,. stomatal response (Bliss, 1962). Damage to external 
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plant features may result in increased vulnerability to microclimate 

environmental stress. 

preciPi tat ion 
;---

Because of the orographic nature of summer rainfall in the Sierra, 

precipitation from one valley to the next is_. quite variable. 1974 

proved to be an average year when compared with rainfall data from the 

park Service tor the last 26 years. Snow Survey Reports were also util-

ized to ascertain the rainfall for the region. During the SU1l1Iller the 

Echo Creek base camp received several trace rainfalls as well as five 

major storms resulting in a rainfall total of 3.2 inches. This was 

somewhat higher than the Tuolumne rainfall total for the summer of 2.83 

inches. The hydrologic yel:!-r of 1974 generates 31.5 inches precipita-

tion at the study site, basei on Raffer~y Snow Survey reports and the 

precipitation data at Echo Creek • 

Wind 

Wind speed gen~rally increases ~ith height (Geiger, 1957). The 

simplest expression of this relationship is 

µ = µ 1 · (height )a 

where µ = (msec-l) 

height = pieters 

a= a variable that decreases with height. 

It is the frictional exponent. 

Wind speeds were measured at .2 m, 1 m and.3 m, whenever any clima-

tological data were taken .• winds were predominantly from the south, 

and consistently were recorded at 

2 m = 10-12 km/hr 

1 m = 5-7 km/hr 

T 
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3 m = <3 km/hr 

The a expQnent in this case is about .3. 

Exceptionally high wind speeds were frequently recorded at the 

northern ends of the lakes. These speeds were often as high as 60 km/hr. 

These high speeds may mitigate against establishments of lodgepoles at 

the far end of the lakes, since Pinus murrayana is not particularly 

wind resistant. (Guil and Long, 1935). 

Microclimates 

Methods 

The equipment ~sed to inventory microclimates was somewhat limited 

due to the distances over which equipment had to regularly be carried, 

cost and time factors. The: basic equipment included thermometers·, 

psychrometers, and hand-held.anemometers. Important microclimatic 

parameters such as soil moisture and plant transpiration were· impossible 
.. 

to obtain with ~his equipment. 

Measurements of microenvironments were taken between 10:00 a.m. 

anQ. 4:00 p.m. when the :ariation between environments· was likely to be 

highest (thermograph data; Geiger, 1957). Whenever microclimatic data 

were gathered, the following features were recorded: 

1. Location on grids 

2. Vegetation: percent cover, dominant plant species, degree of 

trampling 

3, Soil type (surface texture and color) 

4. Time ·or day " 

5. Aspect 

6. Slope 

7. Air temperature 

8 
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8. Relat i ve humidity of air 

9. Temperature of soil surface (if exposed) 

10. Temperature of vegetation mats (less than 5 cm height) 

11. Relative humidity at 5 cm above the surface 

12. Temperature of vegetation surfaces under shade (if appro-

priate) 

13. Relative hulnidity 5 cm above surfaces under shade (if appro-

priate) 

14. Wind speeds at 2 m~ 1 m and . 3 above the surface 

Classification 

Preliminary classification of different microenvironm.ents was under-

taken. Vegetation and soil surface color were used to identify micro-

environments • Microclimatic· informa:tion was used in conjunction with . 
. ;.vegetation for classification of sites. 

The microc:p.niatic data used in classification of sites 'Were collected 

throughout the user season, It represents the average microclimate over 

the entire season. Discrepancies between. the site classification data ..... 

and the microclimatic change data are related to the fact that the 

impact data were collected only for .the ~onth of August when backpacker 

numbers increased dramatically. 

The influence of the time of day on a given site is averaged. Day~ 

to-day variation on the same site between 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 

averaged 2.1°C. 

Aspect and slope were not particularly important parameters in this 

study because the meadows were· generally on ·slopes of... less than 2%. Some 

xeric II environments with slopes of 15-30% and facing east were examined, 

r:~• but the influence of slope and aspect may have been masked by the effects 
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of the white sand soil developing on alluvial material. 

Results: 

See Tables II-VI. 

Microenvironmental Changes -
Microenvirorunental changes caused by human use of subalpine eco-

systems were intensively studied during the month of August when 1) 

human use was hii;hest, 2) when new paths were being trampled, 3) when 

many subalpine plant species were at their most vigorous. Microclimates 

on and off paths, microclimates of incipient paths and leaf temperatures 

of trampled and untrampled vegetation were measured. 

Results: 

See Tables VIII-IX. 

·. 
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Soils: - Histosols 
Color 5YR5/8 

TABLE II. 

WET MEADOW ENVIRONMENTS 

Saturated most of the time 

Vegetation: 

Dodecatheon alpinus, Mimulus primuloides> mosses, Carex, Pedicula,ris 
atolens> Ranunculus alismafolius> Potentilla flabellifolia; Kalmia 
polifolia, Gentiana Newberryi> Aster alpigenus> Vaccinium nivictum, 
Castelleja Peirsonii, Polygonwn bistortoides, Senecio Sco3onella 

Dominants: moss, Kalmi$ polifolia 

Percent coverage: 90-100% 

Microclimate 

i air temperature 21.65 range. 7 
standard deviat~on 3.97 

x air relative humidity,- 60.. 8% 
. 

standard deviation 15.3 

x ground temperature - 34,5 standard -deviation 6.72 

x relative humidity 5 cm above ground - 60. 83 standard deviation 18.1 

.. 
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TAELE III. 

MESIC. I MEADOW ElIVIRO~"MENTS 

soils: 
::---

Histosols 
Color 10YR2/2 
Saturated approximately three-fourths of the time 

Vegetation: .. 
!efimulus prirnuloides, pedicularis atolens, Castellaja Perisonii, Ranuncu
tus alismafolius, Potentilla flabellifolia, Vaaoiniwn, Gentiana liewberP"Ji, 
Phyllodoce Breweri, Polygonum bistortoides, Senecio, Kalmia polifolia, 
Castelleja Lemmonii, Aster alpigenus, Vacainiwn nivictum. 

Dominants: Castelleja Peirsonii, Polygonum bistortoides, Senecio 
Scorzonella, Aster alpigenus, Va~ainium niviatWri 

Percent coverage: 70-100% 

Microclimate 

x air temperature :-- 21.15 standard deviation 2.12 

x air relative humidity 50.1% standard deviatiort 7.9 

x ground temperature 29.8 standard deviation 3.27 

x relative humiaity 5 crn ~above- ground - 47 .6 standard deviation 11.52 

12 
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TABLE IV. 

MESIC II MEADOW ENVIRONMENTS 

soils: Entisols and Inceptisols - Color 7,5 YR4/2; sandy loams, some silty soils 
Saturated about one-half or less of the time 

~getatation: 

Potentilla flabellifolia, Vaccinium sp., Polygonum bistortoides, Senecio 
scorzonella, Kalmia polifolia, Castelleja Lenrmonii, Aster alpigenus, 
Vaccinium niviatwn; Juncus POX'ryi, Gramineae spp., lodgepole (Pinus 
contorta) 

Dominants: Vacciniwn ~ivictwn 

Percent coverage: 50-70% 

Microclimate 

x air temperature - 21.6 standard deviation 1.73 

X relative humidity_- standard deviat.ion 6.6 

-x ground temperature - 31. 7 standard deviation·2.41 
. x relative humidity 5 cm above ground - 29.7 standard deviation 8.66 

··-· 

.. 
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TABLE V. 

XERIC I 

soils: - Inceptisols forming over glacial deposits and colluvial material 
Color 10YR5/2 
Rarely saturated 

Vegetation: -
Aster alpigenus, Vacciniwn nivictum, Antennaria alpina, Eriogonu.m, Calyp
tritiwn, Lupinus lyelli, Gramineae sp. (Carex, Deschampia) 

Dominant: Vaccinium 

Percent coverage: <50% 

Microclimate 

x air temperature - 20.65 standard. deYiati"on 2.21 .. 
x relative humidity 43% standard deviation h.42 

x ground temperature - 32.l standard deviation 3.46 

x relative humidity 5 CIJl. above ground - 20. 35 standard deviation 7.07 ..,.. 

-

.. 
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TABLE VI. 

XERIC II 

Soils: -- Inceptisols forming on colluvial material and morcinal material 
Color 10YR3/2 
Saturation: high infiltration capacity 

Vegetation: 
.. 

Eriogonv.m incanwn, Calypt~idiurn wnbellatum, Lupinus ZyelZi, Luzula 
divoricata, Gramineae sp. , Pinus contorta 

Percent coverage: <30% 

Microclimate 

i air temperature - 22.6 standard deviation 2.02 

x relative humidity 41.3 standard deviation 7.87 

x ground temperature - 35.44 standard deviation 5.48 
.. -x relative humi~i ty 5 cm above ground - 13. 77 standard deviation 4.97 

.. 
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~ient Paths 

At each of the lakes new paths were trampled during the course of 

the stulliller. Microclimatic information was taken weekly at these new 

paths, at the same time of day in order to monitor changes through 

time· 

New path formation took place for the most part in the moist and 

mesic situations._ 

As the summer and its concomitant trampling progressed, the incip-

ient paths became increasingly warmer when compared to the adjacent, 

nontrampled vegetation (see Table X). Prior to the heavy influx of 

campers, the incipient paths represent an intermediate situation 
> 

between the untrampled and well-established paths (see Table VIII). 

By the end of the surnme~, many 0£ the incipient paths were trampled 

bare, and constituted nfull-fledged11 paths. 

Relative humidity changes followed roughly the same pattern.· Dur.-

ing the first two week~ of August the differences between incipient and 

untrammeled vegetation are~most extreme for both temper~ture and rela-

tive humidities. This is the time of highest temperatures in the 

area, so the extremes are not unexpected. 
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DISCUSSION 

The microenvironments can be roughly broken into humid (vet and 

mesic) and xeric situations. Each of these environments has certain 

characteristics which make them vulnerable to human perturbation. 

wet Meadow Environments 

The areas ,.are characterized by high species diversity, warm ground 

and vegetation temperatures and high relative humidities. The soils 

here are acid, dark colored and very rich in plant nutrients. These 

boggy soils are also.extremely porous and well aggregated which means 

a high infiltration and water holding capacity. The histosols in this 
> 

environment are relatively poorly drained and often occur on lower areas 

within a meadow, or in areas Qf impeded drainage . 

These well-watered environments with rich soils are very good for 

plant growth, and percentage vegetational coverage is o~en close t~ 

100%. OI' all the CO!fUllunities in the $Ubalpine zone, this appears to 

have the highest evapotranspiration potential, which may be as high as 

20-30 inches/year (Paul Zinke, personal communication). This high 

transpiration water loss, coupled with a saturated soil contrib~tes 

to the high relative humidities found in these environments. The high 

ground temperatures are a function of the darkness of tte soil and the 

relatively dark greens of the vegetation. The poroslty of the soil also 

contributes to its heat holding capacity (Geiger, 1956). 

Microclimatic changes :iJl this environment from trampling tend to 

increase average ground temperatures, both bare and vegetated, by 3.2°C, 

and can increase ground temperatures by as much as 7°c. Relative humid-

ities tend to decline 15%, but can drop as drastically as 25%. Increases 
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in ground temperature are related to increased exposure of the dark soil 

to direct insolation. The soil has a lower albedo than the vegetation. 

Also, damaged plants in this environment take on a darker color, so 

trampled plants in this microenvironment are also of higher albedo than 

adjacent vegetation. 

The decline in relative humidities in these microenvironments is 

associated with th~ reduction of vegetation, which may be transpiring 

at 3-5 times the rate of an open surface (Geiger, 1956). Further, there 

is a reduction in evaporative surfaces because a moist meadow may pre-

sent a foliar area up to 40 times that of the bare land (Geiger, 1956). 

Human impacts in this lJl.icroenvironment can cause fairly substantial 

changes. 

Mesic Environments 

These microenvironm.ent~ occur on better drained histosols. Species 
.. 

diversity in Me?ic I and Mesic II environments is Quite high, but per-

cent coverage can vary more on undisturbed sites when compared with wet 

meadow situations. The Mesic I, II environments are roughly similar in 

terms of surface temperatures, but differ mainly in relation to relative 

humidities and soil types. 

Mesic I environments have fairly high surface temperatures, pre-

sumably related to the dark color of the soil, and the rich' cplor of 

the vegetation. Transpiration in this microenvirorunent "is probably not 

as high as in wet meadow soil situations because 1) soil is not as fre-

quently saturated and 2) specie~ composition is different. 

Changes incurred by human use of this environment are not particu-

larly great in terms of temperature change, but there are quite dramatic 

modifications in relative humidity. These can be as large as 40%. The 
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changes in relative humidity may be a consequence of a numbe~ f f ... o actors. 

First, the soil is generally less saturated so evaporation loss might 

be lower because water is further from the surface. Sec d on , compaction 

of histosols can result in a smooth top layer which may reduce evapora-

tive efficiency from the surface. 

The Mesic I environment may, over the long run, be one of the more 

susceptible environments due to the severe change in microclimates. -
Mesic I and Mesic II environments are extremely beautiful, comfortable 

to camp on, and are currently being subjected to heavy use. These envi-

ronments are likely to be severely damaged by human trampling, particu-

larly in dry years. 

Mesic II 

Mesic environmen\s are characterized by a siltier, sandy, less 

humified soil than Mesic, I. Soils here are quite well drained,. . 

Although Me~ic ~ and II have many pla.nt species in common, M~s~c II 
, 

often has ~ lower percent of coverage .and a larger proportion of plants 

adapted to drie:i::- regions., such as Vacciniwn nivictwn, Senecio, and 

Juncus. This environment has a temperature average similar to Mesic I, 

but far lower relative humidity. The soil of this microenviro~ent is 

quite dark, ?ence the similar ground tempe~atures, but the moisture 

holding capacity of the soil is lower, simply due to teit~re. , This, 

compounded with less plant coverage, can mean lower relative humidity. 

When this environment is trampled, there are major increases in 

ground t~mperatures which ca~ rise as high as 42°C. This is probably 

a function of the dark color of the soil, and relatively low amounts 

of water held in it. Water, which acts as a heat sink, is often less, 

available in the surface horizons, and consequently ground temperatures 
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are quite high when vegetation is removed or damaged, 

There is also a substantial decline in relative humidity when this 

vegetation is removed or trampled. This decline is related to the 

elimination or damage of transpiration surfaces. 

Mesic I and Mesic II environments are intensively used and appear 

to undergo rather dramatic changes from continual trampling. Further, 

many of the speci~s (such as CasteUeja) found in these environments 

have growth habits which make them particularly vulnerable to trampling. 

A shift from the showy mountain meadow flowers to the more tolerant 

Vaocinium niviatwn does not seem unlikely. These two environments, 

on the basis of microclimate, are the most vulnerable to perturbation. 

Xeric Environments 

The xeric situation-is characterized by white, sandy soils which-

are excessively drained, low species diversity, low percent coveFage, 

high surface teprperatures and low relative humidi ti~s. 

The sandy soil in.these microenvirorunents probably places the 

vegetation of the sites un~er water stress for a considerable part of 

the growing season. The low percentage of plant cover does little to 

mediate the incoming solar radiation. The plants of these xeric environ-

ments have many adaptations to the intensity of solar radiation, such 

as light color, low growth habits, hairiness, etc. (Bliss: 1.962). 

Though we were not able to test, these plants presumably al~9 _have 

low transpiration rates, suggested by the low relative humidities. 

Trampling.in this envirorllient raises the temperature and reduces 

the relative humidity, as it does in other environments. However, the 

effect may not be· as severe since these environments are.subject to 

very wide ~iurnal fluctuations (see Table I). Furthermore, the grcwth 
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habits of many of the characteristic species such as Antenarria and 

CaZyptritiv.m are fairly trample-tolerant: .Plants in dry environments 

may become seriously vulnerable when leaves and hairs are damaged (see, 

for example, lupine in Table IX) , and. regeneration is likely to be 

very slow on these xeric sites. 

The large spacing between plants protects them from persistent 

trampling. So~e plants in these environments are Quite sensitive to 

trampling, but are less likely to be severely trampled. 
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• COUCLUSIONS 

l. The 1974 year proved to be quite average in terms of 
tempera-

ture and precipitation. 

2. Microenvironments can be classified as a function of vegeta-

tion, soil and microclimate into moist meadow, rnesic meadows, and 

xeric environrnenots. 

3. Microclimates change with human perturbation in the following 

ways: 

a. Temperat~res of ground and vegetation increase with 

trampling. 

b. Relative humidities tend to decline. 

4. Microenvironments vhich are most vulnerable to human perturba-

tion on the basis of the microclimat i c information oniy are the ·two .. 
mesic enviromnepts which experienced dramatic changes in temperature 

and humidity• 

5. Xeric microenvirorunents may also be quite vulnerable to per-

turbation, but as long as the vegetation is not severely damaged 

impact to these systems is likely to be less severe. 

6. In making the final assessment of vulnerability of differen~ 

microenvironments, vegetational resiliency needs to be carefully 

examined. 

7, Incipient paths, or paths classified as incipient at the 

beginning of the season, were ~everely trampled by the end of su.rmner. 

I~itially these environments were very simi~ar to untram:pled environ-
\ 

ments grading than intermediate temperatures and humidity· and often 

ending with the characteristics of well-trampled paths. 
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RECOMNEHDATIONS 

1. Further study on the vegetation dynamics of mountain meadow 

vegetation is needed. 

2. Effect of microclimates on seed viability should be studied 

in the laboratory. 

3. Mesic-environments, which, on the basis of microclimatic 

data, are most vulnerable to human disturbance, must be carefully 

managed . 

• 
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INTRODUCTION 

Soil maintenance is crucial to any land management program and 

this is especially important when discussing visitor impact on recrea-

tional sites (Meinecke, 1928; Lutz, 1945; La Page, 1962; Dotzenko, 1967). 

Although little research has been conducted in actual backcountry 

wilderness, informa~ion obtained in studies on non-wilderness and semi-

wilderness recreational areas compares favorably with the wilderness 

research literature that does exist. 

This study was condu~ted in the backcountry of Yosemite National 

Park to evaluate some parameters that might indicate overuse, as well 

as to provide an inventory of soil types .and conditions in the areas. 

A general nonintensive soil survey.was conducted. Bulk density and 

penetrometer readings were taken to determine degree of compaction-and 

to provide a bape for comparison between and within the.two lake basin / 

areas studied. 

Nelson and Matthes Lakes have generally a very young granitic soil 

type which is undeveloped, shallow, acidic and typical of high Sierran 

granitic soils (TRPA, 1971; Klickoff, 1965; Sharsmith, 1932). Matthes 

Lake is in the Cathedral Peak Granite .geologic zone, while Nelson Lake 

is near the contact of the Cathedral Peak Granite and the Johru;on 

Granite Porphyry; The moraines in the .Nelson area are comp0sed of a 

mixture of both types of granites. The chemical compositions of these 

granites are so alike that the sQils reflect no appreciable difference, 

Table 1 (Bateman, 1974). 

The areas studied contain a range of soils from moist meadow soils 

to shallow rock soils on the slopes, including both organic and mineral 
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Composition of Rock Types. 

Percent Composition 
•'• '. ;1 .· Chemical Components* 

Johnson Granite Porphyry Cathedral Peak Granite 

Si02 74.7 68.46 
·~ : 

A1203 13.8 15.77 

Fe203 .93 ·i.35 

FeO .52 l.31 

MgO .28 .90 

~ : cao ,92 3.22 

.;, ' 
Na2 0 3.1 4 .15· 

., . . 

:. ~ 
K20 5.0 3.69 

~ · ; ,~ H20- .04 .05 

-H20+ .55 .37 

Ti02 .14 .17 -.. 

P20s .02 .06 

MnO <.05 .02 

F 

C02 <.05 
.. -:~ 

·-~- rr'. TOTAL 100.00 99.99 ···:~· - : ~; 

~!- ;.;. 

·~ , *Tentative information based on initial field study, 1974, by, Paul c. 
:;-' ~- .. 

Bateman, USGS. 

.. 



~soils. The organic soils, histosols, occupy a small portion of the 

basins in the meadows that rema.in wet throughout the summer. Due to 

rec.ent glaciation, the soils do not exhibit well defined horizon dev-elop

ment. Ahorizonation is typical of soils formed under similar co~ditions 

(Dotzenko, 1967). These are Inceptisols, young soils in which the 

' influence of the parent material is still very much in evidence. 

These soils are high in sand and low. in clay content. Moisture reten-

tion is low owing to the shallow, rocky character of these soils (IG.ikoff, 

1965). 

Visually these are four variations within the soil type of the two 

lake basins. These variations have been descriptively termed: (1) Wet 

Meadow soil, ( 2) Dry Meadow: soil, ( 3) White Gravel soil, ( 4) Developed 

soil. The Nelson and Matthes lakes both have large meadows to the 

~north which are mostly underlain with wet meadow soil _and surrounded 

by dry meadow a~d whit~ gravel soils. Although the soils have very 

similar morphology, they differ in their distribution patterns at the 

two lakes. Appendix IV contains the detailed-soil profiles. 

Matthes Lake, unlike Nelson, has a large meadow at the south as 

well as at the north, Map 1. This meadow is a mixture of wet and dry 

meadow soils with substantial lodgepole encroachment. The eastern 

shore is predominantly treeless dry meadow soil with white gravel 

intrusions from the hillsides. The west side is forested, with mature· 

lod.gepoles on the slopes grading to stunted lodgepoles along the shore. 

The "developed11
. soil (so termed because, al though not truly developed, .. 

it is the deepest and most nearly developed of the soil types), is 

located on the moraines where mature tree stands occur. The ''developed." 

•• soil iitlinediately surrounding Matthes Lake is not extensive . The white 
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the youngest soil, occurs on slopes and in forested 

Sas well as along the mea<kiw perimeter. 
-~~ 

Nelson Lake has a more complex soil distribution pattern,' Map 2. 

']'be meadow on the south shore is much smaller than the one at Matthes 

!UJd is separated from the lake shore by a thicket of small lodgepoles. 

fbe west shore consists of s~allow white gravel soil under a sparse 

lodgepole forest. On the eastern shore there is a large, forested 

~oraine cut by small ephemeral rivulets draining into the lake, thus 

creating fingers of well-developed soil interspersed with lowert wet 

meadow soil. Some white ~ravel soil also occurs in this area, espec

iallY at the northeast end of the lake. 

5 
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wet Meadow Soils 
::--

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 

The wet meadow soils remain wet during the summer and fall. 

Moisture retention is high and aeration is poor. These soils gener-

allY support a thick root mat in the upper 15 cm and often are under-

lain by undifferentiated sands or gravels. The average depth of the 

profiles investigated was 44 cm (until rock or gravel was hit). The 

textures that predominate the Ahorizons are sandy loams changing with 

depth to fine sandy loams and fine sandy silts. The most typical 

colors, based on the Munsell Color Charts for Soils, are browns 

(10YR3/2) and yellow browns (5YR2.5/2). 

Observation of soil structure in all the soil types was difficult 

structure was 

destroyed to a 1arge degree. However, some information was provided 

by peds in the auger sampl~ that appeared undisturbed. In the wet 

meadow soils, the strncture observed was coarse and granular. These 

soils most often occur on a nearly flat surface. The water table, if 

not at the surface, is within 5 cm. The most common plant species 

associated with tqis soil type are Vaccinium nivictum Camp. and Aster 

atpigenus ssp. Andersonii (Gray) Onno. 

Dry Meadow Soils 

These soils, in contrast to wet meadow soils, become dry during 

the summer or fall season. They ~re located in hummocks in the mea-

dows and around the perimeter of the lakes just beyond the wet meadow 

soils. The top horizon is a sandy loam underlain by gravels, which 

are at an average depth of 5~ cm. The water table depth is the critical 
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tor affecting these soils. 
faC 

The average slope where'profiles were taken was 2%. Colors 

ranged from brown {lOYR), red brown (7.5YR) to yellow brown~ (5YR). 

These soils are associated with grasses mainly, although Carex species 

are present. 

White Gravel Soils 
~ 

The white gravel soils are typified by a surface layer of light 

colored gravels. The texture ranged from gravelly sand to gravelly 

fine sand and did not tend to differentiate with depth. These soils 

are not as densely vegetated as the meadow soils, the predominant vege

tation being Eriogonwn species. The colors ranged from light tan to 

dark brovn (lOYR). Horizonation is weak. Because the white gravel 

soils are not located on the floor of the basins, the average slope 

tended to be somewhat steeper, 7%. Depth ranged from 17 cm to 90 cm, 
.... 

but the average_ depth was 32 cm. These soils are co~only underlain 

by rock. They are very_ slightly developed aridmost likely- are entisols; 

or soils of slight and very_, recent development. This soil tY,Pe vas 

also noted in the drier portions of meadow soils. The lack of an 

accumulated organic matter layer and very weak horizonation differen-

tiates this soil from the meadow soils which are histosols. 

Developed Soil 

The developed soil exists on the moraines under mature tree stands. 

t Soils are deep, but are underlain by unconsolidated glacial debris and 
f 
·} roots; the aver.age depth of tha augered samples was 36 cm to rock or 
t 
t root. These soils are characterized oy a fairly thick, 5 to 10 cm, 

duff layer. This layer consisted of decaying organic matter and is the 

of much microbial activity. This layer provides protection to the 
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9urface soil horizon and only when this layer is removed does the 

developed soil begin to exnibit signs of overuse. 

Colors range from brown (10YR5/2) to red browns (7.5YR3/2) to 

gold browns at lower levels. Textures generally are sandy loams. 

'.['here is some horizonation differentiated by color. The average slope 

of the profiles studies is 4%. Structure tended to be weak and g~anu-

iar below the surface. However, in campsites on developed soil, a 

platy, cemented, pan-like layer was found at a depth of 2 to 5 cm. 

This surface resisted penetration by the penetrometer and could possi-

oly act as a shield, yrotecting the underlying soil structure from 

compaction. This layer was noted in the two oldest campsites at Nelson 

Lake and the one campsite on developed soil at Matthes Lake. 

Soil Chemistry 

Parent material controls chemical composition of soils. In the 

study area, the, parent material is either Cathedrai Peak Granite· 

(Matthes area), Johnson Granite Porphyry (Nelson area) or a combina-

tion of the two (Nelson a~ea). These granites are tYJl.ified by a high 

content of quartz and of aluminum oxides. Other cations that could be 

present in significant amounts are calcium, potassium and magnesillID. 

The low colloidal faction of these soils probably limits nutrient 

availability. 

In general; low amounts of calcium, magnesium, potassiym, phosphorus, 

manganese, aluminum and iron were found. The pH of the soils as a whole 

is extremely acidic, ranging $rom 3.9 to 5.3, with an average of 4.4. 

Undoubtedly the high acidity plays a role in determining which minerals 

can become available to plants. The pH also controls, in part, the 

viability of plants in this environment. 
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Tests were conducted with a LaMotte Field Test Kit which primarily 
.. 

iS used for agricultural purposes, so the ·low levels present in the sub-

iJpine area in some cases registered below the lowest level indicated. 

These definitely were registering, that is some amount of the mineral 

iS present, however, at a level far below the sensit~vity of the test 

kit· Because these tests were conducted in the field, contamination is 

a possibility but the levels found generally are similar to those 

KI.ickoff (1965) found in his study near Tioga Pass. 

JElnerabili ty 

Saturated soils are more susceptible to serious physica~ damage 

from compaction. Reaves (1955) states that as the moisture content in-

creases a relatively low p~essure may cause a significant rise in com-

paction and that the rate of compaction may increase. Throud and 

Duncan (1972) conclude.d that 11compaction was probably facilitated by 

high soil water. contents. 11 Large areas of meadow soils are saturated , 

throughout the early visitor season and some areas remain wet through-

out the season. The likelihood of short intense thunderstorm~ during 

the summer months increases the probability that additional sqils will 

be saturated during the peak visitor season. It only takes a small 

amount of huma1'1 (and/ or horse and pack animal) activity to create a 

quagmire after a thundershower. Leonard ( 1966) noted that ih Sequoia 

National Park 11greatest damage to the soil was done by animals on very 

wet sites." 

Recreational use causes pl'lysical damage to soils (Lutz, 1945; 

Dotzenko et al., 1967; La Fage, 1962). Humans, along with horses and 

pack animals, cause inc.reased compaction and bulk density) reduce 

vegetational cover, and increase the percentage of bare ground. 

11 
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The Wet .Meadow soil is the most vulnerable to damage, especially 

in the early season. When the soil is saturated, it becomes structur-

al1Y unstable; the plastic properties of saturated soil allow movement 

of the soil aggregates in directions other than what would happen under 

undisturbed conditions (Mierch, 1971; Reaves, 1955). In a structurally 

stable soil, pressure from above will be absorbed vertically within 

the sol um. Reaves states that 1'vihen an object, such as ... a penetro-

meter is forced into unconfined homogeneous soil, the resulting 

pressure causes soil to move into areas having least resistance to 

. ,, 
compression. 

If trampling has occurred to such a degree that vegetative cover-

ing has been destroyed, wind and surface water can become active 

erosion factors later in the season when the ground water table is 

lowered (Leonard, 1968) • 

The white gravel soils support less vegetation than the meadow 

soils. Hence there is ,less visible damage to these soils in terms of. 

removal of vegetation. A ~mall a.mount of trampling can disturb the 

extremely thin gravel and organic matter surface layers, resul~ing in 

a dry, dusty, friable surface subject to wind erosion and increased 

compaction when saturated. 

Although the developed soil is not extensive at either lake, it 

is generally found in the most popular forested campsite areafi. This 

soil seems to be the most resistant to damage. "In general, the more 

fertile sites ... are affected ~ess by recreational use than sites 

with. inherently coarse textured soils that are less fertile and low 

in organic matter'' {Dotzenko et al., 1967). The campsites known to 

among the oldest at Nelson Lake are on developed soil. Although 
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tlieY do exhibit signs of overuse, they have not continued to deteriorate. 

The altered structure of t~e top few centimeters of the developed soil 

could indicate that this soil is capable of withstanding more use than 

the other soil types. The cumulative effect of use on this soil seems 

to cause a structure alteration which renders t he soil more stable in 

the face of increased impact. 

BUlk Density -
Bulk density is a measure of the ratio of nonsoil to soil in an 

oven-dry sample of a known vollll!le. Bulk density is used as a measure 

of relative compactio.n. 

Bulk density samples were taken to characterize the soils at both 

lakes and to provide trample plot data. The bulk density samples were 

taken with a met.al cylinder which was driven int o the soil to a depth 

of 5 cm. After the sample was removed, the volume of the hole was 
-. 

measured using ~he rubber balloon method as specif,ied in Black's Methqds 

of Soil Analysis (vo~. I, page 380, SeG. 30~ 3.2). Samples were 

weighed, oven-dried, and reweighed on a Mettler Pl60 electronic 

scale. 

Samples were taken in representative soil type areas at each lake 

(in undisturbed areas). At a rerouted trail site, samples were taken 

both on the old trail and on the new trail before and after they had 

been established; Bulk density samples were taken at the trample 

plots before and a~er trampling. 

The drying method used YW..s somewhat primitive, as a combination 

of sun-dry and oven-drying was used. But the resultant we i ght loss, 

if any, should be fairly constant among the samples. 

The samples are consistently low in bulk density, which is typical 
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Bulk Density: August 1974 . 
•. 

Representative samples from soil profile sites. Location of sample 
points given in Appendix I. 

Nelson Lake Bulk Density 

#1 Well developed .65 
#2 Well developed .64 
#3 White gravel .31 
#4 Dry meadow .88 
#5 Dry meadow .69 
#6 Wet meadow .76 
#7 Wet meadow .17 

Matthes Lake Bulk Density 

#1 Wet meadow .25 
#2 Dry meadow .33 
#3 Wet meadow .53 
#4 Wet meadow .34 
#5 White gravel .85 

... 

#6 ·Wet meadow .41 

#7 Wet. meadow .41 

. ~ 
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corase texture and low use index. Owing to parent materials·, sandy of a 

textures predominated at undistlirbed sites chosen for sampling. The 

bulk densities obtained were, as expected, erratic and highiy variable 

to nigh gravel and hU111us content (Johnson and Billings, 1962; 
due 

Bauer, 19 56) · 
; 

Rerouted Trail Data 

At Nelson Lake a segment of a worn trail to the lake from a well 

established campsite was fenced off and the trail diverted over rela

tively undisturbed soil. Bulk density samples were taken before and 

after the fence was erected on the old and newly created trail. 

Nelson Lake Rerouted Trail Data 

Bulk Density: Before After 

Old Trail .10 

New Trail ,55 'l 

The soil in this area is dry meadow type, that is, it is wet through-

out much of the summer. season~_, al though it does become dry" at least 

in the surface layers. The bulk density increased after the old trail 

area was allowed to recover, coming closer to the more typical value 

of 1. The bulk density decreased after the undisturbed area had been 

trampled, most likely due to the removal of the top layers of soil 

vhich are mostly composed of organic matter and root material. The 

" vegetative cover was also removed, causing the soil to become dry and 
' 

friable. However, the trample pl~t data indicate an average increase 

in bulk density of .34 after trampling and a 12.52% average decrease I 

J 
' 

l • 
in water content. These data support what has been f ound bY. other 

researchers (Lutz, 1945; La Page, 1962; Dotzenko et al., 1967) . 
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TRAMPLING 

Soil structure is of primary importance to the growth df plants 

(USDA, 1951; Fath and Turk, 1943). Structure determine the amount of 

pore space in a soil, which determines the amount of
1

space available 

ill the soil for air and water· [and roots]" (Lutz, 1945). When a soil 

becomes compacted, whether through the use of heavy agro-industrial 

equipment or by repeated passage of humans over a ·small area, the 

result is a change in that soil's structural properties. As a soil 

becomes compacted there.is a loss of pore space. This is indicated 

by an increase in bulk density values and a decrease in percentage by 

volume of water content. The first bulk density and percent water con-

tent figures were taken at the Echo Creek vegetation trampling plots 

on August 20, and after repeated trampling on September 17. 

The bulk density incre~sed an average of .34 and the percent water 

content decreased an average of 12.52%. This seems to illustrate that · 

human activity, in the fo~·~of trampling, can cause the bulk density of 

a soil to increase. As the trampling affected the surface soi~ layer, 

the soil tended to become drier. Because the individual soil units' 

were broken down, dust became prevalent as the surface layer . 

.. 
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Texture 1st BD % H20 2nd. BD % H20 D. BD D. .% H20 .. 
A 

sands . 71 17 ;85 56 +.14 +39 

B 
sands 1.5 2 2.14 . 74 +.64 -1.26 

~ c sands .62 16 ,71 13 +.09 -3 
f 
; 

' sands 1.01 l 1. 58 1 +;57 
D 

0 

E sands 1.09 2 1.20 2 +.11 0 

F 

G sands .87 20 1.03 9 +.16 -11 

H sands . 78 10 1.11 7 +.33 -3 

Ia-willow sands .. 33 58 1.31 38 +.98 -20 

:~ 
l Ia-Car ex sands .28 69 1.26 19 +,99 -50 

' 
:]· 

Ib-willow sands .25 71 .43 61 +.18 -10 

~-
Ja sands .41 .45 .25 27. -.16 +26 

~ •1 Jb sands .36 56 .85 33 +.49 -23 
-. 

Jc sands . 5 49 .54 23 . +.04 ~26 

K sands .68 41 - .83 10 +.15 -31 

L sands 1.6.5 5 
i 
.!; sands .52 47 .68 43 +.16 -4 
' Ma 

'-

Mb sands .8 49 .25 29 -.55 

Mc sands .43 51 .61 40 +.18 -6.18 

' ' 
N sands . 75 7 1. 57 .38 +.83 -6.18 

·~ 
0 sands .51 10 

p sands 1.31 3 1.4 2 +.03 -1 

.. 



PENEI'ROMETER MEASUREMENTS 

Penetrometer readings were taken on the trails and in campsites 

a.t both lakes, and at the trample plots. The penetrometer is a device 

with which relative compaction is measured. The instri;ment used in 

this study consists of a rod with an attached weight which can be 

raised and freely dropped, thus driving the supporting rod into the 

ground. The flat steel tip of the penetrometer measures 17.4 mm in 

diameter. The weight, 4.1 kg, is repeatedly dropped a known distance, 

20 cm, until the tip is driven 5 cm into tbe ground. The readings are 

a measure of the relative compaction of the soils. The resistance the 

soil offers to penetration is indicated by the number of blows required 

to drive tbe rod into the gr~und 10 cm. 

Usually, soils compacted in campsites or on trails required~ 

higher number of blows • . However, in some areas trampl~ng produces du~~ 

as the ground cover is removed, thus creating a more friable surface 

layer. This condition remains unt~l the fine particles are blown or 

washed away; the more compacted trails are those which are older.. In 

many cases the removal of the natural vegetation allowed the rod to 

penetrate more easily. The penetrometer reading thus varies with 

factors other than compaction of soil. 

Because of difficulties encountered i n using the penetrometer and 

because of the inconsistency of the resulting data, it is our feeling 

that the penetrometer is more reli"able when used in conjunction with a 

description of vegetative cover, root density, soil moisture content 

and soil texture, all factors which substantially affect the results. 

The campsite areas generally have higher readings than the surroundings 

19 
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especially in the vicinity of fire rings. The trail data also showed ~ . ·. !·: ·,. 

that penetration was frequently easier after the removal of vegetation. j t 
·. 

" 
The average number of blows for on-trail sites was 9. 28; for s·i tes 

l .. : 
: 

,,1:: 

off the trail, it was 7,33, 

At both lakes, penetrometer readings were taken at 10 to 20 meter 

intervals along.trails, in 2 to 3 meter long transects. Readings in 

campsite areas were taken along transects radiating from a nearby sur-

vey point. Each type of soil at the lakes is typified by a characteris-

tic number of blows indicating a different resistance to penetration. 

Readings were taken at undisturbed sites representing each soil type. 
~- ~-

The average number of blows for each soil was determined to be: 

White Grayel: 6.2 

Wet Meadow:. 1.8 

Dry Meadow: 5.6 .. 
Developed: 7,7 

The purpose of this study in part was to develop data that could 

be repeated a~er an interval of some years. ·The data were taken at 

specific points that can be easily ~elocated, and the measurements 

should be easily repeatable. This will indicate if any changes in com-

paction are occurring, as well as indicating the degree to which trails 

,;: ;. are widened, narrowed, increased, decreased, or moved witbin a specific . 

area over a known time interval. 

Sample Penetrometer Trail Data 
.. 

Matthes Lake 

The trail above the shore of the west side of the lake is de-vege-

tated and runs mostly through meadow soils . . The transects start at the 

north end of the trail, just before the trail fades away to the north 

- -- .. ·-- ·-----------------------· ---·----



I 
' 
! 
l 
~ 
' ' 

on white gravel soil. The transects were taken at 10 meter inte~vals 

heading south toward the outlet. The southern end of the trail begins 

at the edge of the large meadow in small lodgepoles. In the transect 

a.ata, 0 meter is always between the trail and the lake. The transect 

runs either 2 or 3 meters across the trail, depending upon the inter-
' 

ference of tree~ or rocks. A 3-meter transect was taken when possible. 

ux: 11 indicates the trail edge. 

Transect 1 

meters 
0 50 1 30 70 

Vegetation: grass clumps, Vaaciniwn, 
small lodgepoles 
Soil: white gravel 

2 3 m 
i--~-..-~~~l!-~ ........ ~~.--~~-; 

2 10 10 12 
blots I I 

trail 

9 11 4 

Location: from NE (17, 11) 
14 m 85 cm 20°C of N = 0 m 
15 m 47 cm 12°E of N ~ 3 m 

Additional data are given in Appendix, I. Readings were taken at differ:

ent intervals dependent -upon the degree of tr~il formation (10, 20 or 

30 meters). Penetration at-both sides of .the trail boundary w~s 

measured, with at least one additional measurement taken in the middle 

of the trail. 

Nelson Lake 

Penetrometer data on the main trail at Nelson Lake were ~ollected 

in a similar fashion. Starting at the northwest side of the Jake where 

the meadow begins, the transects were done at 10 meter intervals to the 

outlet on the main trail as wel~ as the more developed minor trails. 

The main trail crosses the outlet and proceeds to the northeast roughly 

following the shape of ~he lake shore (passing through points: 30, 13; 

31, 15; 30, 20). Transects were conducted until the trail disperses 

- - ---- ---~----- - - ---·--
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iP white gravel soil on the east shore of the lake. The penetrometer 

trail data is in Appendix II. 

~ite Penetrometer Data 

In the campsites, the penetrometer data were taken along lines 

radiating from a known point. These data were also repeatable. , 

Results (give~ in Appendix III) indicate increased compaction in camp-

site areas, and higher readings were noted close to fire ring areas. 

In the older campsites (two at Nelson, one at Matthes), a pan condition 

seems to be developing. A high number of blows was required to break 

through the pan~ Once the penetrometer broke through the compacted 

layer, friable soil was encountered. The structure of the pan is 

platy and it exhibits fiber-like cemented particles which resemble 

compressed sawdust and woodshavings. The pan is located at a depth of 

I e 2 to 5 cm. 

At Nelson Lake, penetrometer transects were run at four main 

campsite areas. Each bf these camps are well developed. They contain. 

a large trampled area, at least.one well-defined campfire ri~g and are 

constantly in use by visitors. An appropriate grid point was, chosen 

from which transects were run radiating out along compass bearing~. 

Each time a penetrometer measurement was taken, the distance from the 

origin point was noted. The resulting data indicate areas in each 

camp which are trampled sufficiently to cause compaction. 'l:he condi-

tion of the immediate area of each penetrometer point was noted. This 

information should be easily repeatable and changes in size, degree of 

compaction, extent of trampled area, and location of campfire rings 

should be noted. 

At Matthes Lake there is only one large campsite; it is on the 



• 

\ 

1 • 

~estern side of the lake toward the southern end. This vas the site .. 
of the campsite penetrometer data for Matthes Lake . 

.. 
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•CONCLUSIONS 

Soil is one of the main physical factors affected by human impact 

in the subalpine ecosystem and must be considered as a management 

factor {Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1971; Dotze~ et al., 196(). 

Although all the soils in the region studied are classified as 

one general type, four variations were determined by visual, vegetative, 

and microenvironmental characteristics. The developed soil was found 

to be able to withstand the most usage before sustaining damage. Due 

to its depth, the tendency to form a pan, and characteristic ·thick duff 

layer, it becomes very stable and resistant to deep structural change 

when subjected to intensive trampling. 

The meadow soils, both_ wet and dry 3 are particularly susceptible 

to damage by overuse . During the early season, when the ground.water 

is high, severe damage· can be done in a short period'of time. The ~et 

meadow soils remain saturated, which in itself limits their use; how-

ever, the dry meadow soils, even as the water table recedes, ~an become 

damaged while still in a muddy state . 

The white gravel soils generally can withstand more use than the 

meadow soils due to high gravel content. The larger particle size 

works to prevent compaction. 

It is useful, when trying to determine where to locate campsites 

and where to restrict use, to identify soil type, vegetative cover and 

" present condition, and monitor change through the years. Use should 

be encouraged on sites in forested areas on moraines. Use should be 

discouraged on wet open sites where meadow soils predominate. 
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LOCATION OF BULK DENSITY SA.i'<fPL~S: NELSON LAKE 

#1. In campsite due E of outlet, instead of turning Non main trail 
proceed straight up hill, under white pine where equipment was 
left. 

#2. In trampled area of above campsite. 

#3. In SW corner of above campsite between two small white pines, 
white gravel. 

#4. On trail approx. 13 m N of outlet ~~ 1 NE of small lodgepole on 
lake side of trail. 

#5· 1 m E of #4, off trail. 

#6. On trail i.n muddy eroded area approx. 25 m from outlet. ( N) 1 1 S 
of little lodgepole, just S of rock. 

#7.· Approx. 3 mW of #6 on peat hummock in severely trampled muddy 
peat. 

#8. On trail 1 m S of revegetation fence in line with lodgepoles 
across trail (tree that trail string was tied to): 

#9. Directly E of pt. 31, 28 about 611
• 

#10. Directly W of pt~ 31, 28 about 1211
• 

#11. Repeat of #'J". 

#12. Repeat of #10. 

#13. Approx. 2 m outlet side pt. 31, 28 in fenced area, untrampled. 

#14. Approx. i~ m E pt. 31, 28. 

#15. 5 m towards lake from pt. 55, 40 • 

.. 
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LOCATION OF BULK DENSITY SAMPLES: MATTHES LAKE 

#1. Between outlets on long hill of grass. 

#2. Next to #1 but in grass, about l~' higher at S end of lake, 
west of outlet on hummocks. 

#3. Wet clay from drying outlet (moving W aroillld lake). 

#4. Reddish clay 10 mW pt. NE 19, 12. 

#5. 1 m S of NE 19, 11. 

#6. At pts. NE 0.7 and NE 0,6. 

#7. 6 m E pt. SE 2,9 . 
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS FOR SOIL DESCRIPTIONS 

USDA-SGS-October 1966/Soil Survey Manual 1952 

Consistence: 

Consistence is a measure of the property of,a soil to adhere or 

cohere or to resist deformation or rupture. This property varies with 

moisture content and is measured when dry, when wet and about midway 

between, when moist. 

Dry Consistence: 

lo loose 

so - soft, easily crushes to powder or single grain· 

sh slightly hard, easily broken between tbUJllb and forefinger 

h - hard, can be broken in the hands without difficulty but 

difficul~ to break between thumb and forefinger 

vh - very har.d, can be broke~ in hands with dii"ficulty 

eh - extremeley hard, cannot be broken in hands 

Moist Consistence: 

lo loose 

vfr very friable, crushes easily under gentle pressure 

f friable, crushes easily under gentle to moderate pressure 

between thumb and forefinger 

fi - firm, crushes under moderate pressure between thumb and 

forefinger bu~ resistance is distinctly noticeable 

vfi ~very firm, crushes under strong pressure, barely crushable 

between thumb and forefinger 

efi - extremely firm, crushes under very strong pressure, cannot · 

be crushed between thumb and forefinger 

.. ------------------'------·-·-··-··-·-····· 
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Wet Consistence: 

Stickiness is measured by pressing the wet soil between the thumb 

and forefinger and noting its adherence. 

so - non-sticky; practically no adherence when pressure released 

ss - slightly sticky; after pressure, soil adheres to both thumb 

and forefinger but comes off one rather cleanly. Does not 

appreciably stretch 

s - sticky; after pressure, soil adheres to both thumb and fore

finger and tends to stretch somewhat before pulling apart 

from either ~igit 

vs - very sticky; a~er pressure, soil adheres strongly to both 

digits and is markedly stretched when they are separated 

Plasticity: 

Plasticity is measiired by rolling the wet soil between .the .thumb 

and forefinger and observing whether or not a'wire or thin rod can be 

formed. 

po nonplastic; no wire is formable 

ps - slightly plastic;·wire forms, but soil mass easily deformed 

p plastic; wire forms~ moderate pressure reQuired to deform 

soil mass 

vp - very plastic; wire forms, much pressure reQuired to deform 

soil mass 

Abundance Classes: Roots and Pores 

Abundance, size, orientation and distribution within peds for both 

roots and pores are similar . 
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Roots Pores #/unit area* 

Abundance classes: very few very few less than 1 

few few 1 to 3 

common common 4 to 14 

abundant many , more than 14 

*Unit is a square inch for fine, very fine and micro roots and pores; 
a square yard for medium and coarse roots and pores. 

Diameter classes: 

VF very fine: .075 to 1 mm 

F - fine: l·to 2 mm 

M - medium: 2 to 5 mm 

CO - eoarse: over 5 mm 

Continuity classes (for tubular pores): 

con - contin~ous - individual pores extend throughout the horizon 

dis - disc~ntinuous - indiv~dual pores extend only part way 

through the horizon 

Orientation classes (for roots and pores): 

ver - vertical - orientation in general more vertical than diagonal 

hor - horizontal orientat~on in general more horizontal than 

diagonal 

obl - oblique - orientation is more oblique (approaching 5° from 

vertical) than either horizontal or vertical 

ran - random - orientation in all directions 

Distribution within horizons: 

in inped - most roots and pores are within peds 

ex - exped - most of roots and pores follow interfaces between. 

adjacent peds 
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• Structure definitions: 

Platy: particles arranged around a plane, generally horizontal 

Prismlike: particles arranged around a vertical line and.bounded 

by relatively flat vertical surfaces 

a} prismatic - without rounded upper e4ds 

b) columnar - with rounded caps 

Blocklike: particles arranged around a point and bounded by flat 

or rounded surfaces 

a} Angular Blocky - bounded by planes intersecting at rela-

tively' sharp angles 

b) Subangular Blocky - having mixed rounded and plane faces 

with vertices mostly rounded 

Spheroidal: particles arranged around a point and bounded by curved 

• or very irregular surfaces that are not accommodated to the 

adjoi~ing surfaces 

a) granular - relatively nonporous 

b) crumb - very porous 

' 
Abbreviations: 

Size or Class Form or Type 

very fine ••..•.. vr platy .•.....•.••••••.• pl 

:fine ••.. • • ." ...•... :f prismatic •....•...•••. pr 

medium .•••••••••• m colmnnar ••.•......••. cpr 

coarse •.•..••.•.. c angular blocky ....... abk 

very coarse •.•.. vc subangular blocky ..• sbak 

granular .•.••..••••••. gr 

crmnb .... ,. ............... er 

• 
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• Form or Type (continued) Grade or Distinctness 

· · -J :·., ~s::<;;Jn siirn'.3~oY 

single grain .........• sg structureless ••. \ .•• O 

massive ••.•....•.•.. •• .m weak .................. 1 

moderate ••••....•.•. 2 

stro_ng ..•.• , .•.•••••• 3 
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